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 I 

Abstract 

 

Recognizing objects and detecting associations among them is essential for the 

survival of organisms. The ability to perform these tasks is derived from the representations 

of objects obtained through processing information along sensory pathways. Our current 

understanding of sensory processing is based on two sets of foundational theories – The 

Efficient Coding Hypothesis and hierarchical assembly of object representations. These 

theories suggest that sensory processing aims to identify independent features of the 

environment and progressively represent objects in terms of comprehensive combinations 

of these features. Separately, the two sets of theories have successfully explained the 

detection of associations and perceptual invariance, respectively; however, reconciling them 

together in one unified theory has remained challenging. Independent features are deemed 

essential for detecting association by the Efficient coding hypothesis, but to achieve 

consistency in representations, multiple comprehensive structures corresponding to the same 

object must be hierarchically assembled, ignoring independence among such structures. 

Here we propose an alternative framework for sensory processing in which the 

system, instead of finding the truly independent components of the environment, aims to 

represent objects based on their most informative structures. Using theoretical arguments, 

we show that following such a strategy allows the system to efficiently represent sensory 

cues without necessarily acquiring knowledge about statistical properties of all possible 

inputs. Through mathematical simulations, we find that the framework can describe the 

known characteristics of early sensory processing stages and permits consistent input 

representations observed at later stages of processing. We also demonstrate that the 

framework can be implemented in a biologically plausible neuronal circuit and explain 

aspects of experience and learning from corrupted inputs. Thus, this framework provides a 

novel perspective and a unified description of sensory processing in its entirety. 
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3  

1.1.  Introduction 

 

 An organism must know its environment and understand the rules by which it 

functions (Barlow 1991, Barlow 1994, Barlow 1989). For example, an organism needs to 

distinguish a predator from a potential mate and realize that proximity to a predator is 

avoided, whereas companionship of mates is preferred. In another situation, it must identify 

its food sources and learn the cues that indicate its presence. All this knowledge is embedded 

in two fundamental aspects of its surroundings – the identity of objects and relationships 

between them. While objects’ identities comprise answers to most of the “what” questions 

(like what is a predator? or what is food?), awareness of the relationship between objects 

develops intuitions about the rules of the environment. For instance, knowing that a localized 

movement in grass twigs is indicative of a lion may introduce a law to an antelope that oddly 

moving grasses are to be avoided. Insights about such rules are necessary for making 

favorable decisions; deciding to flee before an actual encounter with the lion and can play a 

decisive role in survival. In this regard, recognizing objects and identifying how they are 

related to one another can be considered as the two essential tasks that the organism must 

perform to endure.  

Organisms collect the information necessary to perform these essential tasks through 

their sensory systems. Sensory neurons, which are the basic structural and functional units 

of sensory systems, pick various information from the surroundings and relay it to centers 

like the brain and ganglia as electrical impulses (Golgi 1906, Ramon y Cajal 1906). These 

impulses are analyzed and transformed in different ways to extract relevant pieces of 

information (Barlow 1972).  

However, gathering information pertinent to recognizing objects is a challenge. 

Owing to differences in lighting, pose, location, surroundings, etc., several different 

circumstances of encountering objects may arise. These circumstances introduce 
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inconsistencies in the sensory system's inputs, and specific information about objects 

available in one situation is often lost in others (Ullman 1996). Internal noise in the system 

also leads to variations in the impulses that make them less reliable for carrying information 

(Stein 1967). Nonetheless, the organism must invariably recognize objects and their 

relationships in different situations. It must avoid the adverse effects of the system’s 

unreliability and compensate for the inconsistencies in inputs. In other words, object 

recognition must be consistent and robust. 

Electrical impulses in sensory neurons carry information about the surroundings 

(Jacobson 1950, Jacobson 1951, Quastler 1956, Rapoport and Horvath 1960). As they travel 

down a neuron, these impulses induce activity in subsequent cells in the sensory pathway. 

Thus, depending on how neurons are connected, one neuron’s activity is transformed into 

the activity of many others. This process of transforming neuronal firings is known as 

sensory processing. One can imagine that a plausible way to extract information about object 

identities from these impulses will be to transform them into object-specific patterns, i.e., 

transform them so that different objects induce distinct activity patterns. These activity 

patterns can then comprise the “representations” of objects, and the system can perform the 

subsequent task of detecting associations among different objects using them. Indeed, 

several studies aimed at understanding visual processing in primates and other higher 

organisms provide pieces of evidence supporting a pattern-based representation of objects 

(Perrett et al. 1982, Phillips et al. 1984, Baylis et al. 1985, DI Perrett et al. 1985, Young and 

Yamane 1992, Rolls and Tovee 1995). Studies also show that activities of individual neurons 

at successive levels of the sensory relay represent increasingly complex combinations of 

structural features of objects and the highest level neurons represent entire objects (Hubel 

and Wiesel 1962, Hubel and Wiesel 1968, Gross et al. 1969, Perrett et al. 1982, Schwartz et 

al. 1983, Miyashita and Chang 1988, Logothetis and Pauls 1995, Logothetis et al. 1995, 

Logothetis and Sheinberg 1996, Tanaka 1996). However, it is not very clear how the system 

decides which features or feature combinations to represent, or how it compensates for the 
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inconsistencies described previously to enable a robust perceptual experience, or how it 

further utilizes these representations to identify associations between different objects.  

Theories proposed over the last several decades bridge the evident gap in our 

understanding of sensory processing (Attneave 1954, Barlow 1961, Marr and Nishihara 

1978, Biederman 1987, Ullman and Basri 1991, Poggio and Edelman 1990). Two sets of 

theories form the basis of our current understanding of sensory processing: the Efficient 

Coding Hypothesis (Attneave 1954, Barlow 1961) and hierarchical assembly of object 

representation (Fukushima 1975, Fukushima and Miyake 1982, Anderson and Van Essen 

1987, Wallis et al. 1993, Riesenhuber and Poggio 1999b, Rolls and Milward 2000). Adopted 

from Shannon’s theory of communication (Shannon 1948) and proposed by Barlow and 

others, the Efficient coding hypothesis suggests that the sensory system should represent 

objects in ways that minimize loss of information and ensure efficiency in representation 

(Barlow 1961). While representing objects uniquely preserves information about them, 

making representations efficient requires individual neurons to represent independent 

features (Barlow 1987, Barlow 1989, Barlow et al. 1989). Independence among represented 

features implies that they are not associated with one another in any way, and the presence 

of any such feature in an object is not indicative of any other feature.  

The rationale for representing independent features through individual neurons stems 

from realizing that any form of association between represented features constraints how 

neurons get activated. If two neurons represent features that always occur together, then 

those neurons will always be activated together. Such a representation scheme will restrict 

the number of different patterns that can be formed in a system and limit its ability to 

represent various features and objects. To illustrate it with an example, consider the task of 

representing different animals. As one eye’s presence implies the other’s existence, the two 

eyes form a set of features that are not independent. Therefore, having two neurons represent 
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them individually, renders one of the neurons obsolete. This neuron can represent some other 

distinguishing features of the animals.  

On the other hand, beaks and eyes comprise an independent set of features. One 

cannot predict the presence of beaks from the knowledge about the eyes. Consequently, 

according to the Efficient Coding Hypothesis, different neurons should represent these 

features. In this manner, the hypothesis manifests a scheme of representing objects that 

enables efficient utilization of a system’s capacity to represent objects.  

This scheme’s usefulness for biological systems arises from its ease in detecting 

associations among different objects. Representing independent features through individual 

neurons permits the system to track the occurrence frequencies of individual features. The 

system can estimate the occurrence frequencies of objects by compounding the occurrence 

frequencies of independent features. Ultimately, it can determine any association among 

objects from their occurrence frequencies (Barlow 1987, Barlow 1991). Thus, the Efficient 

Coding Hypothesis establishes the fundamental nature of object representations that allows 

identifying associations among objects.  

The Efficient Coding Hypothesis has been remarkably successful in providing 

theoretical explanations of various aspects of sensory processing (Laughlin 1981, Atick 

1992, Olshausen and Field 1996, Bell and Sejnowski 1997, Olshausen and Field 1997, 

Lewicki 2002, Smith and Lewicki 2006). In several studies, the statistical properties of the 

natural scenes have been analyzed to find the independent features (Olshausen and Field 

1996, Bell and Sejnowski 1997, Olshausen and Field 1997, Van Hateren and van der Schaaf 

1998). It has been shown that these independent components conform to the features that 

neurons in the primary visual cortices of monkeys and cats represent (Hubel and Wiesel 

1962, Hubel and Wiesel 1968). 

However, the representation scheme proposed under the Efficient Coding 

Hypothesis, in its current form, is not sufficient to explain the consistency in perceptual 

experiences. Considering that object recognition is based on their representation, consistent 
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recognition of objects requires their representations to be invariant, i.e., variation in factors 

like lighting, pose, location, or surroundings should not alter the representation (Gross 1985, 

David I Perrett et al. 1985, Hasselmo et al. 1989, Tanaka et al. 1990, Tovee et al. 1994, 

Tanaka 1996, Hegdé and Van Essen 2000, Hegdé and Van Essen 2003, Ito and Komatsu 

2004, Brincat and Connor 2006, Hegdé and Van Essen 2007, Freiwald et al. 2009, Liu et al. 

2010). Independent features from natural scenes, on the other hand, are localized edges 

oriented at different angles (Olshausen and Field 1996, Bell and Sejnowski 1997, Olshausen 

and Field 1997). Their detection in objects is likely to change with factors like viewing 

position or orientation. Therefore, in a scheme where individual neurons represent these 

features, the same object will activate different sets of neurons and not maintain invariance 

when viewed from a different angle or present in a different orientation.  

Theories suggesting the hierarchical representation of objects address this invariance 

issue (Fukushima 1975, Fukushima and Miyake 1982, Anderson and Van Essen 1987, 

Wallis et al. 1993, Riesenhuber and Poggio 1999b, Rolls and Milward 2000). These theories 

recommend representing not just the individual features but a hierarchical assembly of 

features at successive levels of sensory pathway, meaning that neurons at higher levels 

should represent progressively complex combinations of features that neurons at lower 

levels represent (Fukushima and Miyake 1982, Wallis et al. 1993, Riesenhuber and Poggio 

1999b). The motivation behind such an approach comes from the insight that objects’ 

identities can be derived based on features that comprise them, i.e., one can predict an object 

based on a specific combination of features. Based on this line of thought, theories of 

hierarchical representation propose that from exponentially many feature combinations, the 

system should selectively learn and represent the feature combinations that it encounters 

(Fukushima and Miyake 1982, Poggio and Edelman 1990). The desired invariance in 

representing objects is achieved by representing a collection of two-dimensional projections 

or three-dimensional models of the same object at the higher levels such that the collection 
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as a whole account for any possible variation in the appearance of the object (Biederman 

1987, Ullman and Basri 1991, Ullman 1996). The framework incorporates top-down 

mechanisms to compensate for discrepancies like missing or uninterpretable features due to 

occlusion of objects or noisy input to the system. In these mechanisms, higher-order neurons, 

representing the learned, complex feature combinations, influence the activity of lower-level 

neurons (Rao and Ballard 1999, Lee and Mumford 2003). Models based on this framework 

have been successful in explaining the results of psychophysical experiments designed to 

test the object recognition abilities in humans and monkeys (Bartram 1974, Jolicoeur 1985, 

Corballis 1988, Tarr and Pinker 1989, Bülthoff and Edelman 1992, Edelman and Bülthoff 

1992, Humphrey and Khan 1992, Farah et al. 1994). The framework also explains the 

gradual increase in the size of the visual field represented in neurons along the visual 

pathway (Wallis, Rolls et al. 1993). Thus, the hierarchical assembly framework provides a 

thorough account for the consistent representation of objects and demonstrates a biologically 

plausible mechanism for perceptual invariance.  

Theories of efficient coding and hierarchical assembly, in conjunction with each 

other, explain how the sensory system can process the information collected from its 

environment and utilize it to accomplish the essential functions of robustly recognizing 

objects and detecting associations among them. However, it is difficult to reconcile the two 

theories together. While the Efficient Coding Hypothesis suggests utilizing independence of 

represented features to detect association among objects, the hierarchical assembly approach 

seeks to represent multiple feature combinations originating from the same object and 

disregards independence among these combinations to achieve invariant representations. 

Moreover, the hierarchical assembly of complex feature combinations requires experience-

based learning. The system needs to detect any association among features to select the set 

that should be combined and represented at higher levels. In contrast, the representation 

scheme proposed under the Efficient Coding Hypothesis demands independence among 
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features, limiting the system’s ability to spot any association and represent complex feature 

combinations.  

In addition to these compatibility issues, both theories have their own limitations. 

For example, an efficient representation of features necessitates the system to have near-

complete knowledge of its environment's statistics to find independent features. For 

biological systems, which gradually understand their environment through experience, 

having such knowledge is not possible. One can argue that as the system learns about its 

environment, it eventually acquires a near-complete knowledge; however, this still cannot 

explain how the system can efficiently represent objects at the early stages of life. Similarly, 

though hierarchical assembly theories rely on a collection of views or models of the object 

to achieve invariance, it is never specified which views or models to learn out of infinitely 

many possible ones. In summary, while the Efficient Coding Hypothesis presents a way to 

detect associations among objects, it does not provide a basis for robust recognition of the 

objects. The hierarchical assemblies make robust recognition possible but do not specify a 

way to detect associations among objects.  

In this work, I present a novel framework to represent objects that allows 

accomplishing both these tasks. In this framework, individual neurons do not represent 

independent or ordinary features but tend to represent the feature assemblies derived from 

individual objects that convey most information about them. In particular, I argue that 

neurons should represent only the structural components that uniquely identify objects 

because these are the components that convey most information. Without necessarily 

seeking independence among represented features, this representation framework departs 

from the one proposed in the classical efficient coding paradigm. Additionally, by specifying 

the definitive criterion for qualifying a feature combination as representable, it does not 

follow the traditional hierarchical assembly approach either. Using mathematical 

simulations, I show that the criterion for selecting representable components based on 
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maximum information leads to a representation scenario where the number of objects 

relative to the number of neurons is the determinant of the complexity of the represented 

component. In other words, relative numbers of objects and neurons determine whether 

localized features or complex assemblies of features are to be represented. This dependence 

of represented features’ complexity on relative numbers of objects and neurons not only 

explains the representation of localized features in the early stages of visual processing but 

also removes the necessity to progressively combine features. Thus, it allows the system to 

achieve invariant representations of corrupted or occluded inputs without the need of a top-

down signal.  

Moreover, the features that contain maximum information about an object continue 

to do so irrespectively of the object’s occurrence frequency or its relationship with other 

objects; therefore, this framework of representing objects eliminates the implausible 

requirement to know the entire statistics of the environment. In fact, by demanding the 

system to know only a fraction of its surroundings’ possible statistics at any point in its 

experience, the framework is pertinent to biological systems that seek to represent a finite 

number of objects and adapt to new inputs. I show that the same framework of representing 

inputs applies to olfactory processing, enabling biologically plausible and adaptive sensory 

processing. 

In this chapter, I review some early works done in sensory processing before the 

advent of information theory. Then, with a brief introduction to information theory, I will 

describe the key concepts in the Efficient Coding Hypothesis and hierarchical assembly 

framework and will give a brief overview of works based on both sets of theories.  

 

1.2.  Pre-Information theory 

 

The study of sensory processing has been a field of great interest, and experts from 

different fields have contributed to its development. However, the emergence of information 
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theory has marked an exact inflection point in the development of concepts related to sensory 

processing. Here, I briefly describe some of the most prominent ideas that prevailed before 

applying information theory to sensory coding. 

 

1.2.1 Hermann von Helmholtz: A German physician and physicist, Helmholtz 

contributed to several scientific fields, including physiology and psychology. In 

physiology, he is most noted for his studies of human vision and auditory systems. 

Helmholtz’s paved the way for scientific studies of relations between measures of 

physical stimuli and their human perception. In his book, Handbuch der 

physiologischen Optik (Von Helmholtz 1867) he proposed several theories on the 

perception of motion, color, and depth. In the third and final volume of the same 

book, he introduced the idea of unconscious inference in which he argued that when 

encountering a current sensory input (apperception), the organism unconsciously 

compares the input to the learned concepts of the environment obtained through past 

experiences. The comparison results in conclusions that are manifested as the 

perception of the stimulus. Thus, he essentially asserted learning of the 

environmental structures and forming perceptions based on known structures, an idea 

central to the current theory of efficient coding. 

 

1.2.2 Ernst Mach: Ernst Mach was an Austrian physicist most noted for his study of shock 

waves. The ratio of any speed with the speed of sound, popularly known as the Mach 

number, is named after him. Though a physicist, he has made some significant 

contributions to the studies of sensory processing. He found out that the sense of 

balance in humans arises from the movement of fluid inside ears (Blackmore 1972). 

In theoretical aspects of sensory processing, Mach introduced the concept of 

economy of thoughts. Being a physicist, he interpreted scientific laws as 
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constructions that make the data from the surroundings more interpretable. 

Extending the same idea to sensory processing, he asserted that our complex sensory 

experiences must be stored in our memories in the form of concepts and relations. 

Therefore, attending to the details of the sensory events is unnecessary, and we can 

economize the use of mental resources (Mach 1868, Mach 1910). The concept bears 

similarity with capturing dependencies and using minimum activity to represent 

them in the sensory system. It must be noted that the concepts of information and 

redundancy were not developed in the period, and hence the idea did not have 

suitable measures to quantify. 

 

1.2.3 Kenneth Craik: Regarded as one of the first people to study cognitive sciences, 

Craik was a Scottish philosopher and physiologist. He introduced the concept of 

mental models in his book The Nature of Explanation (Craik 1943). Mental models 

are essentially the small-scale symbolic models of the environment the brain stores 

to predict sensory events. They are internal representations of the various 

associations that exist in our surroundings. Thus, in his work, Craik pointed to the 

importance of finding associations and the roles that may play in predicting or 

anticipating stimuli. 

 

1.2.4 Egon Brunswik: Brunswik was primarily a psychologist and is known for his 

contributions to probabilistic functionalism. He pointed out that the environment in 

which an individual grows is as crucial as the individual and should be given equal 

attention in studies. He realized that the environment is uncertain and probabilistic, 

and the individual needs to learn and utilize this uncertainty. He studied the 

characteristics of images and found that portions of an image that belong to an object 

have different characteristics from randomly selected regions in the image (Brunswik 

and Kamiya 1953). From this finding, he suggested that if two portions of the image 
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have similar local characteristics, they likely belong to the same object and should 

be grouped. It is important to note that local feature detectors in the V1 area of the 

visual cortex are in close agreement with Brunswick’s ideas.  

 

1.2.5 Edward C. Tolman: Tolman was an American psychologist and founded a 

psychology branch known as purposive behaviorism. Tolman is known for his 

studies on rats in mazes, in which he wanted to demonstrate the abilities of rats to 

learn facts about their surroundings and use them in varying situations. Tolman 

introduced a concept very similar to the mental maps introduced by Craik and called 

it cognitive maps. Like mental maps, cognitive maps are also internal models of the 

environment where information about sensory events’ relative locations is stored. It 

has a semantic network-like nature.  Later discovered place cells in the hippocampus 

and the grid cells in the entorhinal cortex have been considered the neurological basis 

of such cognitive maps (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky 1971). 

 

1.2.6 Fred Attneave: Attneave was among the first to bring the concepts from information 

theory to psychology to quantify information processing in sensory transduction. 

Information in an event reflected its uncertainty, and redundancy meant a lack of 

new information. Thus, if an event was predictable, its uncertainty was low, making 

its information content lower and increasing its redundancy. Attneave pointed out 

that there is a lot of redundancy in natural images because large portions of them can 

be predicted (Attneave 1954). However, he argued that the edges in these images are 

events of high unexpectedness. Therefore, they contain most of the information about 

the image, and an image can be represented more economically based on the edges. 

The idea of economic representation of images based on boundaries is essentially 

redundancy reduction, which both Barlow and Attneave advocated in their theories. 
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1.2.7 J. J. Gibson: Gibson was a prominent American psychologist known for his 

contributions to visual perception. He saw the senses as channels for the perception 

of the stimuli present in the surroundings and tried to find how one maintains a 

constant perception of the stimuli even when the inputs to the channels, i.e., the 

sensory inputs, change continuously. He proposed that specific properties of stimuli 

may remain invariant during the processing of continually changing inputs, and thus 

they comprised the information about the permanent environment (Marr 1982). The 

task of sensory processing was to detect these invariants and not to decode signals, 

or interpret messages, or process data for the fact (Gibson 1966, Gibson 1979). This 

idea was radically different from the previous notion of actively constructing stimuli 

representations by encoding the inputs. 

 

1.2.8 David Marr: A British neuroscientist and physiologist, David Marr was one of the 

most influential figures in computational neuroscience. He studied several fields, 

including artificial intelligence, psychology, neurophysiology, and developed 

computational models of visual processing. He developed theories to explain the 

organization and workings of the cerebellum (Marr 1969), the neocortex (Marr 

1970), and the hippocampus (Marr 1971). A significant contribution to the field of 

object recognition was his work with Nishihara (Marr and Nishihara 1978). In this 

work, he proposed three criteria, namely accessibility, uniqueness, and stability, and 

sensitivity, to judge the usefulness of a feature set for object recognition. 

Accessibility signified that the features should be computable from the sensory input. 

The uniqueness of features was required to make the representation of the objects 

distinct. The feature set’s stability and sensitivity were indicated by its ability to 

reflect the similarity between two similar objects. The feature set was expected to be 

competent in expressing the subtle differences between objects too. An important 
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point to note here is that Marr approached the problem of recognition with the idea 

that certain features are identified because they help represent an object. 

 

1.3.  Introduction to information theory 

 

The advent of information theory marks a pivotal point in the development of an 

understanding of sensory processing. Barlow and Attneave were among the first to realize 

that sensory processing is essentially a way of relaying information along the sensory 

pathways. Hence, information theory concepts should be readily applicable to it (Attneave 

1954, Barlow 1961). Before discussing their arguments about sensory processing, and the 

utilization of information theory in those arguments, it is essential first to understand some 

basic concepts of information theory. 

In any form of communication, a message is conveyed between two points that are 

separated in space and time. For example, consider a book. The combinations of letters or 

symbols in the form of words and sentences printed in the book comprise a message that the 

book's writer wishes to communicate. This message is transmitted and then received by a 

reader at a different point in space and time. In terms of communication theory, the book is 

a “channel” that communicates information. A telegraph machine, a telephone, and the 

worldwide web are all different channels used to convey different messages. However, all 

channels of communication are not as reliable as others. Several factors tend to corrupt the 

message. In the example of the book, wear and tear, fading of printing, printing mistakes, 

etc., are sources of message corruption. Corruptions can make the messages very difficult to 

interpret, or in worse cases, may convey an entirely different message. Therefore, it becomes 

imperative to avoid these corruptions. In the words of Shannon (Shannon 1948) “The 

fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at one point either exactly or 

approximately a message selected at another point.” In his seminal work (Shannon 1948), 
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he approached this problem by attempting to design a channel that minimizes the chances of 

error in any message relayed through it. The critical point here is that the intent was to 

develop a system that reduces errors in all messages of a particular form and not just a single 

message. In terms of the book, the attempt was to design a book that is resistant to the various 

forms of corruption that may occur while printing a particular language like English. It did 

not matter whether the printed text was a fictional story or a scientific finding; all messages 

printed in English were supposed to have a minimal number of errors. 

 

1.3.1.  Entropy and Information 

 

Shannon realized that when a message gets corrupted, then there is some inherent 

quantity in it that gets reduced. The reduction of this quantity increases the unpredictability 

of the message (Shannon 1948). For example, an inkblot on the letter “e” in the word “The” 

leads to an ambiguity where a three-letter word starting with “Th” may be interpreted as 

“The” as well as “Thy”. This ambiguity reduces certainty about the word and increases its 

unpredictability. Thus, essentially Shannon realized that such reduction in certainty could 

be quantified. This realization originated from the fact that uncertainty is caused by the 

existence of more than one acceptable message. Continuing with the previous example, if 

“The” was the only three-letter word in the English language that started with “Th”, then 

an inkblot on “e” would not have induced any ambiguity. The uncertainly arises because 

two different words are acceptable as they both comprise of three letters and start with “Th”. 

Therefore, any quantification of uncertainty of a message must be based on how likely or 

probable that message is. In other words, uncertainly in a message must be a function of its 

probability. It was suggested that the most natural choice of such function is a logarithmic 

one (Hartley 1928), and hence, the specific formulation of uncertainty was chosen to be  

− log 𝑝 
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where 𝑝 is the probability of occurrence of the message. This quantity was called the entropy 

of the message. As with single messages, an expected value of entropy of an ensemble of 

messages can be defined as 

𝐻 =	−.𝑝! log 𝑝!

"

!#$

 

where 𝑝! is the probability of occurrence of 𝑖%&	message and, 𝑁 is the total number of 

messages. Interestingly, as uncertainty can arise not only among messages but among any 

events that occur around us, one can define entropy for any event based on its probability of 

occurrence. 

The receiver of the message offers another perspective of communication. All 

messages are equally likely before any message is received, and it is uncertain which 

particular message will be received. However, as signals are received, this uncertainty is 

reduced, and we say that the receiver has gained some information. Thus, a reduction in 

uncertainty of the messages is the information gained. As uncertainty is quantified as entropy 

(Shannon 1948, MacKay 2003), one can say that a change in entropy corresponds to a gain 

in information. Hence, they are the measures of the same quantity. In the example of the 

book, consider a reader who is about to read the book. Before he has opened the book and 

read any pages, he can expect any possible combinations of words and sentences to be 

present in the book, but as he reads the book, this uncertainty vanishes, and he gains the 

information that is present in the book 

 

1.3.2.  The communication channel and its capacity 

 

A typical communication requires more than just a channel. It requires what is known 

as a communication system (Shannon 1948). A basic communication system consists of the 

following components 
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1. Source 

2. Channel 

3. Receiver  

A source is a component that produces the message. In the case of the book, it is the writer. 

He thinks about the combinations of words and sentences to be written and thus composes 

the message. A channel is any system through which the message is relayed. The book is a 

channel. Finally, the receiver is the component that receives the message, i.e., the reader. 

Shannon realized that any communication channel could convey only a limited amount of 

information in a given period. This limitation arises due to the physical properties of the 

channel. For the book, the number of pages, the quality of paper, the quality of the printing 

ink, and the bindings are a few factors determining how much information it can carry for 

how long, hence determining the “capacity” of the book.  

The implication of having a “capacity” is that one cannot expect to transmit 

information more than the channel's capacity. For example, one cannot convey a message of 

250 pages in a 100-page book, and if one wishes to do that then, one must change the form 

of the message to the one suitable for the channel, i.e., the book. 

 

1.3.3.  Source coding 

 

It is important to realize that the same information can be communicated in multiple 

ways. Consider a situation where one needs to know the position of a car parked in a parking 

garage with 64 parking spots and write the strategy of finding the vehicle in a book. A 

possible approach is to check every spot one-by-one and note the car’s presence or absence 

in each spot. In this strategy, a maximum of 64 statements will be written in the book. 

Another possible method is to check half the parking lot sites and write in the book if the car 

is present in any of the positions. For example, if the vehicle is in any of the parking spaces 

in the first half of the parking lot, then the message written in the book should be “car is in 
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1st half”. The other half of the parking lot can then be ignored, and the two halves of the 1st 

half should be checked. If the car is in the 2nd half now, then the subsequent message written 

in the book can be “car is in 2nd half of the 1st half”, and the process should be repeated till 

each half consists of single parking positions. Due to this form of recording spots, six 

statements need to be written to find the car’s exact position. As we can see, the same 

information about the position of the car can be conveyed in either 64 statements using the 

first strategy or in 6 statements using the second one. The process of translating a piece of 

information into a specific format of statements is known as source coding. Any information 

can be translated into multiple formats, implying that it can be conveyed in numerous ways, 

each of which may highlight a different aspect of the information. In the above example, 

while expressing the car’s position in terms of 64 statements, the car’s position relative to 

the 1st parking spot is communicated. In contrast, the second strategy's six statements reveal 

the car’s position relative to the set of 1st half parking spots. 

Formally, information is quantified in bits where a bit of information can be thought 

of as a simple statement that answers an equiprobable yes-no question. Shannon showed that 

the number of such equiprobable yes-no questions that need to be answered to communicate 

the information content of an ensemble of messages equals the entropy of the ensemble. This 

is called the source coding theorem (Shannon 1948, MacKay 2003, Cover and Thomas 

2006). In simpler terms, the source coding theorem establishes the minimum number of 

simple statements necessary to convey any information. Consider the above example of 

communicating the parking spot of a car; there are 64 acceptable messages of the form “The 

car is in spot x”, each of which is equally likely. Thus, the entropy of the ensemble of 

messages is log64, i.e., 6 bits. Therefore, the source coding theorem determines that at least 

six simple statements (like those recorded in the 2nd strategy) are needed to covey the 

position information. Using less than six statements will incur an information loss, and the 

accurate position cannot be identified. In communicating the information over a channel, 
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only those channels that have a capacity greater than or equal to the entropy of the message 

ensemble can be utilized for reliable communications. For instance, to transmit information 

about the car's position, the channel, i.e., the book, should have the capacity to contain at 

least six statements. If the book has any less capacity, then the accurate position cannot be 

noted. One may wish to record the position using 64 statements; in that case, a book of 

appropriate capacity needs to be chosen.  

A common situation is when the entropy of the message ensemble is less than the 

capacity of the channel. The excess capacity over the entropy is known as redundancy. 

Specifically, it corresponds to statements being communicated with no new information. 

Suppose the book's capacity described previously is ten statements, and one chooses to 

describe the position of the car using the 2nd strategy, which requires only six statements. 

This leaves space for four statements in the book. One can either leave that space blank, 

conveying no information, or fill them with statements about positions where there is no car. 

In either case, no new information will be communicated using those four statements; 

therefore, those statements will be redundant. These concepts of capacity and redundancy 

are heavily utilized in formulating the theories about sensory processing and will be 

described in that context in the next section of this chapter. 

 

1.4.  The Efficient Coding Hypothesis 

 

The idea of source coding is very appealing in the context of sensory processing. 

Sensory processing is essentially a transformation of neuronal activity patterns along the 

sensory pathway. This process can be viewed as a translation of the information about the 

environment into the language of neuronal firings. The firing patterns correspond to the 

statements conveying the information, and different transformations of these patterns are 

equivalent to different formats of statements. Furthermore, this source coding is utilized in 

a communication system where various objects in the environment serve as the source; the 
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sensory neurons that interact with these objects comprise the channel, and the subsequent 

neurons along the sensory pathway which receive input from these sensory neurons act as 

receivers.  

Barlow and others identified these parallels between a communication system and 

sensory processing (Attneave 1954, Barlow 1961), and based on Shannon’s source coding 

theorem (Shannon 1948), they proposed a set of theories popularly known as the Efficient 

Coding Hypothesis (Barlow 1961). These theories aimed to explain the format of 

information transmission in the sensory system. They emphasized how a specific format is 

advantageous for the system in gathering knowledge about the environment's organization. 

Such knowledge is assumed to be manifested as some form of “regularity” in the 

environment. Consequently, these theories proposed that sensory processing aims to enable 

the system to identify these “regularities” so that it can recognize environmental structure 

and rules.   

The concept of “regularity” is analogous to the idea of predictability. A geometric 

shape is “regular” if all its edges are equal, i.e., if the length of all its sides can be predicted 

by knowing the length of just one edge. Similarly, a pattern is called “regular” if its 

constituent motifs are repeated predictably. Thus, the notions of regularity and predictability 

are related in the sense that any form of regularity in events allows their prediction. 

Conversely, the predictability of events is indicative of their regularity.  

Examining our surroundings, we find that the natural environment is filled with 

predictable components. We can predict the shapes of objects, the occurrence of events, 

changes in conditions, and so on. Such predictability implies that these components are 

regular. For example, the outlines of shapes are smooth. They are not jagged or randomly 

broken. If one knows a particular portion of the outline, they can predict the next piece based 

on the known portion. In similar ways, events like sunrise and the chirping of flocks of birds 

are also regular. The chirping of birds is often heard in the mornings, and if one knows the 
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time of sunrise, one can predict the timings of chirping. Such regularities comprise the 

knowledge about the environment that an organism needs to identify to ensure its survival. 

For example, if an animal feeds on birds, it must recognize that birds reveal their location 

around sunrise, and therefore, that is the best time to feed. 

However, identifying these regularities is not straightforward. There are no set rules 

that qualify a regularity, and one has to guess based on the predictability of events. A simple 

way to predict events can be based on their co-occurrence. If two events occur together, then 

one can be predicted based on the other. Yet, this approach does not take into account the 

co-occurrences that arise just by chance. Events that are more likely to happen in our 

surroundings are more likely to occur together, and therefore, cannot be good predictors of 

each other.  

Another way to predict events can be based on dependence among them. In 

probability theory, the dependence between two events is identified when the probability of 

one event changes with the occurrence of the other. Simply put, two events are dependent if 

the occurrence of one influences the occurrence of the other. The formal definition of 

dependence is based on two probability measures, namely the marginal probability and the 

conditional probability. The marginal probability of an event is the quantification of the 

chance with which it happens. The conditional probability is the measure of chance with 

which it happens when another event has already happened. When the marginal probability 

of one event differs from its conditional probability, calculated with respect to the other 

event's occurrence, then the two events are said to be dependent. In terms of notations, if we 

denote two events as 𝑋 and 𝑌, then their marginal probabilities can be denoted as ℙ(𝑋) and 

ℙ(𝑌), respectively. The conditional probability of 𝑋 with respect to the occurrence of 𝑌 is 

denoted as ℙ(𝑋|𝑌). Similarly, the conditional probability of 𝑌 with respect to the occurrence 

of 𝑋	is denoted as ℙ(𝑌|𝑋). Expressed in terms of these notations, 𝑋	and 𝑌 are said to be 

dependent if  

ℙ(𝑋|𝑌) 	≠ 	ℙ(𝑋) 
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or equivalently, 

ℙ(𝑌|𝑋) 	≠ 	ℙ(𝑌) 

An essential aspect of the notion of dependence is that it is not affected by the actual 

probabilities of events. In contrast, an event depends on the other only when the chances of 

it happening change with the other's occurrence. Thus, even if the event’s occurrence 

probability is large, it is the change in this large probability that determines dependence. The 

extent of the probability change is an indicator of the influence that one event has on the 

other. Therefore, one can predict any event's occurrence by evaluating the probability with 

which any dependent event occurs.  

With such a role of dependence in predicting events and identifying regularities, the 

goal of sensory processing, as assumed under the Efficient Coding Hypothesis, can be 

reiterated to be identifying the dependence between different components of the 

environment. The task can be accomplished by comparing their conditional probabilities 

with marginal probabilities. However, to make such a comparison, the two probabilities 

should be made available to the system. As various events elicit responses in the sensory 

neurons and are represented in the sensory system in the form of distributed activity patterns, 

the system can use these representations to obtain the probabilities. In this regard, 

representation of information about the event in an activity pattern, or the coding process, 

becomes an important aspect of sensory processing. This is because different ways of 

representing information highlight various aspects of information (Marr 1982) and 

selectively ease certain operations. For example, representing numbers in decimal form 

makes arithmetic operations easier, whereas representing numbers in binary form does not. 

Barlow suggested that a suitable way of representing information about sensory events is to 

allow individual neurons to be as independent as possible (Barlow 1987, Barlow 1989, 

Barlow et al. 1989). It makes calculations of probabilities required for identifying the 

dependencies more manageable. 
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To understand his rationale behind this suggestion, let us consider the concept of 

independence. Just like dependence, in probability theory, independence is also defined 

based on conditional and marginal probabilities. The underlying idea is that if two events 

are independent, then one should not influence the other’s occurrence. Therefore, the 

probability of one event conditioned on the other should be the same as its marginal 

probability i.e. 

ℙ(𝑋|𝑌) = ℙ(𝑋) 

The mathematical relation can also be expressed in terms of the joint probability of 

events, denoted as  ℙ(𝑋, 𝑌), where joint probability is the quantification of chance that the 

two events occur together. As 

ℙ(𝑋, 𝑌) = 	ℙ(𝑋|𝑌)ℙ(𝑌) 

	ℙ(𝑋|𝑌) = ℙ(𝑋) 	⇒ ℙ(𝑋, 𝑌) = ℙ(𝑋)ℙ(𝑌) 

Following the same line of argument for neurons, two neurons 𝑎$ and 𝑎' can be said 

independent if the state of one neuron does not affect the states of the other. In terms of 

probability, the probability of 𝑎$ being active or inactive does not change depending on the 

state of 𝑎'. Denoting active state as 1 and inactive state as 0, we can write 

ℙ(𝑎$ = 1|	𝑎' = 0) = ℙ(𝑎$ = 1)	

𝑜𝑟, ℙ(𝑎$ = 1|	𝑎' = 1) = ℙ(𝑎$ = 1)	

𝑜𝑟, ℙ(𝑎$ = 0|	𝑎' = 0) = ℙ(𝑎$ = 0)	

𝑜𝑟, ℙ(𝑎$ = 0|	𝑎' = 1) = ℙ(𝑎$ = 0) 

Similar relationships can be written when 𝑎' is conditioned on 𝑎$. Summarizing all 

possible states of neurons in variables 𝑎$ and 𝑎', we can note the following for independent 

neurons  

ℙ(𝑎$, 	𝑎') = ℙ(𝑎$)ℙ(𝑎') 

An interesting property of independent neurons becomes evident if we consider a 

third neuron 𝑎(. If the third neuron is independent of the first two, then following the same 

logic as before, we can write 
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ℙ(𝑎$, 𝑎', 𝑎() = ℙ(𝑎$, 𝑎')ℙ(𝑎() = ℙ(𝑎$)ℙ(𝑎')ℙ(𝑎() 

In fact, for 𝑁 independent neurons, one can write 

ℙ(𝑎$, 𝑎', … 𝑎") = 	@ℙ(𝑎!)
"

!#$

 

Note that, in the above equation  𝑎$, 𝑎', … 𝑎" represents any possible combination of 

states of 𝑁 neurons, and ℙ(𝑎!) represents the probability of the particular state of 𝑖%& neuron 

that is considered in 𝑎$, 𝑎', … 𝑎". Thus, for independent neurons, the probability of any 

combination of states of a set of neurons factors into probabilities of particular states of 

individual neurons.  

In sensory processing, any combination of states of neurons supposedly represents a 

sensory event. With independent neurons, the probability of the event can be calculated by 

multiplying the probabilities of states of individual neurons. Moreover, as a joint event is 

also an event distinct from its constituents, independence among neurons allows the same 

ease in calculating their probabilities. In this way, requiring neurons to be independent of 

one another eases the calculation of probabilities necessary for identifying dependencies. 

This ease of analysis is the prime motivation behind using such neurons for representations. 

Note that the representation scheme where the probability of event factors into probabilities 

of states of neurons is often referred to as factorial coding (Barlow 1987, Barlow 1989, 

Barlow et al. 1989). 

Though representing events through independent neurons constitutes an attractive 

scenario for identifying dependencies, one still has to invent a representation strategy that 

renders individual neurons independent. In other words, the system has to select which 

component from its environment it should represent so that individual neurons fire 

independently. As probabilities of states of individual neurons are determined from 

occurrence probabilities of events they represent, individual neurons cannot always be 

completely independent. Depending on the occurrence of events and the representation 
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scheme, individual neurons may or may not be independent. For example, consider a 

situation where three events, namely, 𝑠$, 𝑠' and 𝑠( are represented by a set of 2 binary 

neurons (𝑎$ and 𝑎') using a representation scheme presented in the figure (Figure 1.1). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 1: Representations of three events 𝒔𝟏, 𝒔𝟐 and 𝒔𝟑 using two binary neurons 

𝒂𝟏 and 𝒂𝟐 

 

 

Suppose we consider the occurrence probability of the event 𝑠$ to be 𝑝$, 𝑠' to be 𝑝', 

and 𝑠( to be 𝑝(, then one can calculate probabilities of states of neurons as 

ℙ(𝑎$ = 1) = 	𝑝$ +	𝑝', and ℙ(𝑎$ = 0) = 	1 −	𝑝$ − 𝑝' 

ℙ(𝑎' = 1) = 	𝑝$ + 𝑝(, and ℙ(𝑎' = 0) = 	1 −	𝑝$ −	𝑝( 

Similarly, joint probabilities of the states of neurons can be obtained. We can check 

the independence of neurons 𝑎$ and 𝑎' in this particular representation scheme by comparing 

the joint and marginal probabilities of the states of the neurons. Considering the particular 

state (𝑎$ = 1, 𝑎' = 1), we find that  

ℙ(𝑎$ = 1, 𝑎' = 1) = 	𝑝$, ℙ(𝑎$ = 1) = 	𝑝$ +	𝑝' and ℙ(𝑎' = 1) = 	𝑝$ + 𝑝( 

The product of the latter two equals the first in any situation where either 𝑝' or 𝑝( is 

0, like when 𝑝$ = 0.7, 𝑝' = 0.3 and 𝑝( = 0, or when 𝑝$ = 0.9, 𝑝' = 0, and 𝑝( = 0.1. 

Indeed, in these situations, neurons 𝑎$ and 𝑎' are independent because in these situations, 

either state of 𝑎$ is always 1 or state of 𝑎' is always 1, and the probability for attaining any 
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state by the remaining neurons is not altered. In any other situation, like where 𝑝$, 𝑝', 𝑝( 	≠

0, this representation strategy will not produce independent neurons. 

To find a strategy that maximizes neurons’ independence, one has to minimize the 

difference between the probability of a combination of states of neurons, 

i.e.,	ℙ(𝑎$, 𝑎', … 𝑎") and the product of probabilities of particular states of neurons. This 

difference is measured in terms of KL divergence (Kullback and Leibler 1951) between 

probability distributions. Therefore, in information-theoretic terms, the strategy to maximize 

the independence of neurons can be formulated as a minimization problem where the 

function to minimize is 

𝐷,- Hℙ(𝑎$, 𝑎', … 𝑎") I@ℙ(𝑎!)
"

!#$

J 		where				𝐷,-(ℙ‖ℚ) = 	.ℙ(𝑥) log R
ℙ(𝑥)
ℚ(𝑥)S

.

 

Interestingly, the above function can be decomposed into three terms (J.-F. Cardoso, 

2003) as under 

𝐷,- Hℙ(𝑎$, 𝑎', … 𝑎") I@ℙ(𝑎!)
"

!#$

J = 𝐶 −	.𝐺(𝑎!) + 𝐾
"

!#$

 

Here, the first term is a function of the correlation between the neurons. Formally, correlation 

is any statistical relationship between two variable quantities. For example, the price of a car 

is correlated to the miles it has been driven because the higher is the miles on the vehicle, 

the lower it costs. In the case of neurons, correlation arises when the activity patterns of two 

neurons are related in any way. They might be firing together, or the peak of a neuron’s 

firing rate may be proportional to the peak of others’ firing rate, or any other observed 

relationship might exist. When neurons do not display any such relation, they can be called 

uncorrelated. The first term in the above equation vanishes for uncorrelated neurons.  

The second term is a measure of non-Gaussianity of the neuronal response profiles. 

Suppose one knows all the states of a neuron and records each state's probabilities in the 

form of a histogram. In that case, the similarity of that histogram to a normal bell curve is 
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quantified as the Gaussianity of the neuron's response profile. Non-Gaussianity, therefore, 

is the measure of the deviation of the probability distribution histogram from the normal bell 

curve distribution.  

As the third term in the equation is a constant, under this formulation, maximizing 

the independence of neurons translates into minimizing correlations and maximizing non-

Gaussianity of the neuronal response profiles. For neurons with only two states, this 

increases with the difference between probabilities of inactive and active states; the more is 

the probability of inactive state, the more is the non-Gaussianity.  Therefore, to increase the 

neurons' independence, the representation strategy should minimize, on average, the 

activation probability of any neuron. As an illustration of the process, consider the previous 

example of three events being represented by two neurons. Assuming 𝑝$ = 0.6, 𝑝' = 0.3, 

and 𝑝( = 0.1, and following the strategy suggested in the Efficient Coding Hypothesis; we 

should represent the events as suggested in the figure (Figure 1.2) 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 2: Representations of three events 𝒔𝟏, 𝒔𝟐 and 𝒔𝟑 using two binary neurons 

𝒂𝟏 and 𝒂𝟐 following the Efficient Coding Hypothesis 

 

 

We can calculate the marginal distributions of neurons 𝑎$ and 𝑎' as  

ℙ(𝑎$ = 1) = 0.3,				ℙ(𝑎$ = 0) = 0.6 

ℙ(𝑎' = 1) = 0.1,				ℙ(𝑎' = 0) = 0.9 
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Clearly, for both the neurons, the probability of inactive state (state 0) is way larger 

than the probability of active state (state 1); therefore, the distributions are highly non-

Gaussian, and hence the encoders are maximally independent. To verify the extent of 

independence, we can compare the joint probability and the products of marginal 

probabilities as under 

ℙ(𝑎$ = 0, 𝑎' = 0) = ℙ(𝑠$) = 0.6			and			ℙ(𝑎$ = 0)ℙ(𝑎$ = 0) = 0.6 × 0.9 = 0.54	

ℙ(𝑎$ = 1, 𝑎' = 0) = 𝑣(𝑠') = 0.3			and			ℙ(𝑎$ = 1)ℙ(𝑎$ = 0) = 0.3 × 0.9 = 0.27	

ℙ(𝑎$ = 0, 𝑎' = 1) = ℙ(𝑠() = 0.1			and			ℙ(𝑎$ = 0)ℙ(𝑎$ = 1) = 0.6 × 0.1 = 0.06	

In all three cases, we find that the product of marginal probabilities can approximate the 

probabilities of events and hence are maximally independent as required.  

The strategy of minimizing neurons' activity to achieve independence can be 

interpreted in another way using the information-theoretic arguments. In terms of 

communication theory, each neuron state can be regarded as a unique message to the sensory 

system. Therefore, an entropy term can be associated with each neuron, which corresponds 

to the entropy of the ensemble of messages it is communicating. Interestingly, the knowledge 

of the actual message from the environment or its occurrence frequency is not required for 

calculating the neuronal entropy. It can be computed based on the probabilities with which 

the neuron acquires its states. For example, for a binary neuron 𝑎!, that can take only two 

possible states, this entropy will take the form 

𝐻(𝑎!) = 	−(ℙ(𝑎! = 1) logℙ(𝑎! = 1) + 	ℙ(𝑎! = 0) logℙ(𝑎! = 0)) 

A known property of the entropy function is that it takes the maximum value when 

computed for a uniform probability distribution. Any deviation of the distribution from 

uniformity decreases the value of entropy associated with it. Thus, a binary neuron achieves 

maximum entropy when the probability of it being active equals the probability of it being 

inactive. Consequently, biasing the probability distribution of its states away from this 

uniformity will lead to a reduction in its entropy. If we identify a collection of neurons as a 
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representation system and define this system's entropy 𝐻/0/ as the sum of entropies of 

individual neurons comprising it i.e. 

𝐻/0/ =	.𝐻(𝑎!)
!

 

 then minimizing the average activity of neurons essentially corresponds to minimizing 𝐻/0/. 

For this reason, the strategy of efficient coding is also referred to as minimum entropy coding 

(Barlow 1961, Barlow et al. 1989). Note that one can also calculate the entropy 𝐻!12 

associated with probabilities of occurrence of sensory inputs 𝑠3 as 

𝐻!12 =	−.ℙ(𝑠3) logℙ(𝑠3)
3

 

and can compare it with the entropy of the representation system. The comparison term, 

known as representation redundancy, or simply, redundancy (MacKay 2003), measures the 

fractional difference between the entropy of events and the entropy of the system and is 

defined as 

𝑅 = 1 −	
𝐻!12
𝐻/0/

 

This concept of representation redundancy is the same as the concept of redundancy 

introduced in the theory of communication. Recall that redundancy in a communication 

system was defined as the excess capacity of a channel over the amount of information being 

communicated through it. It corresponds to the portion of the channel that is not conveying 

any new information. We have also noted that parallels can be drawn between a 

communication channel and a collection of neurons that relay information about the 

environment by representing events and objects. In this regard, the entropy of a neuronal 

ensemble can be regarded as the total amount of information it can represent, given the 

current distribution of states of its constituting neurons. In other words, if we consider each 

state of a neuron to be conveying a unique message, then the entropy of the neuronal 

ensemble 𝐻/0/ equals its capacity to represent information. Furthermore, the entropy of the 
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sensory inputs 𝐻!12 is the actual amount of information being relayed through this collection 

of neurons; therefore, the redundancy in this communication system, i.e., the excess capacity 

over the amount of information being communicated, can be expressed as 

𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 = 	𝐻/0/ −	𝐻!12 

If this redundancy is normalized to the capacity of the neuronal collection, we get 

the expression for representation redundancy i.e. 

𝑅 =
𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦

𝐻/0/
=
𝐻/0/ −	𝐻!12

𝐻/0/
= 1 −	

𝐻!12
𝐻/0/

 

Thus, representation redundancy is nothing but the redundancy observed while 

representing information about the environment through the sensory relays and the minimum 

entropy coding that aims to minimize 𝐻/0/, is an attempt to minimize this redundancy. Due 

to its nature of reducing redundancy, minimum entropy coding is also referred to as the 

redundancy reduction approach towards representing information.   

In summary, the Efficient Coding Hypothesis tries to capture different forms of 

regularities from the surroundings. It suggests that sensory events' representation needs to 

be factorial in nature and should be based on independent neurons to identify these 

regularities. The system can obtain such representations by minimizing the average 

activation probability of neurons or its overall entropy. 

 

1.5.  Sensory system studies supporting the efficient coding hypothesis  

 

After Barlow and others proposed the efficient coding hypothesis, several studies 

found the relevance of the theory in processing sensory information across different 

modalities. Essentially, there were two types of studies – first, experimental studies that 

measured the response properties of neurons in the sensory systems and showed that the 

neurons were representing the information about the surrounding efficiently. Second, models 
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based on the efficient coding hypothesis were developed that analytically predicted the 

response properties of neurons. Both these types of studies provided evidence supporting the 

Efficient Coding Hypothesis and redundancy reduction approach. Here, I will discuss some 

of those studies. 

Among the first studies that showed the Efficient Coding Hypothesis's applicability 

was Laughlin’s study of blowflies. In his study, Laughlin argued that coding efficiency arises 

when a neuron equally utilizes all its response states in encoding the corresponding stimuli 

(Laughlin 1981). In a simple case of a neuron responding to a single input parameter, the 

range of input parameters will be way larger than the neuron's noticeably different response 

states. In this situation, the optimum will be attained when different response states of the 

neuron correspond to ranges of the input parameters that occur with the same cumulative 

frequency so that each response state is equally utilized. In terms of probability distributions, 

each response level of the neuron encompasses an equal area under the parameter 

distribution curve. This idea was inspired by a digital image processing technique called 

Histogram equalization (Gonzalez and Wintz 1977). Laughlin, using natural images from 

scenes such as dry sclerophyll woodland and lakeside vegetation, showed that the large 

monopolar cells (LMC) in blowfly’s compound eye has a response function that matches the 

cumulative distribution of the contrast levels measured from the images. The idea of equal 

utilization of response level reflects Barlow’s minimal redundancy idea as no response level 

is utilized for encoding the same stimulus parameter.     

The study described above presents a direct way of implementing efficient coding in 

the sensory systems; however, it does not consider the presence of noise in the system. In 

another study (Srinivasan et al. 1982), Laughlin and colleagues introduced the concept of 

predictive coding to describe the receptive field properties of the retinal ganglion cells and 

bipolar cells (Barlow et al. 1957, Hartline and Ratliff 1972), and interneurons in insect 

compound eye (Laughlin 1981). Under this concept, it was proposed that in the retina, 

neurons from the surrounding area predict the value of the input at the center and subtract 
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that value from their current input value so that their dynamic range can be more efficiently 

utilized. With such subtraction, predictive coding is essentially removing 2nd order 

correlations, i.e., redundancy between pairs of points observed in the autocorrelation 

function, and hence, is a model for redundancy reduction. In this study, Laughlin further 

showed that the nature of the surround in center-surround receptive fields depends on the 

signal-to-noise ratio. For a low signal-to-noise ratio, a larger surround is necessary to predict 

the value at the center accurately. In contrast, for a high signal-to-noise ratio, even a confined 

surround is sufficient. He then demonstrated that the same model could be applied to remove 

the temporal correlations and could also explain the LMC function in the fly’s compound 

eye 

Through studies like Laughlin’s, it was evident that efficient coding requires 

knowledge of the statistical structure of the stimuli. Field was among the first to figure out 

the statistical properties of natural images. Using various images of natural scenes, he 

showed that the power spectrum of the natural scenes falls off as 1 𝑓'⁄  , and the amplitude 

spectrum falls of as 1 𝑓⁄  where 𝑓 is the spatial frequencies in the image (Field 1987). Field 

argued that such statistics were a natural consequence of the relative contrast energy being 

scale-invariant and could also be related to the fractal nature of the images’ luminance 

profiles. The 1 𝑓'⁄  falloff gives a fractal dimension of 2.5 (Voss 1985). With such power 

spectrum and stationary statistics of the natural images, Field proposed that the best-suited 

code for encoding these images is the one where encoders have constant octave bandwidth 

and constant orientation. These codes allowed the information about stimuli to be evenly 

distributed across the encoders and presented a way to convert high order redundancy to 

first-order redundancy. 

Later, Ruderman and Bialek also characterized statistical properties of natural scene 

images using wood images (Ruderman and Bialek 1994). They measured the normalized 

average contrast in varying sizes of image patches and show that the contrast histograms 
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overlapped for all sizes of image patches, demonstrating that the contrast distribution is 

invariant to the angular scales. The distribution, however, was very far from Gaussian. This 

departure was shown in the deviations of contrast gradients’ distributions from the Rayleigh 

distribution. Typically, following the central limit theorem, one would expect that the 

distributions will be more Gaussian, but this breakdown of the central limit theorem showed 

that the pixels were correlated over long distances in the images. They also found that 

consistent with Field (Field 1987), the power spectrum follows the form  

𝑆(𝑓) = 	
𝐴

𝑓'4	6 

where 𝜂 = 0.19	 ± 0.01 and 𝐴 = (6.47 ± 0.13) × 104(deg. 

Atick and colleagues were among the first to explain the receptive field properties of 

retinal ganglion cells using the redundancy reduction principle (Atick and Redlich 1990). 

Assuming that the input's spatial correlation is known, and the transformation of output from 

the input is a linear one with noise, they tried to calculate information-theoretical quantities 

like mutual information between input and output, channel capacity, and redundancy. The 

probability distributions of both the input and the transformed input with noise were 

considered to be the ones with maximum entropy displaying assumed correlations. Reducing 

redundancy under these conditions by reducing the channel capacity resulted in the center-

surround type receptive field properties of the encoders that were very similar to the kernels 

of retinal ganglions measured in experiments on cats and monkeys (Enroth-Cugell and 

Robson 1966). They also analyzed the effect of noise on properties of the linear 

transformation from inputs to outputs and the corresponding changes in the receptive fields. 

It was found that when the signal-to-noise ratio was high, the transformation was 

decorrelating, as predicted by Barlow’s redundancy reduction hypothesis. The receptive 

fields in such conditions had relatively narrower surround. When the signal-to-noise ratio 

was low, the transformation approximated a smoothing function, which increased the 

correlations among the encoders. The receptive field had a larger surround region in these 
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conditions. These results are very similar to those proposed by Srinivasan and Laughlin 

(Srinivasan et al. 1982) using predictive coding concepts. Atick and Redlich also noted that 

these techniques used to derive the optimal coding conditions for the visual signals' spatial 

properties could be directly applied to their temporal properties. Similar to spatial properties, 

it would suggest reducing temporal correlations in high signal-to-noise regimes and signal 

integration when the signal-to-noise ratio was low.  

In another attempt to describe the retinal filters noted in experimental studies (Kelly 

1972, De Valois et al. 1974), Atick and Redligh utilized the knowledge about the 1 𝑓'⁄  

powers spectrum of natural scene images (Atick and Redlich 1992). Simple filtering of the 

natural scenes' amplitude spectrum depicted that the filters are designed to decorate the 

output at lower frequencies. Deviating from their previous approach of reducing the 

redundancy and suppressing the noise simultaneously, in this study, they considered the 

problem in two separate stages – first, they solved the redundancy reduction problem without 

considering any noise. Then the noise was added, and the obtained solution was modified 

accordingly. Specifically, they tried to analytically find a retinal filter function that 

maximally decorrelated the output in a noiseless condition. A 1 𝑓'⁄  power spectrum of the 

input was assumed. The energy function that was minimized to obtain the filters could be 

interpreted as simultaneous minimization of the bit entropies of outputs and information loss 

in transforming inputs to outputs. The resulting filter function 𝐾(𝑓) was of the form 

𝐾(𝑓)	~	𝑘|𝑓| which is a whitening filter for 1 𝑓'⁄  spectrum. However, when the noise was 

added, the nature of the filter changed. It maintained its whitening nature at lower 

frequencies, but the optimal retinal filter was more like a  low-pass filter at higher 

frequencies. To explain the results, Atick and Redlich argued that at lower frequencies, 

following the 1 𝑓'⁄  spectrum, the input signal is larger than that of noise. Therefore, the 

filters tend to whiten the image, probably to reduce the redundancy as suggested by Barlow. 

However, at higher frequencies, the signal was lower or comparable to noise, so the filter 
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adapted to a low-pass filter, which tends to smoothening the noise and removing its effects. 

Thus, at higher frequencies where noise power does not decrease like the signal power, it 

was more important to remove the noise than to decorrelate the output because filtering the 

noise with a 𝐾(𝑓)	~	𝑘|𝑓| filter will significantly amplify the noise. Furthermore, different 

retinal filters for varying levels of mean luminosity were obtained. Under the assumption 

that the major noise source is quantum noise, mean luminosity is a direct indicator of noise 

independent of the frequency.  The variation in luminosity introduced a transition in the 

nature of the filters from being bandpass at high luminosity values to a low pass at low 

luminosities. This transition was consistent with the human contrast sensitivity measurement 

studies by Van Ness and Bouman (Van Nes et al. 1967).  

Following similar techniques, retinal filters using distributions of different colors 

(Atick 1992, Atick et al. 1992) and temporal correlation (Dong and Atick 1995) were 

obtained. It was assumed that most of the spatial decorrelation occurred in the retina. The 

LGN was supposed to be primarily handling temporal decorrelations. With proper 

rectifications at the retinal and the LGN layers, the study could explain the lagged vs. non-

lagged cells in LGN. 

J. H. van Hateren carried another set of similar studies to understand the early sensory 

processing primarily in the visual field. He considered sensory processing to be a 

combination of filtering and noise addition in the incoming signal. The goal of sensory 

processing was to maximize the amount of information being transmitted through such noisy 

channels by optimizing the use of channel capacity (Van Hateren 1992). The neural filters 

thus obtained were bandpass, i.e., they encoded only a specific range of frequencies. It was 

argued that the lower frequencies are discarded because they are very strongly present in the 

stimulus. With high power, they threatened to occupy too much of the channel’s dynamic 

range. Though such removal of frequencies will lead to loss of information, van Hateran 

argued that it was better to have frequencies of moderate signal-to-noise ratio than to have a 

mixture of very low and very high ones. The rationale for removing higher frequencies was 
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that their signal-to-noise ratio was too low to carry any significant information. It was found 

that the obtained filters sharpened the response histograms of the neurons at a high signal-

to-noise ratio, thus reducing the redundancy. At the low signal-to-noise level, the 

redundancy was increased.  

Field realized that in addition to the scale invariance reflected in the  1 𝑓'⁄  power 

spectrum of natural images (Field 1987), a second form of invariance relates to the local 

structures of the images. A local structure like a line or an edge arises when the phases of 

the constituting waveforms are locally aligned. These regional structures are encountered 

across different scales and hence correspond to a type of redundancy between different 

scales. Field noticed that such redundancy is destroyed when phases are randomized. To 

have the phases aligned across different scales, the bandwidth of the phase structures, i.e., 

the frequency window over which the phases are aligned, should be proportional to the 

frequency (Field 1993). However, what bandwidths must be aligned could not be 

determined. It was further argued that the natural scenes did not consist of randomly 

positioned and randomly oriented phase structures. A regularity similar to the one observed 

in fractal images also exists in the phase structures of images. Field suggested that a wavelet 

code, with mechanisms to select the local phase structures' orientation and frequency, could 

be a way to encode the local structures. An advantage of such coding was that it allowed 

sparse representations of the image structures, which was in line with utilizing the 

surroundings' redundancy. 

Following this line of thought, Field tried to identify the criterion that would allow 

sparse coding of the natural scenes. He found that a basis set that allows sparse representation 

of data could be characterized by the kurtosis of data distribution along the basis vector. A 

sparse representation means that the most likely value the data will take along any basis 

vector is zero. The probability of it taking any other value is relatively small; hence its 

distribution is peaked at zero and has elongated tails. Such distributions have high kurtosis, 
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which is indicative of the non-Gaussianity of a distribution. Field showed that the response 

profiles of filters resembling simple cell type receptive fields were highly kurtotic. Hence, 

the system was essentially trying to obtain a sparse code for natural scenes (Field 1994). In 

the filtering experiments, it was found that response profiles of different filters like the 

wavelet filters or difference of Gaussian filter had different kurtosis, with maximum kurtosis 

observed for the wavelet filters. The kurtosis of the response histograms for wavelet filters 

was then measured as a function of their spatial frequency bandwidth. The results indicated 

that the filters that produced the maximally kurtortic response profile among the wavelet 

filters had a bandwidth of 1.0 to 3.0 octaves. This range of bandwidths is most commonly 

observed in the mammalian visual system (Tolhurst and Thompson 1982). Thus, Field 

concluded that the system was designed to achieve sparse coding. It is important to note that 

the sparse coding can be seen as a way of attaining high kurtotic response profiles, which 

indicate independence among the encoders. The more kurtotic is the response of encoders, 

the less dependence will be among them. In this way, sparse coding is a way to achieve 

efficient coding, as suggested by Barlow.  

Olshausen and Field further advanced the study of sparse coding in the visual system. 

They assumed that the transformation of an image to its representation in the sensory system 

is linear and that the encoders involved in representing the image are independent and 

sparsely active. The independence and sparsity assumption on encoders implied that the 

probability distribution defined over its state had high kurtosis. It was expected that a white, 

gaussian, additive image noise would be introduced during the transformation process; 

therefore, the likelihood of an image being generated from its coefficient had a Gaussian 

distribution. Olshausen and Field calculated the probability distributions of images that 

could be generated from their model using the likelihood of image and the prior distribution 

of representations. They tried to match this distribution to the probability distribution of 

images found in the natural scenes by reducing the two distributions' KL divergence. 

Reducing KL divergence resulted in maximizing the log-likelihood of the image under a 
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given transformation. It was shown that, when such maximum is found, the receptive field 

properties that arise for the encoders match the local, oriented, bandpass filter like receptive 

field properties observed in simple cells (Figure 1.3) (Olshausen and Field 1996, Olshausen 

and Field 1997). Thus, with this study, they demonstrated that the receptive fields of neurons 

produce sparse response histograms. Conversely, constraining the system to encode natural 

images sparsely results in generating the neurons' receptive field properties. An essential 

aspect of this study was the overcomplete nature of the transformation. It was considered 

that the number of cells involved in encoding the images was larger than the effective 

dimensions of the image. The rationale behind such consideration was that combined with 

sparsification, it leads to some deviation from the strictly linear input-output relationship.  

In another study, Olshausen and Lewicki demonstrated that using a similar 

probabilistic inference framework also generates consistent representations of noisy or 

incomplete images  (Lewicki and Olshausen 1999), thus effectively denoising the images or 

filling the missing parts of the images. 
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Figure 1. 3: A set of 144 basis functions learned by the sparse coding algorithm (from 

Olshausen and Field, 1997) 

 

The framework of Olshausen and Field was finding the set of basis images that were 

independent of each other and could sparsely describe the natural images, thus achieving 

efficient coding. Several similar algorithms were introduced around the same period to find 

the independent components of any data.  Bell and Sejnowski’s approach, also known as 

ICA or the infomax approach, was to maximize the mutual information between the input 

image and its corresponding representations (Bell and Sejnowski 1995). It could be shown 

that maximizing such quantity also leads to minimizing the mutual information between 
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image encoders (Nadal and Parga 1994) thus leading to a factorial code as proposed in the 

Efficient Coding Hypothesis. A significant difference between Olshausen and Field’s 

approach and Bell and Sejnowski's approach is that the former allows an overcomplete 

representation of images while the latter does not. Although an overcomplete representation 

does seem more biologically realistic because of the expansion in the number of cells from 

the retina to the visual cortex, it may cause the basis images to be linearly dependent. Also, 

unlike Bell and Sejnowski’s algorithm, Olshausen’s algorithm does not force the encoders 

to have low mutual information, which prevents the model from achieving a factorial code. 

Hyvarinen and Hoyer further extended the application of ICA in finding features that 

resembled the receptive field properties of the complex cells. They modeled a complex cell’s 

response as the sum of the simple cells' squared responses and then maximized the 

independence of complex cells (Hyvärinen and Hoyer 2000). Hyvarinen and Hoyer 

reproduced phase and translation invariance properties of the complex cells. Phase 

invariance meant that the response of the cell did not depend on the phase of the stimuli. 

Translation invariance or limited shift-invariance meant that identical stimuli could elicit the 

near-maximum response at slightly different locations. These properties could not be found 

in the previous simple cell models, and this study reported their emergence for the first time. 

The fact that further dependence could be detected among receptive fields derived from ICA-

like algorithms showed that the ICA did not detect completely independent components.  

In a further study (Hoyer and Hyvärinen 2002), another layer of cells was added to 

the existing complex cell model to capture high-order sensory processing. The underlying 

hypothesis was that the cortex was not just involved in efficiently representing the incoming 

information but was trying to build a probabilistic model of the surroundings from the 

information. To capture such processing, they put combined constraints of sparsity and non-

negativity on the higher-order cells, and basis patterns consisting of collinear complex cells 

emerged. These higher cells displayed properties like contour coding and end-stopping. 
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Hyvarinen and Hoyer noted that the learned basis pattern showed stronger collinearity than 

present in the data covariance. Therefore, it was concluded that higher-order structures, 

which could not be explained just from the covariance structure, have been found. 

The fact that the response properties of the filters obtained from ICA like approach 

were not completely independent could be attributed to such approaches' linear nature. In 

other words, natural image statistics are too complex to be captured by linear models. 

Simoncelli and Shwartz studied the statistics of the responses of the liner filters to the natural 

images. Specifically, they plotted the pair-wise joint responses of non-overlapping and 

orthogonal filters (Schwartz and Simoncelli 2001). If the filters were independent, then any 

aspect of the response of one filter could not be predicted by the other filter's response. 

However, they found that the variation in response of one filter was dependent on the other's 

response.  

Moreover, Simoncelli and Schwartz demonstrated that such dependence was found 

not only in visual stimuli but also in auditory stimuli and vanished in cases of white noise. 

They then proposed a generic normalization model to remove such dependence. This model 

included taking the squared sum of all responses and dividing each response with this sum. 

The model was effective in removing the observed dependencies.  

Apart from the studies listed above, several other studies contributed to 

understanding natural stimulus statistics and the Efficient Coding Hypothesis's relevance. 

Foldiak developed a neural network that could reduce the statistical dependence between 

coding elements. The model utilized simple Hebbian units that received anti-Hebbian 

feedback (Földiak 1990). The network learned the feedback while encountering the inputs, 

producing sparse, and information preservation codes. This network model was among the 

first to achieve redundancy reduction in some form. 

To demonstrate their theoretical studies’ relevance, Dan, Atick, and Reid recorded 

individual cat LGN neurons' response to natural, time-varying images. The control images 

were white noise images. Their recordings showed LGN neurons’ responses were 
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decorrelated for natural stimuli but not for white noise (Dan et al. 1996). This study provided 

a piece of strong evidence in support of the Efficient Coding Hypothesis. 

With the advent of independent component analysis (ICA) to describe the emergence 

of simple cell-like filters, van Hateren and van der Schaff compared macaque simple cells' 

receptive field properties to the filters obtained through ICA. They reported that the 

properties like spatial frequency bandwidth, orientation tuning bandwidth, aspect ratio, and 

length matched very well (Van Hateren and van der Schaaf 1998) which showed that the 

simple cells were well-tuned to the statistics of natural stimuli. 

In his studies, Bialek tried to decode stimuli in real-time using simple linear filters 

that estimated a time-varying signal based on spike trains (Bialek and Zee 1990, Bialek et 

al. 1991). He decoded several stimuli that were encoded in firing rates, like motion in 

blowfly’s H1 cells. Later, he found that the filters obtained to decode sound signals from the 

spike trains are optimized for natural sounds (Rieke et al. 1993). He created stimuli with 

natural amplitude spectrum but unstructured phase spectrum and showed that the stimuli 

with natural amplitude spectrum are encoded more efficiently, with coding efficiency as high 

as 90% of the information transfer's fundamental limit. He also demonstrated that the 

dynamics of the coding process in primary auditory neurons are matched to the correlation 

structure of the natural sound. This match was also proposed to be the reason for high 

efficiency in coding such sounds compared to the white noise. He also predicted that the 

non-linearities in auditory processing might be increasing the coding efficiency for natural 

sound. 

 

1.6.  Limitations of efficient coding  

 

As described in the previous section, the Efficient Coding Hypothesis has been the 

foundation for theoretical studies of sensory processing and has successfully explained 
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various aspects of sensory processing. The principle, however, has certain limitations that 

restrict its applicability in higher-order sensory processing. In this section, I discuss some of 

those limitations. 

 

1.6.1 Requiring the knowledge of input statistics: The central idea in the Efficient 

Coding Hypothesis is to find a representation strategy that maximizes independence 

and reduces the redundancy among representation neurons. This redundancy 

reduction can be seen as minimizing the chances of representing the same 

information about the inputs more than once (Simoncelli and Olshausen 2001). 

Obtaining such representation, however, is not straightforward. The system must be 

aware of the entire distribution of inputs so that it can find components that are 

independent and can be represented by individual neurons. Differently distributed 

inputs will have different independent components; therefore, the nature of 

representation will change depending on the distribution. It is very difficult for a 

biological system to know the entire statistical properties of inputs. One may argue 

that the system can adapt to the natural environment over the evolutionary period, 

but for specific classes of objects like faces or non-natural shapes that are more 

experience-dependent, estimating distribution is not plausible. 

 

1.6.2 Calculating probabilities in sensory circuits: Seeking independence among 

representation units allows the system to calculate the probabilities of occurrences of 

sensory events, rather than having them explicitly represented (Barlow 1989, Barlow 

et al. 1989). Calculating the probabilities has been asserted to be advantageous, as it 

permits calculations of complex logical functions of these probabilities, which might 

be essential in determining the associations among these events (Barlow 1989). In 

addition to this, knowledge of the probabilities helps the system determine the nature 

of representation for different sensory events (Barlow 1991). Though all the above 
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arguments are valid, a fundamental problem lies in implementing probability 

calculations in the neuronal circuits. As discussed previously, the estimation of 

occurrence probabilities of inputs requires determining the activation probabilities of 

the representation neurons. This calculation requires pooling the knowledge of 

activation probabilities of all neurons. Furthermore, calculating other logical 

functions of the probabilities requires complicated and restrictive connectivity as a 

substrate. On the other hand, connectivity observed in the brain and other parts of the 

sensory system lack any clear structure and are generally local. Their ability to pool 

information from all neurons and perform complex operations is, therefore, limited. 

However, it must be noted here that such limitation does not imply that independent 

representation units should not be utilized. It instead emphasizes that the strategy of 

using independent representation units might not be sufficient just by itself, and 

additional considerations on sensory representation are necessary to obtain a 

biologically plausible strategy. 

 

1.6.3 Sparse distributed coding: The necessity to gather information from all neurons 

can be ignored if one considers different representation strategies. One such approach 

can be an explicit representation framework where the presence of an input can be 

determined by simple logical operations performed on a subset of the neurons rather 

than on the whole set (Barlow 1994). It is argued that if the representation is 

reasonably sparse, the inactive neurons carry very little information. So, one can 

obtain sufficient information about the input by considering only the active elements 

(Barlow 1994). Thus, the occurrence probabilities of inputs can be determined by 

gathering information from a relatively smaller number of neurons. However, even 

in this strategy, it is possible that the same representation unit might be involved in 

representing more than one input, which will make the activation probabilities of 
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shared neurons higher than the activation probabilities of non-shared ones. For inputs 

with overlapping representations, this will mean that shared neurons contribute more 

to determining joint occurrence probabilities than the non-shared neurons. However, 

such shared neurons by themselves are not very informative about any of the inputs, 

and therefore, the estimate of the joint occurrence probabilities of inputs will be 

unreliable. Note that the problem arises due to pooling information from only a 

subset of neurons. If information from all neurons is pooled, both active and inactive 

neurons will contribute to determining the joint occurrence probability of inputs. As 

the entire representation contains all information about the inputs, such estimates will 

be reliable.  

 

1.6.4 Applicability in higher-order cognitive functions: While the requirement of 

independence among neurons is often celebrated and is the most sought-after feature 

in a representation strategy, it can also pose severe problems to a biological system. 

A fundamental problem for biological systems is to recognize objects presented in 

different forms and conditions. Presumably, it solves this problem by maintaining 

consistent representations of the objects in these situations. It is hypothesized that, 

with its physiological variability, the system needs to infer the representations when 

only its parts are activated (Clark 2013, Friston 2005). Independence among the 

neurons, on the other hand, means that a neuron's state does not depend on the states 

of other neurons. In other words, for independent neurons, one cannot predict the 

state of any neuron based on other neurons’ states. This indeterminacy is directly 

conflicting with the inference requirement, and the two conditions cannot be met 

simultaneously. It can happen that because of some unknown reasons, a particular 

neuron could not fire, or an extra neuron fired. The system now needs to identify this 

error, but it is impossible to know whether an event like an error has happened or not 

with the independence condition satisfied. Thus, maintaining consistency in 
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representations with the inherent variability in the biological system is difficult when 

the neurons are independent. 

 

1.6.5 Correspondence between neurons and features of inputs: As suggested by 

Barlow (Barlow 1961, Barlow 1989, Barlow et al. 1989, Barlow 1991), one way to 

increase independence among neurons is by making sure that the average activation 

probability of neurons is minimum. This strategy is manifested as minimization of 

bit entropies of the neurons. In this strategy, the stimuli are represented such that the 

most frequent ones have the least number of active representation units, and the rare 

events are often represented with many active units. This strategy's limitation is that 

the individual neurons’ activity does not indicate any recognizable feature of the 

stimulus. The representation as a whole is meaningful, but its components' activity 

does not mean the presence of any substructure or identifiable property.  

 

1.7.  Hierarchical assemblies and view-based representations of objects 

 

Parallel to the development of the theory of efficient coding, another set of theories 

was developed to explain invariant recognition of objects. This approach's main focus was 

to identify ways that could explain the consistent perception of objects when they are 

presented in different forms or viewed from different perspectives.   

As the aim was to explain consistent perceptual experiences, the first studies in this 

field proposed the theory that the representation of objects should be based on some of their 

invariant properties (Pitts and McCulloch 1947). To understand the idea behind invariant 

properties, consider the set of all triangles. As we know, all triangles follow the triangle law, 

i.e., the sum of lengths of two sides is greater than the length of the third side. The triangle 

law can be regarded as an invariant property of triangles. One can define a rule that any 
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object with sides that follows triangle law is a triangle. Consequently, a representation 

scheme can be designed to indicate the pairwise sum of lengths of sides of objects and 

compare them to individual sides. In similar ways, other properties like area, perimeter, 

elongation, etc., were also proposed to be utilized as invariant properties (Bolles and Cain 

1982). More complex properties like cross-ratio of four points (Gibson 1950a, Gibson 

1950b, Gibson 1979) were also proposed as the basis of invariant representation. 

It was easy to realize that such properties do not have wide applications. For example, 

it is tough to find properties of a 3D object that remain invariant in all its views. It was 

proposed that instead of using one invariant property, one can consider a group of properties 

such that some combined measurement of the properties remains invariant across different 

objects. In such a situation, any object can be considered to be present in an N-dimensional 

property space, and its different views can be thought to be distributed around it in this space 

(Tou and Gonzalez 1974). Such images can then be mapped to a unique object on the basis 

of their distance. However, it could be shown that, if such invariant measurement exists, its 

value will be constant for all objects (Clemens and Jacobs 1991, Burns et al. 1992, Moses 

and Ullman 1992). A constant measurement cannot be useful for differentiating objects as 

all objects will be mapped to the same value. 

Another set of proposed approaches to generate the invariant representation of 

objects was based on the decomposition of objects into their feature components. These 

approaches aimed to identify simpler constituent parts of the objects first and then, based on 

the parts and structural relationship among them, identify the objects. Parts-based 

decomposition was the idea behind the computations performed in a perceptron (Rosenblatt 

1957, Rosenblatt 1958) which could be utilized to recognize shapes like a triangle (Minsky 

and Papert 1969) irrespective of their size or location. The “pandemonium” scheme 

(Selfridge 1959) was also based on the idea of recognizing parts of the objects to invariably 

identify the entire object. 
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In addition to parts, later studies also included a description of structural relationships 

among components in the representation (Grimsdale et al. 1959, Clowes 1967, Winston 

1975). In their seminal study, Marr and Nishihara (Marr and Nishihara 1978) also proposed 

using cylindrical components and their relationships to obtain stable yet sensitive 

representations of objects. The idea was further followed in the theory of Recognition by 

components (RBC) (Biederman 1987, Biederman 1985, Hummel and Biederman 1992, 

Cooper et al. 1992, Biederman and Cooper 1992, Biederman and Gerhardstein 1993) which 

introduced the concept of  “geons.” Geons were cylinder-like 3-dimensional components, 

and objects could be described as 3D models based on them. Similar 3-dimensional 

cylindrical features were also utilized in other studies (Binford 1971, Binford 1981, Brooks 

1981). Uni-dimensional contour features known as “codons” (Hoffman and Richards 1984), 

or  2-dimensional surface patches (Dane and Bajcsy 1982, Dane 1981, Potmesil 1983, 

Faugeras 1984, Brady et al. 1985, Faugeras and Hebert 1986) were also used as a basis for 

describing objects. Though such descriptions successfully generated object models that 

remained invariant to various transformations, a significant drawback in using them was that 

they produced complex object models. Moreover, the requirement to include the relationship 

among parts in the description of objects was not tractable as exponentially many 

combinations, and relationships are possible. 

The idea of hierarchical combinations of features was introduced to circumvent the 

problem of representing exponentially many feature combinations (Selfridge 1959, 

Sutherland 1968, Sutherland 1969, Barlow 1972, Milner 1974). In these theories, it was 

proposed that cells tuned to simpler features can be pooled together and connected to a 

higher-order cell so that the higher-order cell represents a combination of these features 

(Fukushima 1975, Fukushima and Miyake 1982, Riesenhuber and Poggio 1999b). 

Interestingly, pooling features removes information about their exact configuration. 

Therefore, a major assumption in these approaches is that a feature combination’s internal 
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structure is not very important in its identification (Ullman 1996). Furthermore, as each 

combination is represented by individual neurons, which serve as parallel processing units, 

another underlying assumption in hierarchical approaches is that individual configuration of 

features can be classified independently of other parts and structures (Ullman 1996). 

However, to avoid representing all combinations of features, the approach required learning 

only the combinations observed in the objects (Block et al. 1962, Kabrisky 1966, Giebel 

1971, Fukushima 1975). The edge detection capabilities of cells in the visual cortices of cats 

(Hubel and Wiesel 1962) and monkeys (Hubel and Wiesel 1968) motivated the approach, 

and the simplest features that were further combined into more complex structures were 

often edge-like. With all such assumptions and motivations, the approach was remarkably 

successful in attaining shift and scale invariance while representing 2-dimensional images. 

The first notable hierarchical model, “Neocognitron” (Fukushima and Miyake 1982), could 

produce a shift-invariant representation of 2D objects. Models based on “shifter circuits” 

(Anderson and Van Essen 1987, Olshausen et al. 1993)  were used for generating similar 

location and scale-invariant representations. The hierarchical models were also successful 

in generating robust representations against occlusion (Shimojo et al. 1989, Fukushima 

2005, Fukushima 2003, Johnson and Olshausen 2005). Neural network-based models 

(Perrett and Oram 1993, Oram and Perrett 1994, Riesenhuber and Poggio 1998, Riesenhuber 

and Poggio 2002, Koch and Poggio 1999, Riesenhuber and Poggio 1999a, Riesenhuber and 

Poggio 1999b, Riesenhuber and Poggio 2000, Wallis and Rolls 1997) were also proposed. 

They provided biologically plausible ways of carrying out the hierarchical assembly of 

features. Thus, the representation scheme based on the hierarchical assembly of features 

offered a way for invariant representation of 2-dimensional images. However, the approach 

just by itself was not useful in generating a consistent representation of 3-dimensional 

objects. 

Invariant representation of 3-dimensional objects was proposed to be based on 

aligning its views to a model that is stored in the brain (Chien and Aggarwal 1987, Faugeras 
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and Hebert 1986, Fischler and Bolles 1981, Huttenlocher and Ullman 1990, Huttenlocher 

and Ullman 1987, Lowe 1985, Thompson and Mundy 1987, Ullman 1989, Linnainmaa et 

al. 1988, Lamdan et al. 1988). These approaches defined a set of transformations 𝑇 

incorporating changes in scale, position, or orientation for every object model 𝑀. The 

transformations were applied to the model to best align it to the view under consideration; 

recognition of an object corresponded to finding a suitable model-transformation pair 

(Ullman 1996). The first set of studies argued that any view or image was aligned to a single 

stored 3-dimensional object model (Shoham and Ullman 1988, Huttenlocher and Ullman 

1990). The alignment was based on identifying a small number of corresponding features 

between the 3-dimensional object model and a 2-dimensional view and use them as “anchor 

points” to find the appropriate transformation. The model was selected based on the fit 

between the object’s view and its transformed form (Ullman 1996). However, it was realized 

that a single 3-dimensional model might not be sufficient to recognize all different views of 

an object, especially in self-occlusion conditions. Therefore, the utilization of multiple 3-

dimensional models of a single object was considered to account for its widely distinct views 

(Koenderink and Van Doorn 1979, David I Perrett et al. 1985, Rock and DiVita 1987, 

Grimson and Lozano-Perez 1987, Grimson 1990, Huttenlocher and Ullman 1990). 

Another approach towards an invariant representation of 3-dimensional objects was 

based on the alignment of object views, not to its 3-dimensional model but a collection of 

its 2-dimensional images (Ullman and Basri 1991). The motivation behind such an approach 

was the realization that any view of an object can be expressed as a linear combination of its 

2-dimensional images; therefore, the collection of such images can serve as the object’s 

model. More specifically, a group of 𝑁 images {𝑀$3 , 𝑀'3 , …𝑀"3} can serve as a model for 

object 𝑗 as any view 𝑉73 of the object can be expressed as 

𝑉73 =	.𝛼!𝑀!3

"

!#$
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 Here, the set {𝛼!} corresponds to the coefficients of linear combinations of the model 

images. The number of images required to be stored to account for any view of the object 

was shown to be as low as three (Ullman and Basri 1991) or two (Ullman and Basri 1991, 

Poggio 1990) for the 3-dimensional transformation of any general object, and one for 

symmetric objects (Vetter et al. 1994). The set of coefficients corresponding to each image 

in the model required to account for any view of the object was determined by searching 

through the entire space of coefficients (Yuille et al. 1989). Interestingly, it could be shown 

that explicit recovery of these coefficients could be avoided by mapping object views to a 

canonical image (Ullman and Basri 1991). Mapping any view to a canonical image 𝑸 of the 

object corresponded to finding a linear transformation matrix 𝑪 such that for any set of object 

images {𝑀$, 𝑀', … ,𝑀"} 

𝑪𝑀$ = 𝑪𝑀' = ⋯ = 𝑪𝑀" = 	𝑸 

As object views can be described as a linear combination of its images, such 

transformation implied that any view 𝑣 could also be mapped to the image 𝑸 by the same 

transformation matrix 

𝑪𝑣 = 𝑪.𝛼!𝑀! =	.𝛼!𝑪𝑀! =	.𝛼!𝑸 = 	𝜉𝑸
"

!#$

"

!#$

"

!#$

			𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒	𝜉 = 	.𝛼!

"

!#$

 

The transformation matrix could be obtained in terms of a matrix 𝑴 of independent 

images of the object as   

𝑪 = 𝑸𝑴4𝟏 

Mapping any view of an object to a canonical image is essentially a framework for 

producing an invariant representation of the object where all object views are represented 

through a neuron tuned to the canonical view. Furthermore, the object's independent views 

or images that comprise matrix 𝑴 and the transformation 𝑪, can be generated from its 

simpler features using a hierarchical approach. Thus, the hierarchical approach and the linear 

combination of views of objects together comprised a bottom-up framework for producing 

invariant representations of 3-dimensional objects. The approach was further extended to 
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utilize a non-linear interpolation between images through a class of functions known as 

Generalized Radial Basis Functions (GRBFs) (Poggio and Girosi 1989, Poggio and Girosi 

1990b, Poggio and Girosi 1990a, Girosi and Poggio 1990, Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977, 

Poggio et al. 1987, Powel 1987, Broomhead and Lowe 1988, Poggio and Edelman 1990, 

Edelman and Poggio 1989).   

The invariant representation framework based on hierarchical assembly and the 

linear combination of views of objects is supported by physiological and psychological 

studies. Psychological studies showing a decreased recognition of objects with changes in 

their viewing direction (Bartram 1974, Palmer et al. 1981, Jolicoeur 1985, Corballis 1988, 

Tarr and Pinker 1989, Jolicoeur 1990, McMullen and Jolicoeur 1990, Tarr and Pinker 1990, 

Tarr and Pinker 1991, Bülthoff and Edelman 1992, Edelman and Bülthoff 1992, Humphrey 

and Khan 1992, Farah et al. 1994, Tarr 1995, Gauthier and Tarr 1997) provide evidence in 

favor of this framework. Both humans (Poggio and Edelman 1990) and monkeys (Logothetis 

et al. 1994) showed similar trends in their performances in such studies. Studies compared 

human performance with the performance of an “ideal 2D observer”. The idea observer 

stored all previously seen views of the objects and compared any novel view to each of the 

stored views separately. These studies demonstrated that human use mechanisms that are 

better than the ideal observer and comparing individual views were insufficient for 

accounting for human performance (Liu et al. 1995, Moses et al. 1994). While these studies 

provide evidence in favor of the hierarchical view-based framework, other studies 

(Biederman and Cooper 1992, Biederman and Gerhardstein 1993) have shown evidence 

against it. However, these studies have been criticized for lacking generality, evidence, and 

explanatory power (Tarr and Bülthoff 1995).  

In addition to the psychological studies of human performance in object recognition, 

studies on the physiological properties of neurons in high-level visual processing areas like 

V4 and IT have revealed the presence of shape-specific cells (Gross 1992, Tanaka et al. 
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1991, Fujita et al. 1992, Tanaka 1992) and involvement of these cells in object recognition 

(Damasio et al. 1990, Damasio and Damasio 1993). Studies have also demonstrated that 

objects and faces are represented by distributed patterns of active neurons in the IT regions 

of the brain (Perrett et al. 1982, DI Perrett et al. 1985, David I Perrett et al. 1985, Rolls 1984, 

Baylis et al. 1985, Rolls and Tovee 1995, Young and Yamane 1992). Furthermore, studies 

have also demonstrated that V4 and posterior IT injuries lead to loss of abilities to 

compensate for changes in size, orientation, or illumination conditions, rather than 

recognizing the shape itself (Schiller and Lee 1991, Weiskrantz 1990, Schiller 1995), 

supporting the alignment-based approaches. View invariant representations have also been 

reported (Booth and Rolls 1998).  

 

1.8.  Limitations of hierarchical assembly and view-based representation 

framework 

 

1.8.1 Incompatibility with efficient coding: As described in the previous sections, the 

Efficient Coding Hypothesis, which explains lower-level visual processing, requires 

independent structural component-based representations. Independence among 

components means that the presence or absence of one component cannot be 

determined from others' presence or absence. On the other hand, the hierarchical 

assembly of features requires learning of association among simple features to build 

more complex structures. These associations can only be learned if they are made 

available to the system, and by their definition, independent components cannot 

reflect such associations. This conflict creates a compatibility issue between the two 

theories. Most of the studies that demonstrate the working of hierarchical approaches 

(Fukushima and Miyake 1982, Anderson and Van Essen 1987, Wallis and Rolls 

1997, Riesenhuber and Poggio 1999b) do not consider low-level features to be 
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independent. They build on structurally complex features using features that are 

structurally similar to independent components but are not necessarily independent. 

 

1.8.2 Selection of views: The view-based representation system proposes that any view of 

an object can be expressed as a linear combination of its 2-dimensional images 

(Ullman and Basri 1991). A set of 2-dimensional views or images corresponding to 

an object can serve as its internal model and can be learned and represented along 

sensory pathways using hierarchical approaches (Fukushima 1975, Fukushima and 

Miyake 1982, Riesenhuber and Poggio 1999b). However, as there can be infinitely 

many 2-dimensional images of any particular object and not all of them can comprise 

its model, a problem arises in selecting the images that are best suited to serve as the 

model of the object. None of the proposed theories address this problem. An optimal 

set of images can be the one that compensates for factors like self occlusions and can 

be utilized in representing a wide range of object views. Still, none of these theories 

explain how this optimal set can be learned. 

 

1.8.3 Mapping to a common view: The theory of view-based representation of images 

proposes that one does not need to explicitly find the coefficient of linear 

combinations of images to explain any view. Instead, all the views of an object can 

be mapped to a canonical view using a linear transformation (Ullman and Basri 

1991). The object is recognized when a sufficiently good match between its input 

view and a canonical view is found. However, the approach assumes that the 

canonical views of objects are unique, and views of different objects can always be 

mapped to their respective canonical views. In other words, an underlying 

assumption in this approach is that views that uniquely identify objects can always 

be found. While a specific way of selecting canonical views has not been discussed 
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in the approach, it seems less likely that such views exist. Any 2-dimensional image 

or view of a 3-dimensional object is its projection on a lower, 2-dimensional space. 

As multiple objects can produce the same projection, any canonical view can likely 

be matched with views of numerous objects. Such a situation will limit the ability of 

the system to differentiate between these objects.   

 

1.8.4 Inaccuracy in estimating occurrence frequencies of objects: The use of canonical 

views to generate invariant representations of objects necessitates that the frequency 

of occurrence of an object is counted based on its canonical view. For example, 

suppose a particular neuron is tuned to the canonical view of an object. In that case, 

the occurrence frequency of the object can only be calculated by estimating the 

activation frequency of the neuron. However, as discussed in the previous limitation, 

if the canonical view is matched to multiple objects, its activation probability will 

reflect a union of occurrences of all these objects. Such a neuron cannot provide a 

reliable estimate of the occurrence frequency of any individual object, and therefore, 

cannot be utilized in detecting its association with other objects. Thus, though 

canonical views provide a way to generate invariant representations of objects, they 

do not present a reliable way to detect associations between objects. 

 

1.9.  Discussion 

 

The organism must rely on the internal representations of the objects formed in its 

sensory system to achieve competence in invariably recognizing objects and detecting 

associations among multiple objects. In this chapter, I have described two sets of theories, 

the Efficient Coding Hypothesis and hierarchical assembly and view-based representation. 

They have been successful in explaining different aspects of sensory processing yet cannot 

provide a representation framework that allows the organism to perform the above-
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mentioned tasks. The representations of objects obtained through efficient coding allow the 

detection of association among objects but do not permit invariant recognition. On the other 

hand, hierarchical and view-based approaches allow invariant representation but do not 

explain how the organism can detect correct association among objects. A novel approach 

towards understanding sensory processing is needed. 

In this study, I propose a framework that allows the invariant representation of 

objects that are also efficient. The proposed framework is based on the informativeness of 

features rather than their independence. It resolves many limitations faced by the current 

approaches. I show that the framework can successfully explain information processing both 

at higher and lower levels of the visual pathway, as well as in other sensory modalities. The 

details of the framework are explained in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 

An adaptive framework for representing objects 
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2.1.  Introduction 

 

In the previous chapter, I have described two sets of theories that form our 

understanding of sensory processing. The Efficient Coding Hypothesis, proposed by Barlow 

and others, suggests that the system should represent sensory inputs in a way that minimizes 

information loss and reduces redundancy among representation neurons (Attneave 1954, 

Barlow 1961). The theory recommends adapting to inputs’ statistics and representing them 

based on independent features to reduce redundancy (Barlow 1989, Barlow et al. 1989, 

Barlow 1991). Inspired from information theory (Shannon 1948), this framework is 

remarkably successful in describing the early stages of sensory processing across different 

modalities (Laughlin 1981, Atick 1992, Olshausen and Field 1996, Bell and Sejnowski 1997, 

Olshausen and Field 1997, Lewicki 2002, Smith and Lewicki 2006). In the visual system, 

the theory successfully explains receptive field properties of retinal ganglion cells 

(Srinivasan et al. 1982, Atick and Redlich 1990), bipolar cells (Barlow et al. 1957, Hartline 

and Ratliff 1972), LGN cells (Dan et al. 1996, Dong and Atick 1995) and primary visual 

cortex neurons (Olshausen and Field 1996, Bell and Sejnowski 1997, Olshausen and Field 

1997). 

Another set of theories that primarily aims to describe the higher-level processing of 

visual information introduces concepts of hierarchical assembly of features and view-based 

representations of objects (Fukushima and Miyake 1982, Anderson and Van Essen 1987, 

Ullman and Basri 1991, Poggio 1990, Vetter et al. 1994, Ullman 1996, Riesenhuber and 

Poggio 1999b, Ullman 1998). This set of theories proposes that the system achieves 

perceptual invariance by representing objects as a combination of their multiple views. It 

learns these views by systematically combining simpler features into progressively complex 

combinations across multiple processing levels (Fukushima and Miyake 1982, Riesenhuber 

and Poggio 1999b). Any novel or known view of an object is subsequently mapped to a 
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specific linear combination of the learned views, and objects are recognized when the map 

crosses a threshold criterion (Ullman 1996). This framework has successfully explained 

findings of several psychophysical studies of human recognition abilities (Bartram 1974, 

Farah et al. 1994, Bülthoff and Edelman 1992, Edelman and Bülthoff 1992, Humphrey and 

Khan 1992, Jolicoeur 1985, Corballis 1988, Jolicoeur 1990, McMullen and Jolicoeur 1990, 

Palmer et al. 1981, Tarr and Pinker 1989, Tarr and Pinker 1990, Tarr and Pinker 1991, Tarr 

1995, Tarr and Bülthoff 1995, Gauthier and Tarr 1997). Modern neural network-based 

computer vision studies, which have been remarkably successful in recognizing objects 

(Sermanet et al. 2013, Girshick 2015, Lin et al. 2017) are also based on it. 

Though these theories successfully explain various aspects of visual processing, they 

only have limited applicability to a biological system. The Efficient Coding Hypothesis 

proposes encoding independent features to attain a factorial representation of sensory inputs 

(Barlow 1989, Barlow et al. 1989, Barlow 1991). As described in the previous chapter, such 

representation allows the detection of association among different objects (Barlow 1987, 

Barlow 1989, Barlow et al. 1989, Barlow 1991, Barlow 1994). It permits the system to 

readily calculate the marginal and joint probabilities of sensory events and use them to 

estimate the conditional probabilities that indicate associations. However, finding 

independent features of the natural environment requires accurate estimates of its statistical 

properties. Biological systems, on the other hand, rely on experience to gain knowledge of 

their surroundings. It is not very clear how they can obtain such estimates. Moreover, 

statistical analysis of natural scenes has shown that the natural environment’s independent 

features are localized (Olshausen and Field 1996, Bell and Sejnowski 1997, Olshausen and 

Field 1997). These features are sensitive to common transformations and alterations of 

objects, and hence, do not form an appropriate basis for invariant representations.  

Similarly, view-based representation schemes, which explain perceptual invariance, 

do not specify the views to learn. There can be infinitely many views of individual objects, 

and any particular view can originate from multiple objects. In such conditions, even 
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mapping views analytically to a common canonical view corresponding to an object's 

identity is a challenging task, let alone its biological implementation. Furthermore, view-

based representations are likely to be redundant and lack a factorial nature that permits the 

detection of dependence among objects.  

Indeed, the inherent problem in view-based and efficient representation schemes is 

their compatibility. Efficient representations of objects are based on independent structural 

components and are necessary for detecting dependence. View-based representations, on the 

other hand, achieve invariance in object representation using multiple views. As various 

views from the same object cannot be independent of one another, view-based 

representations cannot be efficient. Therefore, their applicability in determining dependence 

among objects is limited. This incompatibility presents a complication where the system 

needs to compromise either invariant representation or object association detection.  

Here, I introduce a novel framework that resolves this complication. I propose that 

representing objects based on their most informative features can achieve efficiency and 

invariance in object representation simultaneously. Specifically, in this chapter, I describe 

the framework's formulation and highlight its several crucial aspects. Starting with an 

introduction to a more general notion of features and their informativeness, I illustrate 

differences in the informativeness of features and the most informative feature's uniqueness. 

I show that individual features' informativeness changes with their occurrence and 

independent features can be non-informative. I further describe how structurally related 

groups of features can be more informative than individual features, and adding more 

features to the most informative group does not change its informativeness. I propose that 

this particular aspect of feature groups can be utilized in achieving invariance. In the next 

few sections, I formulate the task of representing objects as a process of basis transformation 

and highlight how incomplete knowledge of the environment statistics can alter the 

dependence among features. I derive a limit on the system’s capacity of relaying information 
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to show further that an efficient way of representing a finite number of objects can be based 

on unique structures. In the end, I formulate the framework for representing objects based 

on unique structures and discuss its similarity with the prevailing approaches of 

implementing sensory processing as basis transformation. 

 

2.2.  Definition of features 

 

In everyday language, the features of an object are the structural components that 

constitute it. A triangular object has three straight line features, whereas a dome structure 

has a semi-circular arc feature. The idea here is to describe any structure in terms of simpler, 

less complex structures, with lower complexity structures being the features of more 

complex structures. In practice, structures of lower complexities comprise further smaller 

fragments. Like smaller point-like structures constitute straight lines and circular arcs. 

However, these point-like structures are not recognizable geometric shapes like lines or arcs. 

Therefore, for this study, we do not refer to such structures as features. In other words, in 

this study, we consider features as the minimal recognizable structures of an object.  

With this definition of features, an important point to note is that a combination of 

features, just by itself, is not sufficient to characterize an object. Consider the case of a 

triangle and the English alphabet “A.” These shapes comprise three different line segments; 

however, this limited information is insufficient to distinguish them. The aspect of features 

that differentiates these two structures is their configuration or arrangement. In a triangle, 

all the line segments are joined end to end, whereas in the letter “A,” two line segments a 

joined at their end while the other joins them at an intermediate position. Such a description 

of feature configuration highlights how features are structurally associated with one another. 

It contains the information that one needs to identify the shapes. Thus, the identity of a shape 

or an object is embedded in its constituting features and the structural association among 

these features. 
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Interestingly, both these aspects of features, namely, recognizability and structural 

associations, are instantiated in letters and words from any language. Letters or alphabets in 

any language correspond to the minimal identifiable symbol utilized in conveying 

information. Likewise, words are specific arrangements of these symbols that have their 

meaning or identity. In this regard, an equivalence exists between features and letters, and 

between words and objects, with the arrangement of letters reflecting the structural 

association among features. Therefore, in the next sections, I will use words from the English 

language as examples of objects and corresponding letters as features to bring out several 

essential aspects of features that play a vital role in object recognition. 

As we define features and draw a correspondence between them and letters, it is 

critical to realize that these definitions only help us understand the aspects of features that 

can be useful in the recognition task. One should not expect the brain to consider such 

composition of the objects while representing them. Presumably, the representation of 

objects is derived based on their statistical properties while satisfying the constraints 

imposed by factors such as the system size, states of the neurons, and noise conditions. Based 

on factors like brain state, developmental stage, and health conditions, different 

representations may arise where individual representation neurons respond to input 

components of varying complexity. These components may not belong to any recognizable 

class of shapes, and inherent properties about these shape classes like continuity might be 

missing. However, we can expect that the aspects of these components that make them 

suitable for serving as a basis of representation can be explored and identified using the 

recognizable shape classes. In other words, it is necessary to acknowledge that certain 

features are represented not because they constitute the inputs, but inputs should be described 

in terms of specific features because they are represented. 
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2.3.  Informative and non-informative features 

 

In the previous chapter, I have described that “regularity” in events can be assessed 

based on the probabilistic concept of dependence. The idea of “regularity” in the 

environment, which is analogous to the concept of predictability, brings out the 

environment's rules and structures. It tells us that a night follows a day, and winter ends in 

spring, leading to summer. However, to identify these “regularities,” or in other words, 

determine the predictability, one has to know the dependence between events. Dependence 

between events is the influence that one event’s occurrence has on others’ occurrence. In 

more formal terms, two events are dependent when the marginal occurrence probability of 

one event is different from its conditional occurrence probability, conditioned on the other 

event. Simply put, one can see dependence as the reliability with which one can guess the 

next set of events based on the current situation.     

Thinking in similar ways, it is not difficult to realize that encountering an object or 

its features is also an event. Therefore, in line with the idea of dependence among events, 

different objects, or objects and features can be dependent. The dependence will indicate 

how an object or a feature influences our guess about the dependent object. It will highlight 

the structure of objects and the environment in terms of their constituents. For example, our 

prediction of an object based on a feature changes with the feature’s presence or absence in 

the object. Thus, the dependence between a feature and an object indicates the object’s 

composition. Similarly, the dependence between objects is derived from their predictability 

and suggests regularity in the environment. For recognition of objects, knowledge of 

dependence between features and objects allows us to find a set of features that differentiate 

multiple objects. A representation framework can then be based on such features to produce 

invariant, unique representations associated with object identities.  

Narrowing down to features suitable for representing objects, however, requires 

more than just dependence. It needs a measure of the degree of dependence based on which 
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certain features can be selected while others can be discarded. Such a degree of dependence 

is measured in terms of informativeness or information content of the feature. Information 

content of a feature about an object is the amount of information that the feature contains 

about the object. It is the extent to which the object can be accurately identified with just the 

knowledge of the feature. The more information a feature has about an object, the more 

definitively the object can be determined. Consider three words, “am,” “an,” and “ant,” 

for example. As discussed in the previous section, these words can be regarded as three 

different objects, with the alphabets corresponding to their features. Clearly, these are the 

examples of objects with some features shared among themselves, while some of the features 

are unique to individual objects. Suppose one picks the feature “a” and tries to guess the 

object based on it. The chances of a correct guess will be feeble in this situation as all objects 

have that feature. Similarly, while guessing an object based on the feature “n,” the chances 

of a correct guess, though better than the previous attempt, will still lack precision, and there 

will be confusion between objects “an” and “ant.” However, objects can be uniquely 

identified based on features “m” or “t.” We can see that different features, depending on 

their commonality, reduce the uncertainty about objects differently. We say that these 

features contain different amounts of information about the objects. In the given example, 

common features like “a” and “n” contain less information, and conversely, unique features 

like “m” and “t” contain the most information about the object. 

The formal definition of information content (Cover and Thomas 1991) of a feature 

about an object is based on the object’s marginal occurrence probability and its joint 

occurrence probability with the feature. More precisely, if ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭) and ℙ(𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞𝐬) are 

the marginal probabilities of the presence of the object and the feature, and 

ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭, 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) is the joint occurrence probability of object and feature, then 

information content of the feature about the object, 𝑰(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭; 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞), is expressed as 
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𝑰(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭; 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) = 	..ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭, 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞)	 log
ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭, 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞)	
ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭)ℙ(𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) 

The double summation accounts for the presence and absence of both the object and the 

feature. 

In the previous example, if we consider each object to be equally likely i.e. 

ℙ("am") = 	ℙ("an") = 	ℙ("ant") = 	
1
3 

then 

ℙ("a") 	= 	1			and			ℙ("am", "a") = 	ℙ("an","a") = 	ℙ("ant","a") = 	
1
3 

therefore 

𝑰("am"; "a") = 	𝑰("an";"a") = 	𝑰("ant";"a") = 	
1
3 log 1 = 0 

meaning that “a” is not informative about any of the objects; therefore, it is not useful in 

their recognition. Indeed, guessing objects based on “a” does not reduce any uncertainty. 

Similarly, it can be shown that 

𝑰("an"; "n") = 𝑰("ant"; "n") = 	0.25; 	𝑰("am"; "n") = 0.92 

and 

𝑰("am"; "m") = 	𝑰("ant"; "t") = 	0.92 

which indicates that the information content of “n” about any word is larger than 

“a” and thus explains the improvement in chances of correct guess using it. It also shows 

that, of all letters, unique letters “m” and “t” contain the most information about individual 

objects. Thus, this exercise illustrates two important points 

1. Different features contain different amounts of information about objects 

2. Most informative features are unique to individual objects  

An important aspect of selecting features for representing objects is also highlighted 

in the previous example. Consider a particular object, “ant,” for instance. There are three 

features in the object, namely, “a,” “n,” and “t.” While “a” contains no information about 

the object, “n” and “t” contain more information about it, with “t” containing the most 
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information. In terms of uniqueness, feature “a” is the least unique as it is common in all 

the objects, and features “n” and “t” are successively more unique as they are shared among 

one more and no other object, respectively. Now, suppose one chooses to represent the object 

based on the features that are common among objects. In that case, two different objects with 

similar features will likely have the same representation. For example, representing “ant” 

based on “a” and “n” will make its representation identical to “an.” On the other hand, a 

representation based on informative, unique features avoids such scenarios, as including “t” 

in the set of features will make the representation of “an” different from “ant.” This shows 

that any representation framework that aims to produce distinct representations of different 

objects should be based on unique features. However, such a framework's invariance and 

efficiency need to be established and will be further discussed in the later sections.  

 

2.4.  Information content of independent features 

 

As described previously, the Efficient Coding Hypothesis seeks to achieve factorial 

object representations. It seeks a representation scheme where the probability of an object's 

occurrence can be factored into the probabilities of occurrence of its represented features. 

Such a scheme presents an easy way for the system to estimate the object’s occurrence 

frequencies, which is necessary for determining dependence among objects and understand 

the environment in terms of such dependence. The factorial nature of code arises when the 

features that serve as the basis of representation are independent. Interestingly, the Efficient 

Coding Hypothesis does not consider the information content of the features. Yet, in the 

previous section, we have discussed that features with high information content can uniquely 

characterize individual objects and can be particularly useful in their recognition. With such 

an understanding of the features' information content, it becomes imperative to analyze 

independent features' information content and assess their usefulness in object recognition. 
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To assess the information content of independent features, we need to find features 

that are independent of one another. To obtain such features, let us consider a set of four 

words, namely “am,” “an,” “ant,” and “amt.”  As in the previous example, these words 

denote four distinct objects with four distinctive features “a,” “m,” “n,” and “t.” However, 

unlike the previous consideration of objects to be equally likely to occur, let us assume that 

these objects appear in the environment with probabilities 𝑥, 𝑥, 0.5	– 	𝑥, and 0.5	– 	𝑥 

respectively, where 𝑥 is a positive number between 0 and 0.5. This distribution allows us to 

calculate the marginal occurrence probabilities of individual features in terms of variable 𝑥. 

In particular, as the feature “a” appears in all three objects, its marginal occurrence 

probability, ℙ("𝒂") can be expressed as 

ℙ("a") = 𝑥 + 𝑥 +	
1
2 − 𝑥 +	

1
2 − 𝑥 = 1 

In similar ways, marginal probabilities of other features can also be calculated 

ℙ("m") = 	
1
2 , ℙ

("n") = 	
1
2 , and	ℙ

("t") = 1 − 2𝑥 

The same approach can be applied to calculate the marginal probabilities of pairs of 

features as well. Without considering the structural arrangement of features, i.e., relative 

positions of the letters, we have 

ℙ("am") = 	
1
2 , ℙ

("an") = 	
1
2 , ℙ

("at") = 1 − 2𝑥	

ℙ("mn") = 0, ℙ("mt") = 	
1
2 − 𝑥	

ℙ("nt") = 	
1
2 − 𝑥 

Comparing the features’ joint occurrence probabilities with the product of their 

marginal probabilities, we find that 

ℙ(am) = 	ℙ(a)ℙ(m), ℙ(an) = 	ℙ(a)ℙ(n), ℙ(at) = 	ℙ(a)ℙ(t)	

ℙ(mn) 	≠ 	ℙ(m)ℙ(n), ℙ(mt) = 	ℙ(m)ℙ(t)	

ℙ(nt) = 	ℙ(n)ℙ(t) 
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These findings illustrate that feature “a” is independent of features “m,” “n,” and 

“t,” and feature “t” is independent of features “m” and “n.” On the other hand, features 

“m” and “n” are not independent of one another.  

If the efficient coding principle is followed in this situation, then the four objects can 

be represented using a set of three neurons. The neurons may be tuned to the collection of 

independent features, i.e., either the set {“a,” “m,” “t”}, or the set {“a,” “n,” “t”}.  One 

can also think of using just features “m” and “t” or features “n” and “t” for representing 

all objects. However, this scheme will result in representing objects “an” or “am” with only 

inactive neurons, which though theoretically possible, is not applicable for biological 

systems. Moreover, representing objects with three independent neurons will produce 

distinct representations for the objects, and the occurrence probabilities of the object can be 

calculated from the activation probabilities of the neurons representing the features. For 

example, if we consider neurons n1, n2, and n3 to be tuned to features “a,” “m,” and “t” 

respectively, then the probability of occurrence of the object “ant” can be calculated by 

multiplying the probabilities of neurons n1 and n3 to be active with the probability of n2 to 

be inactive i.e. 

ℙ("ant") = 	ℙ(n1	=	active)ℙ(n2	=	inactive)ℙ(n3	=	active)	

														= 	ℙ(n1	=	active)�1 − 	ℙ(n2	=	active)�ℙ(n3	=	active)	

														= 	1. R1 −	
1
2S .

(1 − 2x) = 	
1
2 − x 

It can also be verified that redundancy in such representation is minimal. 

However, if we examine the information content of these features about different 

objects, we find that feature “a” is common among all objects, and hence it does not contain 

information about any object i.e. 

𝑰("am"; "a") = 	𝑰("an";"a") = 	𝑰("ant";"a") = 	𝑰("amt";"a") = 0 

Depending on the value of the variable 𝑥, features “m,” “n,” and “t” contain more 

information than “a” as they appear in only two of the four possible objects.  
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Thus, we find that independent features are not necessarily the most informative 

pieces of the object’s structure. Depending on their commonality, they may contain very low 

information about any individual object. In this particular example, the least informative 

feature “a” was common among all inputs, and therefore, was not informative about any 

object. Such information content of independent features is not specific to this particular 

case. Statistical analysis of natural scenes has demonstrated that the natural environment’s 

independent components are oriented localized edges (Olshausen and Field 1996, Bell and 

Sejnowski 1997, Olshausen and Field 1997). These independent edges appear in all possible 

orientations (Olshausen 2013) and tile the contours outlining the objects. As natural objects 

have regular contours that do not break or change abruptly, most objects likely have contour 

portions of all possible orientations. In this situation, any particular orientation is not specific 

to any object. Therefore, the independent components of natural scenes, like the independent 

structures in the example above, are not very informative of individual objects.  

 

2.5.  Representations based on informative features  

 

We have discussed that different features or components of objects may contain 

different information about them. Depending on how common a feature is among multiple 

objects, it can be very informative about a particular object or contain no information about 

any specific object. In this regard, we have also seen that independent features proposed 

under the Efficient Coding Hypothesis to serve as a basis for representation may not be very 

informative about individual objects. Thus, by putting no restriction on the represented 

features' information content, the efficient coding principle allows object representations to 

be based on features with minimal information content. In this section, I will describe how 

representations based on more informative features are more distinct than those based on 

independent features and how they can be more useful in recognizing objects.  
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To understand how informative features can be more useful for recognition purposes, 

let us consider the example from the previous section of four objects depicted as four words 

“am,” “an,” “ant,” and “amt.” Assuming the probability of occurrence of these objects to 

be 𝑥, 𝑥, 0.5 − 𝑥, and 0.5 − 𝑥 respectively, we have seen that there are two sets of 

independent features, namely {“a,” “m,” “t”} and {“a,” “n,” “t”} that can serve as the 

basis for representing these four objects. We have also seen that feature “a” is the least 

informative feature, and features “m,” “n,” and “t,” depending on the value of parameter 

𝑥, can have more information about individual objects than “a.” Now, let us consider two 

representation scenarios, one where objects are represented in terms of independent features 

“a,” “m,” and “t,” and the other where objects are represented using more informative 

features “m,” “n,” and “t.” Note that in the second scenario, features “m” and “n” are not 

independent, and therefore, will never be selected together for representing objects under the 

Efficient Coding Hypothesis. Assuming that three neurons n1, n2, and n3 are tuned to the 

three features, the representations of objects in the two scenarios can be depicted as shown 

below (Figure 2.1). We notice that, while the representations of all the objects in both 

scenarios are distinct, representations of objects in the second scenario have less overlap on 

average than the representations in the first scenario. Such minimal overlap is a direct 

reflection of the uniqueness of informative features, which imparts them the ability to 

distinguish the objects better and will be discussed later in the section. 
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Figure 2. 1: Representation of four objects based on independent features and 

informative features 

In scenario 1, four objects, namely “am,” “an,” “ant,” and “amt,” are represented based 

on their independent features “a,” “m,” and “t.” In scenario 2, the same objects are 

represented based on informative features, namely “m,” “n,” and “t.” Features “m” and 

“n” are informative but not independent. Notice that representations based on informative 

features have less overlap, and therefore are more distinct.  

 

 

Another critical aspect of the second scenario representations is highlighted if we 

consider situations where specific neurons are lost or become inactive. Such situations arise 

in neural circuits due to trauma, injury, or the presence of a refractory period for neurons. In 

refractory periods neurons do not fire immediately after firing for a certain time, even when 

the stimulation continues. Considering n1 or n3 to be in a refractory period in both scenarios, 

we find that loss of n1 does not severely affect the system's ability to represent objects. Three 

distinct representations of four different objects are formed in both scenarios (Figure 2.2.1), 

which the system can utilize to differentiate the objects and recognize them. Similarly, when 

n3 is lost, only two distinct representations are formed in both scenarios (Figure 2.2.2), and 

the system losses its ability to differentiate between “am” and “amt” or between “an” and 

“ant.”  
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Figure 2. 2: Effect of loss of neurons on representations 

Loss of neurons affects the system’s ability to represent objects. When either neuron n1 or 

n3 is lost (denoted by symbol x), the system loses its ability to 1. represent objects or 2. 

differentiate between two objects. This effect persists irrespective of the nature of the feature 

being utilized for representation. Here in scenario 1, objects are represented based on 

independent features, and in scenario 2, objects are represented based on informative 

features.   

 

 

However, suppose we consider the loss of n2 (Figure 2.3). In that case, we find that 

three distinct representations are formed in the second scenario, whereas, as before, only two 

different representations are formed in the first scenario. As a result, the system in the first 

scenario cannot tell the difference between “am” and “an” or between “ant” and “amt,” 

while the system in the second scenario can still distinguish all objects. Such differences 

1. 

2. 
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indicate that representing objects using more informative features makes the system more 

resistant to the commonly observed corruptions introduced by noise or neuronal loss.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 3: Representation based on informative features preserves distinctiveness 

Though the loss of neurons affects the system's ability to maintain distinction among object 

representations, a representation based on informative features is more likely to preserve 

distinction than the one based on independent features. After losing neuron n2, 

representations of objects “ant” and “amt” as well as representations of objects “am” and 

“an” become identical when they are represented based on independent features in scenario 

1. Such representations are likely to prevent the distinction of any of the four objects. On the 

other hand, in scenario 2, when objects are represented based on informative features, loss 

of neuron n2 prohibits representing object “an.” Still, the ability of the system to represent 

the other three objects is preserved.  

 

 

Thus, the above example illustrates that using more informative features makes the 

representations of objects more distinct and maintains the distinctiveness against corruptions 

like a neuronal loss. The distinctiveness of representations is beneficial in distinguishing 

objects. It highlights the differences between similar objects and allows the system to 
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differentiate between them. Furthermore, more distinct or less overlapping representations 

can be utilized to estimate individual objects' occurrence frequencies. As neurons' activation 

indicates the presence of objects they represent, a less overlapping or completely non-

overlapping set of representations will produce neurons that are activated only when a 

particular object or a specific collection of objects is present. The occurrence frequency of 

such objects can be estimated by comparing individual neurons' activity with the total 

activity of all the neurons. In other words, normalized activity levels of neurons will be 

proportional to the occurrence frequencies of objects being encoded by them. Similarly, joint 

occurrence probabilities of objects can be determined by pooling information from a subset 

of neurons. This presents a strategy different from factorial coding to calculate the 

occurrence probabilities of objects. 

It is essential to realize that the distinctiveness of representations is a direct 

consequence of the informativeness of the features. More informative features are unique to 

individual objects, and when they are utilized in representing objects, the resulting 

representations are non-overlapping. Therefore, using these features for representing objects 

restricts the information from being distributed across multiple neurons. It enables the 

system to retain high information about most objects when some neurons are lost or when 

the system faces some damage.  This concentration of information is reflected in the 

maintenance of the representations’ distinction in the second scenario. 

On the other hand, independent features are shared among multiple objects and do 

not necessarily have high information content. Therefore, while representing objects based 

on these features, information about individual objects is dispersed across multiple neurons. 

In this scenario, a few neurons' loss translates into a loss of information about numerous 

objects. The system fails to preserve information about individual objects, indicating the 

limited usefulness of such a representation scheme. 
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2.6.  Informativeness of feature combinations 

 

As we have seen, the object’s features contain information about them; unique 

features contain most information, whereas common features contain the least information. 

Utilizing these unique features in representing objects makes the representation distinct and 

preserves this distinction against common system-wide corruptions induced due to factors 

like a neuronal loss. Such distinctions in representations make them useful for recognizing 

objects and provide an alternative way to determine associations among different objects. 

However, it is not always possible to find features that are highly informative about 

individual objects. For example, in the four objects presented in the previous section, none 

of the individual features are unique to any object. In situations like these, it becomes 

necessary to address how structural elements that uniquely characterize particular objects 

can be determined. 

A way to increase the information content of a structure is by incorporating more 

individual features in it. Consider the previous example of four objects “am,” “an,” “ant,” 

and “amt. The individual features “a,” “m,” “n,” and “t” are not unique to any object, and 

therefore, are not sufficient to resolve ambiguity among objects and identify them correctly. 

Interestingly, instead of individual features, if we consider sets of features, like set {“m,” 

“t”} or set {“n,” “t”}, then we find that these sets of features are only present in objects 

“amt” or “ant.” Consequently, these sets are expected to have more information about these 

objects than individual features.  

We can formally illustrate that feature sets have more information content about 

objects than their features. To do so, let us first extend the previous formulation of the 

information content of features to include feature sets as well i.e.  

𝑰(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭; 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞	𝐬𝐞𝐭)

= 	..ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭, 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞	𝐬𝐞𝐭)	 log
ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭, 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞	𝐬𝐞𝐭)	
ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭)ℙ(𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞	𝐬𝐞𝐭) 
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Also, continuing with the example of four objects, let us assume that the probability 

of occurrence of each object is as following 

ℙ("am") = 	0.2, ℙ("an") = 	0.2, ℙ("amt") = 	0.3, ℙ("ant") = 0.3 

With this assumption, the marginal occurrence probabilities of features can be 

calculated as 

ℙ("a") = 	1, ℙ("m") = 	0.5, ℙ("n") = 0.5, ℙ("t") = 	0.6 

Similarly, marginal occurrence probabilities of feature sets can also be calculated 	

ℙ({"m",	"t"}) = 0.3			and			ℙ({"n",	"t"}) = 0.3 

Now we can calculate the corresponding information contents of features as under 

𝑰("amt"; "a") = 0	

𝑰("amt";"m") = 	0.24	

𝑰("amt";"t") = 	0.23 

𝑰("ant"; "a") = 0	

𝑰("ant";"n") = 	0.24	

𝑰("ant";"t") = 	0.23 

and information contents of feature sets can be calculated similarly as 

𝑰("amt"; {"m", "t"}) = 	𝑰("ant"; {"n", "t"}) = − log
0.3
1 = 	0.88 

As we can see, the feature set's information content about respective objects is larger 

than any of its features. Therefore, using sets of features for representing objects can be a 

way of producing distinct representations. 

Information content of sets of features can be further increased by incorporating 

features’ structural arrangement in the set. For real-world objects, this structural arrangement 

refers to the configuration of features in 3D space. It corresponds to the relative arrangement 

of letters for the word examples that we have been using. Incorporating the structural 

arrangement of features into their set introduces an inequality between the sets of identical 

features. It makes each set more specific. For example, consider two different objects, “amt” 

and “atm.” The feature set {“m,” “t”} is present in both the objects, and therefore, it cannot 

uniquely characterize any of them. However, if we consider the set of features {“m,” “t”} 

to be different from the set {“t,” “m”}, then the first set is present only in the object “amt” 
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whereas the second set is unique to the object “atm.” In this way, the same features can 

uniquely characterize different objects due to their distinctive arrangements. With a similar 

analysis as before, these varying arrangements can be shown to be more informative about 

the objects.  

An important aspect of differential informativeness of varying feature arrangements 

is that different neurons can get tuned to the same set of features to represent distinct objects. 

Such tunings ensure that similar objects are distinctly represented and highlight the contrast 

between informative features-based representations and independent features-based 

representations. Independent features, by definition, are not associated with one another in 

any way. The probability of independent features occurring together factors into the 

marginal probability of occurrence of individual features, i.e., if 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3, and 𝑥4 are four 

independent features, the probability of them occurring together ℙ(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3, 𝑥4) is given 

by 

ℙ(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3, 𝑥4) = 	ℙ(𝑥1)ℙ(𝑥2)ℙ(𝑥3)ℙ(𝑥4) 

 Such a relationship implies that any combination of these features is also 

independent of any other combination. For example, the combination of features {𝑥1, 𝑥2} 

is independent of the combination {𝑥3, 𝑥4} as 

ℙ({𝑥1, 𝑥2}, {𝑥3, 𝑥4}) = 	ℙ(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3, 𝑥4) = ℙ(𝑥1)ℙ(𝑥2)ℙ(𝑥3)ℙ(𝑥4)

= 	 �ℙ(𝑥1)ℙ(𝑥2)��ℙ(𝑥3)ℙ(𝑥4)� = 	ℙ({𝑥1, 𝑥2})ℙ({𝑥3, 𝑥4}) 

Notably, these relationships hold irrespective of the consideration of their relative 

arrangements. Thus, using independence as a criterion for selecting features for 

representation, neither differentiates between different sets of features nor between different 

configurations of the same features. Informativeness, on the other hand, as illustrated before, 

does. 
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2.7.  Properties of informative features and their implications 

 

In this chapter, I have demonstrated that informativeness of features or groups of 

features can be utilized for selecting them as a basis for representing objects. Representations 

based on informative features are distinct, which is useful in detecting associations among 

different objects, and such distinction is maintained even when the system suffers some 

damage or corruption. In this section, I will describe a few unique properties of informative 

features that further increase their applicability in representing objects for recognition 

purposes and discuss their implications. 

 

2.7.1 Experience dependence: While discussing the informativeness of features, it is 

essential to describe the context in which their informativeness about objects is 

calculated.  For example, whenever I have discussed the information content of 

features, I have always provided a definite set of objects to be considered while 

calculating the informativeness. Providing a context is critical because of features’ 

information content change with context. Consider the previously described 

collection of objects, “am,” “an,” and “ant.” In the context of these objects, features 

“m” and “t” are unique to objects “am” and “ant,” respectively. However, if we 

add another object, “amt,” to the set, we find that both the unique features lose their 

uniqueness. Their information content about the objects is reduced. The collection of 

objects or the context for which the information content of features is calculated 

corresponds to the system's experience. As the experience of the system changes, the 

informativeness or the uniqueness of features also changes. For example, to a person 

who is only experienced in the English language, the specific arrangement of letters 

“dan_e,” where “_” denotes a space, corresponds only to the word “dance.” On the 

other hand, to a person who knows both English and German, the same arrangement 
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is ambiguous as it may correspond to “dance” or “danke,” which is the German for 

“thank you.”  Thus, with the experience of a new language, the uniqueness of the 

feature combination “dan_e” changes.  

A direct implication of this property of informative features is that a system 

that relies on these features for representing objects needs to update the set of 

informative features as it gains more experience. In other words, the system needs to 

be adaptive. As biological systems rely on their experience for obtaining insights 

about their environment, informative features form a suitable basis for them to 

represent objects. 

 

2.7.2 Dependence on the occurrence frequency of objects: Another intriguing property 

of features unique to objects is that the information content of such features about 

the object is maximum irrespective of the object’s occurrence frequency. Consider 

the previous case of three objects, namely “a,” “an,” and “ant,” for example. Here 

in object “ant,” feature “a” is the most common, feature “n” is less common than 

“a,” but feature “t” is unique to it. Consequently, with all objects being equally 

likely, the information contents of these features about “ant” come out to be as 

𝑰("ant"; "a") = 	0, 𝑰("ant";"n") = 	0.25	and	𝑰("ant";"t") = 	0.92 

Even if we consider some other distribution of occurrence frequency of 

objects, the information content of “t” will be highest. For example, let us assume 

that the objects occur with probabilities 0.4, 0.4, and 0.2, respectively. In this 

situation, the information content of individual features is 

𝑰("ant"; "a") = 	0, 𝑰("ant";"n") = 	0.17	and	𝑰("ant";"t") = 	0.72 

Note that in this situation, though the information contents of “n” and “t” 

about the object are different from the previous case, the information content of “t” 

is still the highest. It is essential to realize that this property of unique features' 

information content arises because of how the information content is defined. Recall 
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that the information content of a feature about an object, 𝑰(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭; 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞), is 

calculated as 

𝑰(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭; 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) = 	..ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭, 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞)	 log
ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭, 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞)	
ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭)ℙ(𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) 

The above equation can be re-written as 

𝑰(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭; 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) = 	..ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭, 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) log
ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭|𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞)ℙ(𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞)	

ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭)ℙ(𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) 	

																																					= 	..ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭, 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) log
ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭|𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞)	

ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭)  

as ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭|𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) 	≤ 1, we find that the information content is bounded above 

i.e. 

𝑰(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭; 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) ≤ 	..ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭, 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) log
1	

ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭) 

The maximum value of the information content is achieved when  

ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭, 𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) = 	ℙ(𝐨𝐛𝐣𝐞𝐜𝐭) = 	ℙ(𝐟𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞) 

which holds only when the feature is unique to the object. Thus, for any occurrence 

probability of the object, the information content of its unique features is always 

maximum. 

This property of unique features implies that while representing objects based 

on them, the system does not need to care about the probability distribution of 

objects. However, knowledge of occurrence probabilities is required while 

representing objects based on features that are not unique but still have high 

information content. Later in this chapter, I will demonstrate that complete 

knowledge or accurate estimate of the distribution is not required even in these 

situations. 

 

2.7.3 Uniqueness: Another critical property of the most informative features is that they 

are not singular. Multiple features or feature combinations from the same object can 
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have equal information content about it. For example, consider the previous example 

of three objects “a,” “an,” and “ant.” We saw that feature “t” is most informative 

about object “ant,” followed by features “n” and “a.” Now, if we consider feature 

combinations “nt” or “at” and calculate their information content, we find that 

𝑰("ant"; "t") = 	𝑰("ant";"nt") = 	𝑰("ant";"at") = 	0.92 

and similarly, for feature combination “an”, we find the 

𝑰("ant"; "n") = 	𝑰("ant";"an") = 	0.25 

This is because both feature combinations “nt” or “at” are unique to the object “ant” 

but feature combination “an” is shared among objects “ant” and “an”.  

Indeed, a system representing objects on the basis of informative features 

cannot accommodate all the equivalent feature combinations for all objects and has 

to choose a particular combination over the other. In the next section, I will suggest 

that choosing the more complex combination of features is preferable in such a 

situation and will provide a rationale for the suggestion (complex features make it 

distinct for different objects). 

Interestingly, multiple feature combinations may correspond to different 

views in the case of a three-dimensional object. For these objects, multiple features 

or feature groups with equivalent information content can correspond to various 

equally informative views. As discussed in the previous chapter, theories proposing 

view-based representation of objects suggest that a small number of views may be 

sufficient to generate invariant representations of 3D objects. Following the same 

argument from these theories, equally informative views can be utilized to achieve 

the required invariance. Thus, informativeness of features or feature groups about 

individual objects can also serve as a criterion for selecting views that lead to an 

invariant representation of objects. 
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2.8.  Effect of statistics of objects on the informativeness of features  

 

Previously in this chapter, I have highlighted that independence among features does 

not necessarily correlate with their information content. Using an example of four objects, 

namely “am,” “an,” “amt,” and “ant,” I have shown that though feature sets {“a,” “m,” 

“t”} and {“a,” “n,” “t”} comprise of independent features, the information content of these 

features are neither equivalent nor high. Feature “a” does not have any information about 

any object, and its information content is least. Features “m,” “n,” and “t” have higher 

information than “a” about individual objects, and the amount of information depends on 

the probabilities of occurrence of the objects. Furthermore, with the example of three objects, 

“a,” “an,” and “ant,” I demonstrated that features that are unique to the object contain 

maximum information about it irrespective of the occurrence frequency of the object. This 

result is consistent with the definition of the information content that I have used in this 

chapter. However, I have not demonstrated how objects' frequency of occurrence affects the 

information content of individual features. In this section, using the same example as 

described before, I will highlight that occurrence frequencies of objects play an important 

role in determining their features' information contents. 

Before understanding how the information content of features is affected by the 

occurrence frequencies of objects, it is essential to realize that dependence among features 

is also decided by the distribution of objects. Consider the previous example of four objects, 

namely “am,” “an,” “amt,” and “ant.” It was assumed that these objects' occurrence 

probabilities are of the form 𝑥, 𝑥, 0.5	– 	𝑥, and 0.5	– 	𝑥 respectively, where 𝑥 is a positive 

number less than 0.5. This distribution rendered features sets {“a,” “m,” “t”} and {“a,” 

“n,” “t”} independent, i.e., it could be shown that 

ℙ("am") = 	ℙ("a")ℙ("m"), ℙ("an") = 	ℙ("a")ℙ("n"), ℙ("at") = 	ℙ("a")ℙ("t")	

	ℙ("mt") = 	ℙ("m")ℙ("t")	and	ℙ("nt") = 	ℙ("n")ℙ("t") 
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However, if we consider the distribution to be of a different form, i.e., consider the 

occurrence probabilities of objects to be 0.1, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.4, respectively for example, then 

we find that, though 

ℙ("am") = 	ℙ("a")ℙ("m"), ℙ("an") = 	ℙ("a")ℙ("n"), ℙ("at") = 	ℙ("a")ℙ("t") 

But 

ℙ("mt") ≠ 	ℙ("m")ℙ("t")	and	ℙ("nt") ≠ 	ℙ("n")ℙ("t") 

This relationship indicates that the independence of features depends on the 

frequency of objects. Therefore, to find truly independent components, the accurate 

probability distributions of the objects must be known. A partial or wrong estimate of the 

probability distributions may lead to an erroneous assessment of independence among 

features.  

Now, let us consider the features' informativeness and calculate it for the two 

different distributions of objects discussed above. Let us first calculate the information 

content of features about objects “amt” and “ant” when the objects follow the distribution 

of form 𝑥, 𝑥, 0.5	– 	𝑥, and 0.5	 − 𝑥. For demonstration purposes, set the value of 𝑥 to be 0.2 

so that frequencies of objects are 0.2, 0.2, and 0.3. 0.3. With this distribution, we find that  

 

𝑰("amt"; "a") = 0	

𝑰("amt";"m") = 0.24	

𝑰("amt";"t") = 		0.23 

𝑰("ant"; "a") = 0	

𝑰("ant";"n") = 	0.24	

𝑰("ant";"t") = 	0.23 

As before, these calculations demonstrate that feature “a” contains no information 

about any of the objects. Feature “t” contains more information than “a.” Still, it is lesser 

than that of features “m” or “n,” which are unique features of these objects. Again, if we 

consider the other distribution of occurrence probabilities of objects, i.e., 0.1, 0.3, 0.2, and 

0.4, respectively, and calculate the information content of the features of the same set of 

objects, we find that 
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𝑰("amt"; "a") = 0	

𝑰("amt";"m") = 	0.25	

𝑰("amt";"t") = 	0.17 

𝑰("ant"; "a") = 0	

𝑰("ant";"n") = 	0.28	

𝑰("ant";"t") = 	0.42 

 

Here again, we find that feature “a” contains the least information about individual 

objects, and features “m,” “n,” and “t” have more information than that. Interestingly, 

comparing information contents of features “m,” “n,” and “t,” we find that, as in the 

previous case, for the object “amt,” information content of feature “t” is less than feature 

“m.” However, for the object “ant,” the information content of feature “n” is now less than 

that of the feature “t.” These values are opposite to the previous case. This reversal in 

information contents of features “n” and “t” about object “ant” is the result of the change 

in the distribution of objects because nothing else has changed in the two situations. 

However, it is not very clear which aspect of change in distribution is causing such reversal. 

To understand how changes in the relative occurrence of objects affect the 

information contents of features, we need to look closely into what has changed about 

features with the change in the distribution of objects. If we calculate the marginal 

probabilities of features in the two situations, we find that occurrence probabilities of 

features when the probability distribution of objects is 0.2, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.3 is given as    

ℙ(a) = 1, ℙ(m) = 0.5, ℙ(n) = 0.5, 𝑎𝑛𝑑	ℙ(t) = 0.6 

Whereas, in other situation when the probabilities of occurrence of objects are 

assumed to be 0.1, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.4, the marginal probabilities of occurrence of features are 

ℙ(a) = 1, ℙ(m) = 0.3, ℙ(n) = 0.7, 𝑎𝑛𝑑	ℙ(t) = 0.6 

As we observe, with the change in occurrence probabilities of the objects, the 

probabilities of occurrence of two features, “m” and “n,” have changed, and the probability 

of occurrence of feature “t” has remained unchanged. However, what has not changed for 

feature “m” and has changed for the feature “n” is its probability of occurrence relative to 
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feature “t.” In the first situation, both features “m” and “n” are equally likely to occur, and 

their probabilities of occurrence are 0.5 each. In this situation, feature “t” with marginal 

probability 0.6 is more likely to occur than any of them. On the other hand, in the second 

situation, while feature “t” (marginal probability 0.6) is still more likely to occur than feature 

“m” (marginal probability 0.3), it is less likely to occur than feature “n” (marginal 

probability 0.7). The marginal occurrence probabilities of features can be regarded as their 

relative abundance in the environment. Thus, these observations indicate that 

informativeness of features about an object changes with their relative abundance. More 

abundant features convey less information about any object, whereas rare or sparsely 

occurring features are more informative. This finding makes intuitive sense as well because 

rare events have more information content than common ones. 

Two important points must be noted here. First, as dependence among features does 

not affect their information content, such change in the features' informativeness is not 

affected by their dependence either. For example, if we set the value of 𝑥 to be 0.4 in the 

first situation so that the probabilities of occurrence of objects become 0.4, 0.4, 0.1, and 0.1, 

respectively, then information content of features for the objects come out to be 

 

𝑰("amt"; "a") = 0	

𝑰("amt";"m") = 	0.11	

𝑰("amt";"t") = 	0.27 

𝑰("ant"; "a") = 0	

𝑰("ant";"n") = 	0.11	

𝑰("ant";"t") = 	0.27 

Again, in this particular situation, as the relative abundance of feature “t” is less than 

both features “m” and “n,” we find that it is more informative about both “amt” and “ant.” 

However, as in the first case, features “m” and “n” are independent of the feature “t.” 

The second and probably more crucial point is that such changes in information 

content are observed when the features under consideration are not unique to individual 

objects. If a feature uniquely characterizes an object, its information content is maximum, 

irrespective of the object's frequency of occurrence. As described previously, this follows 
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from the positive correlation between the feature’s information content about an object and 

the conditional occurrence probability of the object conditioned on the feature. For features 

that are unique to the object, this conditional probability is 1, which is its maximum possible 

value, and hence, such features have maximum information content about the object. If these 

unique features are utilized to represent the object, then only one active neuron that indicates 

the presence of the unique feature will form its representation. However, finding such unique 

features for all objects is not possible, and a common scenario is that features are shared 

among objects. The above observation of changes in the information content then implies 

that in such a situation abundance of features can be used as a measure of their information 

content for any object. Therefore, sparsely occurring features can be selected as a basis for 

representing objects.    

This realization brings out a critical difference between representing objects based 

on independent features and informative features. We see that, though the distribution of 

objects affects both independence of features and their information content about objects, 

assessing their independence requires knowledge of the absolute occurrence frequencies of 

objects. In contrast, their information content can be guessed based on their relative 

abundance. For a finite set of objects, a particular set of occurrence frequencies can render 

the constituting features independent, while other frequency distributions can develop 

dependence among them. The two situations can be distinguished only by identifying the 

distributions of objects and using them to calculate the marginal and joint probabilities of 

features. However, the information content of features about individual objects changes with 

the relative abundance of features in the environment. One does not need to know anything 

about the objects from which the features come from, and as long as certain features are less 

common in experience, they can be guessed to have higher information content. This process 

eliminates the necessity to estimate the exact distribution of objects, which is an extremely 
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challenging task for a biological system that gathers information about its environment 

through experience. 

 

2.9.  An adaptive framework for representing objects 

 

The usefulness of a higher-order representation of an object is determined based on 

two criteria. First, it should allow invariable recognition of the object, and second, it should 

permit the detection of association among multiple objects. Invariable recognition of objects 

requires their representation to remain stable in varying conditions yet be sensitive enough 

to distinguish similar objects. Detection of associations among objects, on the other hand, 

necessitates that representations can be utilized in assessing their marginal and joint 

occurrence probabilities so that any “regularity” between objects can be detected. As 

discussed in the previous chapter, various theories that have been proposed so far have been 

successful in satisfying one of the two criteria. Still, none can explain how both the 

requirements can be simultaneously fulfilled.  

I realized that informative features or sets of features, owing to their properties 

discussed above, can form a suitable basis for representing objects. As we have seen, object 

representations based on the most informative, unique features can be maximally distinct. 

Such distinction is desirable because it highlights differences between objects, which is 

required for distinguishing them. Non-overlapping representations also permit associating 

separate identities to the representations of very similar objects. Furthermore, the uniqueness 

of represented features or feature groups makes individual neurons maximally informative 

about individual objects. As information is not shared among multiple neurons, the entire 

representation's informativeness is maintained even in conditions when the system gets 

corrupted or suffers a neuronal loss. Thus, informative features impart both desired qualities, 

namely stability and sensitivity, to the representations. Likewise, more distinct or less 

overlapping representations can also be utilized to estimate individual objects' occurrence 
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frequencies. As the activities of individual neurons indicate the presence of specific objects, 

the average activation frequency of neurons correlates directly with the occurrence 

probability of individual objects. Furthermore, joint occurrence probabilities of objects can 

be readily assessed by pooling information from multiple neurons. In this way, 

representations based on informative features simultaneously satisfy the two criteria on 

which the usefulness of a higher-order representation of objects is judged.  

Accordingly, I propose that sensory processing should aim to identify the most 

informative components from the environment and use them for representing objects. In 

particular, the system should represent objects so that individual neurons convey maximum 

information about individual objects, i.e., the mutual information between individual 

neurons and specific objects are maximized. Doing so will tune each neuron to respond to 

the most informative components of the objects, which may consist of individual features or 

groups of features. Though such a procedure will not ensure neurons' independence, it will 

allow them to get tuned to informative features of objects in the surroundings. Thus, enabling 

the system to adapt to its environment in an experience-dependent manner. Even without 

independent neurons, estimation of occurrence frequencies of objects based on average 

activity will be possible, and the detection of dependencies between them will be facilitated.  

It is important to realize that several aspects of this framework of representing objects 

are significantly different from the classical efficient coding framework. Firstly, Informative 

components are not independent, and conversely, independent features are not always 

informative. Consequently, the features utilized in the two frameworks are fundamentally 

different. Secondly, though the occurrence frequency of objects affects both informativeness 

and independence of features, relative informativeness of features can be judged based on 

their relative abundance. Assessing independence, on the other hand, requires knowledge of 

the occurrence frequencies of the object. Lastly, as feature groups can be more informative 

than individual features, using informativeness as a criterion allows using individual features 
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and feature groups as a basis of representation. This equivalence eliminates the need for a 

separate scheme for hierarchically assembling feature groups. On the contrary, groups of 

independent features are also independent, and therefore, independence as a criterion is not 

sufficient to distinguish features from feature groups. As a result, a separate scheme of 

assembling feature groups is necessary while using independent features. 

 

2.10. Efficiency of representation framework based on informative 

features 

 

In the previous section, I proposed that representing objects at higher levels of visual 

processing should be based on informative features. These features allow the system to form 

highly distinct representations of the objects associated with their identity. The 

representations can tolerate corruptions in the system and enable the system to detect 

associations among objects, thus satisfying the two criteria used to judge the usefulness of 

higher-order object representations. In this section, I will show that representation based on 

informative features will also be efficient in communicating information about the objects. 

In particular, maximizing the efficiency in communicating information for a finite number 

of objects, I will show that the representations of objects should be maximally distinct to 

achieve maximum efficiency. As such representations arise when they are based on the 

unique, most informative features, the exercise essentially demonstrates that these features 

form a basis for efficient representation 

Let us consider a system of 𝐾 binary neurons, where each neuron can be in only one 

of the two possible states, namely, an active (1) or a non-active (0) state. The system is 

supposed to represent sensory inputs as patterns of neuronal activity. We further assume that 

any representation will consist of at least one active neuron. This assumption is necessary 

because, for any biological system, inactivity does not mean a response. In other words, 
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there exists no situation in which an input can elicit no response in the system and is still 

detected by it. To be detected, the stimuli properties must interact, either directly or 

indirectly, with receptor proteins present in the neurons and cause activity in them. This 

limitation is an important distinction of biological systems from a mechanistic 

communication system where the absence of any signal can also be considered a 

representation. Keeping this distinction in mind, if a representation of any input comprises 

of 𝑟 active neurons, then  

1 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝐾 

As there can exist several different patterns in which 𝑟 units are active, and each of 

those patterns can appear several times, we can consider the number of active neurons at any 

instance as a measure of the level of activity. If we assume that there are 𝑛8 instances of the 

same activation level, i.e., the same number of neurons (𝑟) constituting either the same 

activity pattern or different patterns of activity are active at 𝑛8 instances, then the total 

activity in 𝐾 neurons will be 𝑟𝑛8. Moreover, if there are 𝑚 different levels of activations, 

the total observed activity 𝑎9:9 is given by  

𝑎9:9 =.
;

8#$

𝑟𝑛8 	 (1) 

The probability 𝑝! of a neuron 𝑖 to be active can then be determined from the number 

of instances 𝑎! when the neuron responds and the total number of instances of activation 𝑁 

i.e.  

𝑝! =
𝑎!
𝑁  

The average probability 〈𝑝〉 of a unit being active can be expressed as 

⟨𝑝⟩ =
1
𝐾.

,

!#$

𝑝! =
1
𝐾.

,

!#$

𝑎!
𝑁 =

1
𝐾𝑁.

,

!#$

𝑎! =
𝑎9:9
𝐾𝑁  
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The last equality follows from the fact that the sum of all instances of activation in 

all neurons is the same as the sum of activities of all neurons in all instances of activation. 

This gives us 

 

〈𝑝〉 =
1
𝐾 �

∑;8#$ 𝑟𝑛8
∑;8#$ 𝑛8

�where.
;

8#$

𝑛8 = 𝑁 (2) 

and as 1 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝑚 

.
;

8#$

𝑛8 ≤.
;

8#$

𝑟𝑛8 <.
;

8#$

𝑚𝑛8 

From the above set of inequalities, we can obtain bounds on the average probability 

of a neuron being active, i.e.  

1
𝐾 �

∑;8#$ 𝑛8
∑;8#$ 𝑛8

� ≤ ⟨𝑝⟩ <
1
𝐾 �

∑;8#$ 𝑚𝑛8
∑;8#$ 𝑛8

�	

𝑜𝑟,
1
𝐾 ≤ 〈𝑝〉 <

𝑚
𝐾

(3) 

 In his seminal work (Barlow 1961), Barlow considered a similar encoding system 

of 𝐹	nerve fibers and, using the similar measure of average activation probability of nerve 

fibers, calculated the bit entropy of the nerve fibers as 

𝐶 = 𝐹𝐻'(〈𝑝〉) 

where 

𝐻'(𝑥) = −𝑥log𝑥 − (1 − 𝑥)log(1 − 𝑥) 

Using similar arguments, we can define the bit entropy of our system as 

𝐶< = 𝐾𝐻'(〈𝑝〉) 

and following inequalities in relation (3), we get 

𝐾𝐻' R
1
𝐾S ≤ 𝐶< < 𝐾𝐻'  

𝑚
𝐾¡	
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𝑜𝑟, −𝐾 �
1
𝐾 log

1
𝐾 + R1 −

1
𝐾S log R1 −

1
𝐾S� ≤ 𝐶<

< −𝐾 �
𝑚
𝐾 log

𝑚
𝐾 +  1 −

𝑚
𝐾¡ log  1 −

𝑚
𝐾¡�	

𝑜𝑟, log𝐾 − 𝐾 R1 −
1
𝐾S log R1 −

1
𝐾S ≤ 𝐶< < 𝑚log

𝐾
𝑚 − 𝐾  1 −

𝑚
𝐾¡ log  1 −

𝑚
𝐾¡	

𝑜𝑟, log𝐾 + R1 −
1
𝐾S𝐾log R

𝐾
𝐾 − 1S ≤ 𝐶<

< 𝑚log
𝐾
𝑚 + �1 − 𝐾�𝐾log R

𝐾
𝐾 −𝑚S 

If we consider K to be very large compared to 1, then 

lim
,→>

𝐾log R
𝐾

𝐾 − 1S = lim
,→>

log   𝐾
𝐾 − 1¡
1
𝐾

= lim
,→>

𝐾'

𝐾(𝐾 − 1) = 1					[byL′Hospital′srule] 

And, if we consider K to be very large compared to m too, then 

lim
,→>

𝐾log R
𝐾

𝐾 −𝑚S = lim
,→>

log   𝐾
𝐾 −𝑚¡
1
𝐾

= lim
,→>

𝐾'𝑚
𝐾(𝐾 −𝑚) = 𝑚						[byL′Hospital′srule] 

which means that for large 𝐾 and 𝑚 ≪ 𝐾  

log𝐾 + R1 −
1
𝐾S𝐾log R

𝐾
𝐾 − 1S ≈ log𝐾 

and  

𝑚log
𝐾
𝑚 +  1 −

𝑚
𝐾¡𝐾log R

𝐾
𝐾 −𝑚S ≈ 𝑚log

𝐾
𝑚 

hence  

log𝐾 ≤ 𝐶< < 𝑚log
𝐾
𝑚

(4) 

The last set of inequalities gives bounds on the bit entropy of our representation 

system. It shows that, with our considerations, the minimum bit entropy for a system with 𝐾 

neurons is log𝐾, which is independent of the total instances of activation 𝑁 and is achieved 

when in no instance more than one neuron is active. Furthermore, when the maximum 
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number of neurons active at any instance is minimal compared to the total number of 

neurons, then the bit entropy also has a maximum limit.  

Examining the derivation of the bounds, one can realize that such bounds, 

specifically the lower bound, exist because we have assumed that any representation must 

contain at least one active neuron. This assumption constrained the average probability of a 

neuron being active to be at least 1/𝐾, which made the lower bound on the bit entropy to 

be	log𝐾. Without this assumption, the lower bound would have been zero because the 

minimum value of the average probability of activity would have been zero. 

A system's efficiency in representing inputs is measured by comparing its bit entropy 

with the entropy of the set of inputs. Formally, if 𝐻!12 is the entropy of the inputs, and 𝐶< is 

the bit entropy of the representation system, then the efficiency of the system 𝐸  is expressed 

as 

𝐸 = 	
𝐻!12
𝐶<

 

It is generally assumed that due presence of millions of neurons, and their multiple 

states, the system can always represent all the input, i.e., 𝐶< > 𝐻!12. Efficiency is said to be 

achieved when the capacity, which is equivalent to bit entropy, matches the entropy of the 

inputs. This assumption holds even in cases like ours, where only a finite set of inputs are 

considered. Consequently, efficiency is achieved in our case when 𝐶< is reduced to match 

𝐻!12, which corresponds to reducing the average probability of activation of neurons. 

However, because there is a lower bound on the level to which 𝐶< can be reduced, more than 

one ways exist to match it with 𝐻!12 and achieve efficiency. Three scenarios must be 

considered to highlight different ways in which efficiency can be attained  

 

1. 𝑯𝒊𝒏𝒑 is greater than 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝑲: This scenario corresponds to the general assumption that 

the system has the capacity to represent all inputs. As 𝐻!12 is greater than the system’s 

minimum possible capacity to represent inputs, the capacity can always be adjusted to 
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match it. The required adjustment is made by ensuring that the average probability of 

activation of neurons is at appropriate levels and is not too high. These adjustments 

translate into tuning neurons to rare, less abundant components of the environment and 

utilizing fewer neurons to represent any input. 

 

2. 𝑯𝒊𝒏𝒑 is equal to 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝑲: This scenario arises in a particular situation when the entropy of 

inputs exactly matches the minimum capacity of the system to represent inputs. 

Efficiency can only be attained in this situation by reducing the average probability of a 

neuron being active to 1/𝐾. As at least one neuron must be active to indicate an input's 

presence, such average activation probability implies that more than 1 neuron is active 

in no instance. This condition, in turn, means that a distinct neuron represents each input. 

In other words, the representations of objects need to be maximally distinct to achieve 

efficiency in this scenario.  

 

3. 𝑯𝒊𝒏𝒑 is less than 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝑲: This scenario, though unlikely, emerges when only a small 

number of inputs have a significantly higher probability of occurrence. In these 

situations, 𝐻!12 is very low compared to the system's capacity, and the only way to 

achieve efficiency is by reducing the number of neurons. Reducing the number of 

neurons from 𝐾 to 𝐾’, reduces the system’s minimum capacity log𝐾 to log𝐾′, which 

can be matched to the low value of 𝐻!12. It is important to note that reducing the number 

of neurons transforms this situation into one of the previously described scenarios, and 

efficiency can be achieved either by tuning individual neurons to rare features of the 

inputs or by making the representations maximally distinct. 

Thus, we see that achieving efficiency in representing a finite number of inputs 

corresponds to ensuring that neurons are tuned to rare, less abundant components of the 

environment and by making the representation of individual objects maximally distinct. In 
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the previous sections of this chapter, we have seen that both these procedures correspond to 

representing objects in terms of more informative features. Less abundant features are more 

informative than common features, and representations based on unique features of objects 

are maximally distinct. Therefore, this demonstrates that representations based on unique 

features can be efficient.  

Two points must be noted here. First, in the derivation of the system's entropy, we 

have considered only a finite number of patterns (𝑁) that are experienced over a limited 

time. This consideration highlights that for a biological system, it is not possible to know all 

the environment's statistical properties. It relies on its experience to obtain knowledge about 

its environment, and at any given instance, has insights only of its immediate surroundings. 

As the system gains more knowledge with experience, or as the environment changes with 

time, it needs to update its view of the environment and adapt to it.  

The system having limited experience with the environment implies that its 

efficiency should not be judged based on the environment's actual statistics. One cannot 

expect the system to efficiently represent the aspects of its surroundings that it has never 

experienced. This realization brings out the second noteworthy point about the above 

derivation. Here, the entropy of the inputs considered is not the actual entropy but the 

observed entropy of the objects in the surroundings. In other words, if there are 𝒩 distinct 

objects in the environment at a given instance, with the actual frequency of occurrence of 

object 𝑗 being 𝑓3, and the observed frequency of occurrence of the same object being 𝑔3, then 

the entropy of the inputs, 𝐻!12, that is considered while determining efficiency, should be 

expressed as  

𝐻!12 	= 	.−𝑓3 log 𝑔3

𝒩

3#$

 

whereas the actual entropy of the objects based on the exact occurrence probabilities has the 

form 
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𝐻C12̧ =.
𝒩

3#$

− 𝑓3log𝑓3 

Note that the difference in two entropies, 𝐻!12 − 𝐻C12̧, can be expressed as 

𝐻!12 − 𝐻C12̧ =.𝑓3 log
𝑓3
𝑔3

𝒩

3#$

 

which is a measure of the divergence between the actual and observed distributions 

of the objects and is known as KL divergence (Kullback and Leibler 1951). It can be shown 

that KL divergence between any two distributions is always positive, meaning that 𝐻!12 is 

always greater than 𝐻C12̧ or in other words, the observed entropy of the inputs will always 

be higher than their actual entropy. Given that the bit entropy of the system has a lower 

bound, a higher observed entropy will benefit the system as it will bring the input entropies 

closer to this lower bound. This effect will allow the system to represent very skewed 

distributed objects efficiently. Such distributions arise when the system has a biased 

experience of a few objects, which is a common scenario. Furthermore, as described in the 

previous sections, it is impossible to obtain truly independent components of the 

environment with such experience of the environment. Thus, with the above derivation, we 

can conclude that using informative features allows the system to be efficient and maintain 

this efficiency while being adaptive to its environment.  

 

2.11.  Object representation using informative features 

 

In the previous sections, I have proposed that informative features can be utilized as 

a basis for object representation. The representations based on unique, informative features 

are distinct, robust, and efficient. Moreover, these features are suited for representing objects 

by a biological system. They do not require complete knowledge of the environment’s 

statistical properties and can be identified by the system in an experience-dependent manner. 
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However, a question that remains to be answered is how the system can extract these 

features. In other words, given a set of objects, how a system identifies which features or 

feature groups are more informative. The theoretical calculations performed previously in 

this chapter cannot be performed by a biological system. First, it presumably has only partial 

knowledge of the object distributions. Second, the required computations are too 

complicated to be carried out in a neuronal circuit. In this chapter, I will first introduce the 

problem of selecting the most informative features as a problem of basis transformation. 

Then I will formulate an optimization problem that can be solved for obtaining the 

transformation. The biological plausibility of this method will be discussed in later chapters. 

An organism must obtain knowledge about its environment, which is manifested in 

the form of associations and dependencies observed in the surroundings. The information 

about the surroundings is made available to the organism through its senses. However, the 

format in which the information is presented to the system is not always suitable for 

identifying the necessary associations (Marr 1982). A natural step to overcome this 

limitation is reorganizing the sensory information in a format that brings out these 

associations. In other words, the sensory information must be represented in an appropriate 

form that makes identifying the associations in the surroundings easier.  

Any representation process is essentially a transformation of how information is 

conveyed. Consider the English language, for example. Representing English words into 

Morse code implies transforming English letters into some series of dots and dashes. The 

symbols that we recognize as letters are converted to specific combinations of dots and 

dashes, which are further combined into words and sentences. One can imagine the English 

language's entire text as data points that was spread in a space defined by the letter symbols. 

Representing these words in Morse codes implies transforming the space of letters and 

characters into a space defined by the combination of dots and dashes (Figure 2.4) so that 

each data point can now be described in terms of combinations of these elements. In this 
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way, a representation process transforms the basis in which data is represented. It acts as a 

function that maps one basis set to another. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 4: Illustration of coding as basis transformation  

Combinations of English alphabets can be represented in a basis defined in symbols 

corresponding to alphabets. When the alphabets are coded into Morse code, each alphabet 

is described by a combination of dots and dashes. These combinations constitute the new 

basis components, and the letter combinations can now be described in this basis. Note that 

the arrangement of data points changes when the basis is changed. 

 

 
 

In this regard, one can also view sensory processing as a basis transformation where 

the basis set comprises the physical properties of stimuli like frequency, intensity, and 

chemical structure is transformed into a basis set of neuronal activities. To understand this, 

imagine the details involved in seeing something. When we see any object, light reflected 

from the object enters our eyes and is focused on our retina through the eye lens. The cells 
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in the retina contain photoreceptors, the proteins that change their conformation when they 

encounter light. When light focused onto the retina interacts with these photoreceptors, a 

change in their conformation induces electrical activity in retinal cells, which is further 

relayed to other parts of our brains through neuronal circuits originating in the retina (Figure 

2.5.1). As the object's properties, like its shape, size, color, and surface, all contribute to 

determining its reflectance properties, the light being reflected must contain information 

about all these properties. One can imagine the object as a point in the space defined by 

properties that determine how light is reflected from any object in the environment. When 

the reflected light activates the retinal cells, the energy of light is transformed into the 

electrical activities of the cells, and hence, the information about the object that was present 

in light would now be present in the neuronal activities. Different objects will reflect light 

in different ways, and light reflected in different ways will elicit different responses in the 

neurons. Therefore, the object can correspond to a pattern of neuronal activity, which can be 

described in the basis defined by individual neurons. As this activity is further relayed along 

the sensory pathway, the objects' information is represented as activities of different sets of 

neurons. New basis sets defined by these new sets of neurons emerge (Figure 2.5.2). Some 

of these bases will highlight some aspect of information about the object, and some others 

will highlight some other aspects; thus, effectively reorganizing the information. 
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Figure 2. 5: Sensory processing as a basis transformation  

1. Light from an object carrying information about it enters our eyes and activates a set of 

photosensitive neurons in the retina. Their activity is relayed further along the sensory 

pathway to activate cells in higher cortical regions. 2. This entire process can be seen as a 

set of successive basis transformations. The object can be described in a basis set defined 

by its physical properties, which is transformed into a basis set defined by photosensitive 

neurons in the retina, which is further transformed into a basis set defined by higher cortical 

neurons, referred to here as encoding neurons. Different aspects of information about the 

object may be highlighted in a different basis. 

 

 

Considered accordingly, representing objects based on the most informative 

components from the environment essentially requires transforming the representation basis 

from individual pixels in the retina to informative features or sets of features at higher levels 

of visual processing. However, obtaining such a transformation is not an easy task because 

there can be infinitely many ways of transforming pixels into structural elements. Not all 
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such transformations will lead to a basis of informative structures. An algorithmic 

implementation of the transformation requires constraints that improve the chances of 

obtaining the basis of the most informative structures. These constraints are generally 

designed to narrow down the nature of representations to those that one expects in the desired 

basis, which forces the basis to have characteristics necessary for producing the required 

nature of representation.  

In the previous section, we have established that while representing objects based on 

informative features, only a few neurons tuned to the unique features from the object should 

be active. Moreover, as these unique elements should be rarely observed in the environment, 

the activation probability of a neuron tuned to such features must be small. Consequently, a 

representation based on informative features should be sparse and non-overlapping.  Thus, 

the first constraint that the representations based on informative structures must satisfy is 

sparseness and minimal overlap. However, it is important to realize that there is no guarantee 

to have completely non-overlapping sparse representations, particularly when the 

representation dimensions, which corresponds to the number of neurons utilized in 

representing inputs, are small compared to the number of inputs. In these situations, a single 

neuron should participate in representing multiple objects, and therefore, must be tuned to 

features that are unique to this set of objects.  

Another aspect that must be considered while utilizing unique, informative structures 

for representing objects is that these structures may comprise only a few features or a 

minimal set of features from an object. In such cases, a possibility arises that only these few 

structural elements are utilized in representation. A system trying to base its representation 

only on informative structures can completely ignore non-unique structures from the objects. 

However, while the representation must remain sparse when based on these unique, 

informative structures, it is equally important that the representations are not based on partial 

structures. Basing representations only on partial structures may lead to ambiguity when 

these partial structures are invisible due to partial occlusion. Therefore, the second constraint 
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that the representation based on informative structures must satisfy is that it should account 

for as much input as possible. In other words, the representations must preserve the structures 

of the input.  

Formally, the set of all unique structures that comprise the basis of representation 

can be expressed in a matrix form. If there are 𝐾 representation neurons, 𝐾 different 

structures corresponding to these neurons' tuning can be organized into a matrix 𝛷 of 

dimensions 𝑀 × 𝐾, where 𝑀 is the number of neurons in the retina and correspond to the 

maximum number of pixels that can be present in a structure. Note that any informative 

structure will be composed of only a subset of these neurons which become active when that 

particular structure is encountered; the other neurons remain inactive in the presence of this 

structure. We call this matrix of unique structures the dictionary of structures or simply the 

dictionary.  

Furthermore, as 𝑀 is the number of neurons in the retina, encountering any object 

will elicit a response in these cells, and a pattern of activity will emerge corresponding to 

the object. Such activity pattern can be expressed as an 𝑀-dimensional vector, which can be 

used to denote an input to the system. Similarly, the representation of any object corresponds 

to the activity pattern in 𝐾 representation neurons, and hence, can be expressed as a 𝐾-

dimensional vector of activity.  

With such definition of input, its representation and dictionary, if 𝑠 is an 𝑀-

dimensional input to the system, and 𝑎 is its 𝐾-dimensional representation based on 

dictionary 𝛷, then preserving structure implies that these quantities satisfy the linear 

relationship expressed as 

𝑠 = 	𝛷𝑎 

The linear form of relation arises because we have considered that representations 

are combinatorial, meaning that if multiple structures present in the input are also captured 

in the dictionary, then while representing the input, all neurons tuned to its structures will 
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get activated. The relationship can be extended to include a finite set of N objects by 

replacing the input and representation vectors corresponding to a single object with matrices 

of inputs and representations. In particular, if 𝑆 ∈ ℝD×"  is a matrix of 𝑁 input patterns and 

𝐴 ∈ ℝ,×" is a matrix of their representation patterns, then preserving input structure implies 

𝑆 = 	𝛷𝐴			 (1) 

In the above equation, the system encounters only the matrix S and has to obtain 

matrices 𝛷 and 𝐴 through learning and experience. Analytically, this corresponds to solving 

a matrix factorization problem. The problem can be readily solved when 𝑀	 > 	𝐾, i.e., the 

number of neurons in the retina is greater than the number of representation neurons. 

However, in most animal species, the number of high-order neurons in the sensory circuits 

far exceeds that of the primary neurons, and therefore, 𝑀	 < 	𝐾. The standard matrix 

factorization methods cannot be used in these situations. An optimization problem that 

minimizes the difference between the original matrix and the factor matrices' product must 

be solved. The particular form of such an optimization problem is stated below 

argmin	
F,H

1
2
‖𝑆 − 𝛷𝐴‖''	 

where ‖. ‖' corresponds to the Frobenius norm of a matrix, which in this case serves 

as a measure of the difference between matrices. 

Note that even by solving this optimization problem, there is no guarantee that the 

dictionary 𝛷 will contain the most informative structures because it can consist of any 

feature combination that allows representation to preserve the input structure. To ensure that 

only the most informative structures are captured, we have to put constraints on this 

optimization problem. In the previous section, I have shown that to achieve efficiency in 

representing a finite number of objects; the representations need to comprise a fewer number 

of neurons and should be based on features that are sparsely encountered. Both these 

requirements can be satisfied if the representations are based on the most informative 

features. Conversely, if the representation is constrained to fulfill both these requirements, 
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then it is likely that it will be based on the most informative structures, and the same will be 

captured in the dictionary. In other words, a sparsity constraint needs to be put on 

representations to ensure that the dictionary contains the most informative features. Ideally, 

we need a restriction on the number of active neurons in any representation so that only a 

few neurons are active while representing any input. For vectors, the l0 norm quantifies the 

number of non-zero elements; therefore, constraining the number of active neurons 

corresponds to reducing the l0 norm of the representation vectors. However, it is not possible 

to analytically derive representation vectors with minimum l0 norm and satisfy the linear 

relationship stated in equation (1). One has to examine all potential vectors of dimension 𝐾 

that satisfy the above relationship to find the minimal l0 norm vector. With 𝑀 < 𝐾, this 

becomes particularly challenging because there are infinitely many representation vectors 

that satisfy the relationship. Incidentally, under certain conditions, vectors with minimal l1 

norms (sum of absolute values of the components of a vector) form a good approximation 

of the vector with minimal l0 norm (Candes and Tao 2005, Donoho 2006a, Argaez et al. 

2011, Candes et al. 2006, Elad 2010). Therefore, a unique solution to the problem can be 

achieved by seeking the minimal l1 norm of the solution. Accordingly, the above 

optimization problem can be updated to include the sparsity constraint as under 

argmin	
F,H

	
1
2
‖𝑆 − 𝛷𝐴‖'' + 𝜆‖𝐴‖$											 (2) 

where  

‖𝐴‖$ =	..½𝐴!3½
3!

 

In general, minimizing the l1 norm leads to an increase in the difference between the 

input matrix and the product of its factor matrices. In these situations, one has to decide how 

much of this difference can be tolerated in favor of achieving sparse representations. Here, 

the free parameter 𝜆 is indicative of such tolerance. Its values typically lie between 0 and 1, 
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with the value 0 indicating that getting sparse representations is not preferred at all. Value 1 

indicates that the sparseness of the representation is equally important to obtaining correct 

factor matrices. With this formulation, the above optimization problem becomes similar to 

the optimization performed in Compressed Sensing (Donoho 2006a, Candes and Romberg 

2007). Still, it is different in critical ways, as we will discuss later in this chapter.  

Enforcing sparseness and structure preservation constraints individual neurons to get 

tuned to the sets of features unique to individual objects. Consequently, the dictionary 

captures the most informative structures. However, as the number of objects increases, a 

single representation neuron will get involved in representing multiple objects. It will be 

required that the structure that this neuron is tuned to contains maximum information about 

all these objects. This requirement can be satisfied when the neuron becomes tuned to the 

features shared within the group of objects and are unique to this particular set. As such 

structures can only be localized in nature, representing more objects will make the feature 

combinations captured in the dictionary increasingly localized. In other words, the dictionary 

elements will get pruned from the most complex to less complicated forms while gradually 

adapting to more objects. Such pruning can be carried out by performing set difference 

operations on the inputs. With such a process, the system can eliminate the less informative 

structures from the set of represented inputs and maintain only the group's most informative 

structures. However, the system cannot utilize these set difference operations because while 

representing fewer objects, such operations will hinder preserving input structure. 

Interestingly, while using a single neuron in representing multiple objects, shared structures 

can be extracted through superposition followed by normalization of the encoded inputs 

without explicitly removing the structures not shared by the objects. In other words, a 

superposition followed by the normalization of multiple inputs will make the shared 

components more prominent and identifiable than the unshared ones. The uncommon 

features will “fade away” rather than being eliminated by subtraction. Thus, to represent 

objects based on the most informative structures in all conditions, a non-negativity constraint 
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is necessary. This constraint prevents the formation of arbitrarily and unnecessarily 

complicated dictionary elements by preventing the use of negative coefficients.  This 

constraint is also justified because, in biological brains, information is carried by action 

potentials and cannot be negative.  As such, the optimization problem can be written as the 

following with the non-negative constraints:  

argmin	
F,H

	
1
2
‖𝑆 − 𝛷𝐴‖'' + 𝜆‖𝐴‖$, 𝐴 ≥ 0; 	𝛷 ≥ 0												 (3) 

Solving the optimization problem stated in equation (3) produces a dictionary (𝛷) 

that generates the sparsest representation (output A) patterns for a finite set of input signals 

(S). 

 

2.12.  The probabilistic approach towards basis transformation 

 

In the previous section, I discussed an analytical approach to capture the most 

informative structures and obtain representations of objects based on those structures. I 

introduced the task of obtaining object representation as a basis transformation problem and 

derived constraints to get a basis of informative features. Notably, interpreting sensory 

processing as a form of basis transformation is not new. Several previous studies that follow 

efficient coding principles (Olshausen and Field 1996, Bell and Sejnowski 1997, Olshausen 

and Field 1997, Lewicki and Olshausen 1999) have tried to estimate such transformation. 

However, unlike our approach, these studies adopt a probabilistic view of the transformation 

process. In particular, of all possible features that can form a representation basis, they aim 

to find the sparsely occurring independent features whose combinations are most likely 

present in the natural environment. With these considerations, these approaches arrive at an 

optimization problem that is similar to ours. In this section, I will explain their probabilistic 

approach towards basis transformation. Interestingly, though our approach's optimization 
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problem bears a resemblance to the function optimized in these studies, critical differences 

exist between the two approaches. I will use the next section to highlight these differences. 

The technique utilized in these previous approaches to estimate the representation 

basis is known as maximum aposteriori (MAP) estimation. In this technique, it is assumed 

that a sensory input identified by the population response of M neurons, which can be 

described by an M-dimensional vector 𝑠, is transformed into another level of neuronal 

response described by a K-dimensional vector 𝑎 through the transformation process. The M-

dimensional input lies in a basis defined by individual pixels, whereas the K-dimensional 

representation is assumed to be based on a set of features. The transformation of the pixel 

basis to feature set is considered to be linear so that the transformation process can be 

approximated as  

𝑠 = 𝛷𝑎 + 𝑧 

Here 𝛷 denotes the basis of features or the dictionary, and 𝑧 marks the error term in 

the transformation. The error in transformation is supposed to have a Gaussian distribution 

given by 

ℙ(𝑧) = 	
1
𝑍I
𝑒4

‖K‖!
L!  

where 𝑍I is a normalizing constant, 𝜎' is the variance of the error term, and ‖𝑧‖ is the norm 

of the error. Arguments from the probability theory state that the conditional probability of 

an input 𝑠 giving rise to a particular response 𝑎 is also the same, i.e. 

ℙ(𝑠|𝑎, 𝛷	) = 	
1
𝑍I
𝑒4

‖/	4	FM‖!
L!  

Following the Efficient Coding Hypothesis, the resulting basis set components are 

expected to be utilized independently; therefore, the representation neurons, 𝑎!, are 

constrained to be independent in these methods. The constraint is put in place by assuming 

the representation to be factorial, i.e., the probability of the population response is obtained 

from the product of individual responses’ probabilities. Furthermore, the distribution of 
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response values of neurons is chosen to have high kurtosis. Such distributions lead to a sparse 

representation of the inputs, which helps achieve efficiency (Field 1994). In general,  

ℙ(𝑎!) = 	
1
𝑍N
𝑒4N|M"|						and						ℙ(𝑎) = 	@ℙ(𝑎!)

!

 

Here, as before, 𝑍N is a normalizing constant, and |𝑎!| denotes the absolute value of 

the response. With these assumptions, the posterior probability of sensory input for a given 

type of transformation is calculated using the Bayesian rule  

ℙ(𝑠|𝛷) 	∝ ℙ(𝑠|𝑎, 𝛷)ℙ(𝑎) 

The posterior probability is the measure of the chance of mapping back a 

representation to the corresponding sensory input given a particular basis of representation. 

Naturally, one needs to maximize these probabilities. As it is a function of the representation 

𝑎, maximizing it gives the input’s representation in the transformed basis. A common 

practice is to minimize the negative of the natural logarithm of the posterior distribution, 

which is equivalent to minimizing the objective function given as 

𝐸(𝑎) = 	‖𝑠	 − 	𝛷𝑎‖' + 	𝜆.|𝑎!|
7

!#$

																			  

Thus, the optimization problem to solve is 

argmin	
F,M

	
1
2
‖𝑠 − 𝛷𝑎‖'' + 𝜆‖𝑎‖$					 (4) 

which is very similar to the optimization problem that I have introduced in equation 

(3).  

 

2.13.  Differences with previous approaches 

 

As described in the previous section, conventional approaches seeking efficient 

representation of sensory stimuli have followed a probabilistic approach towards 

determining a suitable basis. The optimization problem that these approaches propose to 
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solve is similar to the optimization problem that needs to be solved for obtaining a basis of 

informative features. However, critical differences exist between the conventional approach 

and the framework proposed in this study. In this section, I will highlight these critical 

differences 

 

2.13.1.  Sparseness  

 

The idea of sparseness in the representation of sensory stimuli has been proposed for 

several different reasons. Early works on associative memory in neural networks suggest 

that sparse representations enhance the memory capacity (Willshaw et al. 1969, Tsodyks and 

Feigelman 1988, Baum et al. 1988, Cortes and Vapnik 1995) and allow learning associations 

(Palm 1980, Kanerva 1988, Zetzsche 1990, Field 1994, Palm and Sommer 1996, Schwenker 

et al. 1996, Földiak and Young 1995, Baddeley 1996). Studies have also illustrated that 

sparse representations are energy efficient (Levy and Baxter 1996, Attwell and Laughlin 

2001, Lennie 2003). However, the conventional approaches, which are based on the Efficient 

Coding Hypothesis, rationalize sparse representation based on arguments put forth by 

Barlow (Barlow 1994) and Field (Field 1993, Field 1994). Barlow has argued that, while 

efficiently representing inputs, the system should seek sparse representations because it 

presents a convenient way to calculate the inputs’ marginal occurrence probabilities (Barlow 

1994). He reasoned that if individual inputs’ representations are sparse and comprise 

independent neurons, any neuron will spend extended time in an inactive state. In other 

words, its probability of being inactive will be close to one. In this condition, utilizing the 

factorial nature of representation, the inputs’ marginal occurrence probabilities can be 

calculated by just taking the product of activation probabilities of active neurons. The 

inactive neurons, owing to large probabilities of being idle, will not contribute to calculating 

inputs’ marginal occurrence probabilities. This nature of representations will allow the 

system to perform such calculations without necessarily confirming each neuron's state. 
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Later, Field showed that receptive field properties of the simple cells in the visual cortex 

(Hubel and Wiesel 1962, Hubel and Wiesel 1968) are indeed sparsely distributed in natural 

scenes (Field 1993, Field 1994). This finding, together with Barlow’s argument, supported 

the classical approaches to seek sparseness in representations. 

In contrast to the conventional approaches, we do not seek sparsity in 

representation because it allows a more straightforward calculation of the marginal 

properties or because features comprising receptive fields are sparsely distributed. In fact, 

the framework proposed in this study does not require representations to be based on 

independent features, and the nature of representation is not factorial. Therefore, in this 

framework, the sparsity in representation does not help calculate the inputs’ marginal 

occurrence probabilities. Here, sparsity in representations is essentially a consequence rather 

than a requirement. As most informative features are unique structural components of the 

objects that rarely occur, the representations based on these structures tend to be maximally 

distinct and naturally sparse. Therefore, as discussed in previous sections, the sparsity 

constraint in the optimization problem ensures that representations are based on the most 

informative structures. Furthermore, the specific form of sparsity that we seek is l0 sparsity, 

which corresponds to reducing the number of neurons representing any object. In contrast, 

the sparse distribution of features that Field showed in his study (Field 1993, Field 1994) 

corresponds to minimal l1 sparsity, which translates into minimizing each neuron's activity.  

It is important to note that the notion of sparse representations is not purely 

theoretical. Several experimental studies of the olfactory system of the mouse (Poo and 

Isaacson 2009, Stettler and Axel 2009) and fly (Turner et al. 2008), auditory system 

(DeWeese et al. 2003, Lewicki 2002, Smith and Lewicki 2006), and somatosensory 

system (Brecht and Sakmann 2002) have shown that brain representation of inputs is 

indeed sparse. Thus, justifying their requirement in theoretical models of sensory 

processing. 
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2.13.2.  Non-negativity  

 

In our approach, the non-negativity constraint plays a very crucial role. As 

pointed out in the previous sections, the informativeness of a group of structurally related 

features is either greater than or equal to the individual features’ information content. 

This difference arises because complex feature groups are more specific to objects. 

Therefore, while selecting structures for representing objects based on their 

informativeness, a simple strategy can be to choose structures based on their complexity, 

where structurally complex features are more likely to represent objects. However, in 

cases where a large number of objects need to be represented by fewer neurons, each 

neuron has to participate in representing multiple objects. It can only be tuned to features 

that are shared among the set of objects that it is involved in representing. Such features 

will not be specific to any particular object in the group, and their complexity will be 

lower than the specific structures. Thus, while gradually encountering more objects, our 

framework demands the system to capture complex as well as simple structures. More 

specifically, complex structures that are more informative about individual objects could 

be used for representing them when a few objects need to be represented. As the number 

of represented objects grows, these complex structures need to be pruned down to 

simpler structures by removing features that are not specific to an entire group of objects. 

We reasoned that this pruning could not be reflected in the dictionary by carrying out 

feature subtraction. A non-negativity constraint was required, so that features specific to 

the group objects can be highlighted as non-specific features are faded away. 

The conventional approaches (Olshausen and Field 1996, Olshausen and Field 

1997, Lewicki and Olshausen 1999, Olshausen 2013), on the other hand, use 

independence as a criterion for selecting features for representations. As groups of 

independent features are also independent of one another, independence as a criterion 
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does not differentiate between individual features and complex feature groups. 

Therefore, a non-negativity constraint is not required in these approaches to adjust 

feature complexity in an experience-dependent manner. However, without non-

negativity constraint, neurons may assume negative states which do not have a biological 

basis or meaning.  

Interestingly, in our approach, requiring non-negativity restricts the neurons' 

states to be positive and makes them more realistic. Furthermore, together with the 

sparsity constraint, it makes the activity states of neurons follow an exponential 

distribution (l1 sparsity constraint translates into a high kurtosis Laplace distribution and 

non-negativity constraint restricts this distribution to positive states resulting in an 

exponential distribution). Exponential distributions are followed by events that rarely 

occur in the environment. Constraining the states of neurons to such distribution forces 

them to be tuned to rare, sparsely occurring structures. Thus, the non-negativity 

constraint, together with the sparsity constraint, forces the neurons to get tuned to more 

informative structures. 

 

2.13.3.  Learning the dictionary 

 

Another significant difference between our approach and the classical 

approaches is how the dictionary of features is updated and learned. Conventional 

approaches aim to capture independent features. Therefore, they need to know the entire 

input space's statistical properties irrespective of what is experienced by the system. This 

requirement results in a learning rule where the dictionary is updated with respect to 

multiple sets of objects to incorporate in it as many statistics of input as possible.  

On the other hand, our approach tries to optimize the representations for the 

structure of data encountered by the system in a limited period of experience. Therefore, 
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the goal is to obtain a dictionary that contains the most informative features of a finite 

set of objects. This aim leads to an update strategy where the dictionary is updated with 

respect to the same set of objects. In this way, we assume that in a limited period of 

sensory experiences, the system encounters a limited set of inputs and intends to 

efficiently represent only this set by identifying the most informative features from them. 

This set is supposed to change with experience, and the system adapts the representations 

to the revised set. 

Taken together, though the optimization procedure followed in our approach is 

similar in form to the procedure followed in classical approaches, the significant 

differences in underlying assumptions change the motivation towards carrying the 

optimization. They change the meaning of constraints and their effects on optimization.  

 

2.14.  Comparison with Infomax principle 

 

The idea of maximizing information between input and output in neural networks is 

not new. Linsker, in his seminal studies (Linsker 1987, Linsker 1989a, Linsker 1989b, 

Linsker 1990), proposed the principle of “maximum information preservation” or the 

“infomax” principle. It states that a set of inputs 𝑋 should be mapped to the set of outputs 𝑌 

in a neural network so that mutual information between 𝑋 and 𝑌 is maximized. Mutual 

information, 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌), between the ensemble of inputs 𝑋 and the corresponding ensemble of 

outputs 𝑌 is defined as 

𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌) = 𝐻(𝑌) − 𝐻(𝑌|𝑋)	 (5) 

where 𝐻(𝑌) is the entropy associated with the ensemble of outputs, and 𝐻(𝑌|𝑋) is the 

entropy associated with the conditional distribution of outputs conditioned on the inputs. In 

simpler terms, the entropy of outputs, 𝐻(𝑌), is a measure of average uncertainty in outputs. 

Similarly, the entropy of the conditional distribution of outputs, 𝐻(𝑌|𝑋), is a measure of 
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average uncertainty in outputs when the inputs are known. With such definitions, mutual 

information corresponds to the average uncertainty reduction or the average gain in 

information about outputs that one obtains by knowing the inputs. One can gain maximum 

information about outputs from inputs if they become certain about output by knowing the 

corresponding input. In other words, reducing the average uncertainty about outputs when 

inputs are known maximizes the mutual information. It corresponds to reducing the 

conditional entropy term, 𝐻(𝑌|𝑋), in the above equation.  

Linsker derived the set of learning rules that will allow the network to maximize 

information between inputs and outputs when they were related to one another through a 

linear function. His work was extended by Bell and Sejnowski (Bell and Sejnowski 1995) 

who derived the learning rules for a network when the inputs and outputs were related 

through a non-linear function. Interestingly, if the outputs 𝑌 comprise of activity patterns in 

a set of 𝐾 output neurons, namely y1, y2… yk, then the entropy of outputs, 𝐻(𝑌), can be 

written as 

𝐻(𝑌) = 	.𝐻(𝑦!)
,

!#$

− 𝐷(𝑦$, 𝑦', … 𝑦7)	 (6) 

where 𝐻(𝑦!) is the entropy associated with the distribution of 𝑖%& representation neuron’s 

state and 𝐷(𝑦$, 𝑦', … 𝑦7)	 is a term measuring neurons’ dependence. Maximizing 𝐻(𝑌), 

which also corresponds to maximizing mutual information, 𝐼(𝑋; 	𝑌) implies reducing the 

term 𝐷(𝑦$, 𝑦', … 𝑦7), or the dependence between neurons. Thus, the infomax principle is 

equivalent to Barlow’s redundancy reduction principle (Barlow 1961). It is also the 

fundamental principle behind Independent Component Analysis (ICA) methods (Jutten and 

Herault 1991, Hyvärinen and Oja 2000, Hyvarinen et al. 2001, Hyvärinen et al. 2001, Comon 

1994, Comon and Jutten 2010, Amari et al. 1996, Nadal and Parga 1994). These methods 

aim to find independent components in any data distribution.   
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The framework for representing objects proposed in this study is also based on 

maximizing information between inputs, that are the objects, and the corresponding outputs, 

that are their representations. However, this approach does not follow the infomax principle 

in the form that is described above. To understand the differences between our approach and 

the infomax principle, let us first combine equations (5) and (6), to express mutual 

information between objects and their representation as a function of entropy of individual 

neurons i.e. 

𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌) = 	.𝐻(𝑦!)
,

!#$

− 𝐷(𝑦$, 𝑦', … 𝑦7) 	− 𝐻(𝑌|𝑋) (7) 

In equation (7), the infomax principle aims to maximize mutual information by reducing the 

term 𝐻(𝑌|𝑋) and the term 𝐷(𝑦$, 𝑦', … 𝑦7)	 in case of efficient coding. On the other hand, 

our approach focuses more on maximizing the term ∑ 𝐻(𝑦!),
!#$  which is the sum of the 

entropies of the individual neurons. This shift in focus is brought into our approach by the 

combined constraints of sparsity and non-negativity. As described previously, this 

combination of constraints in our approach translates into an exponential distribution of 

states of neurons. By seeking sparse and non-negative representations, we force the neurons 

to remain in inactive states most of the time. They take any other active states rarely so that 

the probability of acquiring a state of higher activity falls off exponentially with the level of 

activity. This kind of probability distribution has higher entropy than any other probability 

distribution defined over the neuronal states. Thus, with the combination of sparsity and non-

negativity constraints, we force each 𝐻(𝑦!) to attain maximum possible value, and 

consequently, maximize ∑ 𝐻(𝑦!),
!#$ . Simply put, the infomax principle maximizes the 

mutual information between objects and their representation by reducing the uncertainty in 

representations and obtaining maximum information about the input from the representation 

as a whole. On the other hand, we aim to obtain maximum information about the input from 

the individual neurons. Indeed, by doing so, we maximize the information that we get from 

the entire representation as well, but the strategy of getting this information is more specific 
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in our approach. It must be noted here that with this strategy, we do not seek to reduce 

𝐷(𝑦$, 𝑦', … 𝑦7), which is the term denoting dependence among neurons. Thus, our approach 

does not necessarily render individual neurons independent. 

 

2.15.  Comparison with Compressed Sensing 

 

The optimization problem (equation (4)) that we propose to solve to obtain the most 

informative structural components of objects also involves solving for a sparse 

representation of objects. Moreover, as the number of cells comprising the representation is 

probably greater than the number of cells in the retina, the sparse representations are 

supposed to have a higher dimension than the input. Thus, the optimization problem 

proposed in this study requires solving for a sparse high dimensional output from a non-

sparse low dimensional input, and hence, bears similarity with the approach of Compressed 

sensing(Candès et al. 2006, Candes and Tao 2006, Donoho 2006a, Candes and Romberg 

2007).  

Compressed sensing is a signal processing technique that exploits sparsity in signals 

to recover them using far fewer measurements than traditionally required (Candès et al. 

2006, Candes and Tao 2006, Donoho 2006b). To understand this technique, consider the 

example of movie rating. Any movie has various aspects like story, screenplay, acting, 

music, etc., which can be thought of as its components that have values corresponding to the 

viewers' approval associated with them. A good movie has higher approval of viewers for 

its certain aspects, and therefore, its corresponding components have higher values. In this 

regard, any film can be described as a list of values of its various components, and one can 

decide which movies to watch based on this list of values. However, movies are not 

described in terms of these components but are rated out of a certain score. This rating score 

of the movie is determined by taking into account its various aspects. It can be thought of as 
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a compressed description of the movie derived from the combination of its component 

values. Several different combinations of component values can give rise to the same score, 

like a person who enjoys comedy can give a higher rating to a movie with a poor storyline, 

and conversely, a person who prefers good stories can give the same rating to a movie with 

no comical aspect. Therefore, it is desirable to know how good the movie is in each of its 

different aspects from its ratings. The Compressed sensing technique solves this problem. It 

uses compressed measurements of signals, like compressed movie scores, to determine the 

actual signal, i.e., movie components' actual values. Many excellent articles explain the 

detailed concepts of Compressed sensing (Ganguli and Sompolinsky 2012, Eldar and 

Kutyniok 2012, Duarte and Eldar 2011). Briefly, it uses an l1 minimization approach (Candes 

et al. 2008, Candes and Romberg 2005) to estimate the signal, which in the example of the 

movie is the list of values of all movie components, from very few measurements like 

different ratings of the movie made by different viewers. Interestingly, it has been shown 

that inaccurate or noisy measurements also lead to accurate signal recovery, thus enabling 

correct identification of the signals using the Compressed sensing technique even when 

information about them is inaccurate and incomplete (Candès et al. 2006, Candes and Tao 

2006).  

As noted previously, the optimization problem that we derive for obtaining the 

dictionary and representation of objects bears similarity to Compressed sensing in terms of 

dimensional expansion and l1 minimization. However, the problems being addressed are 

fundamentally different. In Compressed sensing, the measurements that correspond to the 

dictionary of features 𝛷 in our approach are constructed to meet the restricted isometry 

property (Candès et al. 2006) and are known beforehand. In contrast, in our representation 

framework, the 𝛷 term is not constructed. It is a transforming matrix that is learned and 

contains all informative features observed in the set of encountered objects. Furthermore, 

the dictionary changes in form as more objects are experienced. The measurement of signals 

in the Compressed sensing approach remains fixed. Lastly, the dictionary in our approach is 
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not required to follow properties like incoherence (Candes and Tao 2006, Candes and 

Romberg 2007) and restricted isometry property (Candès et al. 2006) The measurements in 

the Compressed sensing approach must have these properties.  

 

2.16.  Discussion 

 

To survive and gain insights about its surrounding, an organism must recognize 

objects and detect associations among them. Its performance in both these tasks relies on 

internal representations of objects that it forms through sensory processing. However, the 

two sets of theories, namely efficient coding and view-based representation frameworks, that 

aim to describe sensory processing, do not explain how brain representation of objects must 

be formed to enable the organism to perform these tasks. The motivation behind the efficient 

coding and redundancy reduction principle is to arrive at a factorial representation of objects 

that permits straightforward detection of object associations. In contrast, view-based 

frameworks are focused on attaining invariance in representation. While the two sets of 

theories have successfully explained the lower and higher levels of visual processing, they 

are not compatible with each other. A factorial representation based on independent features 

with minimal redundancy is not suitable for invariant coding, especially in cases involving 

corruption or occlusion. Conversely, the view-based framework relies on hierarchical 

models to learn feature associations. Multiple instances of feature combinations originating 

from the same object are learned to achieve robustness. This learning disrupts the factorial 

nature of representations.  

Here, I have proposed an alternative approach to represent objects based on their 

most informative features. We find that informativeness of features is a suitable criterion for 

selecting features for representing objects. Object representations based on informative 

features are sensitive to similar objects and stable for different forms of the same object. 
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Furthermore, these features allow representations to be efficient in conveying information 

about inputs and can be learned in an experience-dependent manner. Importantly, 

representing objects based on informative features does not require the system to know the 

surroundings' accurate statistics. A rarely observed feature is likely to be more informative 

than a commonly observed one. Therefore, an estimate of only the currently observed 

statistical properties of the environment is sufficient to determine its informative 

components.  

Informative features are different from independent features that were proposed to 

be the basis of representing objects in the Efficient Coding Hypothesis (Barlow 1961, 

Barlow 1989, Barlow et al. 1989). While informative features need not be independent, 

independent features are not necessarily the most informative structures. In fact, the very 

idea of determining rarely occurring structural components is antithetical to Barlow’s idea 

of detecting suspicious coincidences in the environment (Barlow 1987). A combination of 

features was called a suspicious coincidence if its occurrence was more probable than what 

could be predicted from its constituent features’ occurrences, assuming that the constituent 

features are independent. Thus, detection of a suspicious coincidence was an indication of 

dependence. Therefore, Barlow proposed that the way to discover the environment's 

associative structure was to detect these suspicious coincidences (Barlow 1987, Barlow 

1989, Barlow et al. 1989). 

In contrast, rarely occurring structures are feature combinations that likely appear 

less than their constituting elements, and detecting one such structure does not reveal the 

environment's associative structure. Instead, they are likely to provide information about 

individual objects, which can be further processed to detect the associative structure. 

Detecting suspicious coincidences does not provide information about individual objects. 

A biological system is peculiar in the sense that it never really encounters all objects 

at once. It gradually learns about its environment with experience, and it is likely that 

properties of features, like informativeness and independence, change as new objects are 
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discovered. Utilizing rarely occurring, informative structural components for representing 

objects allows the system to adapt to its environment. The system can determine which 

structures and features it is experiencing relatively less than the others and can use them to 

represent specific objects. As its experience changes, or as new objects are encountered, 

these sets of features can be updated. Thus, this framework enables an adaptive nature in 

representation. However, this adaptive nature is a departure from an ideal input 

representation scenario, where representations are constructed after considering the entire 

statistics of the inputs. The consideration is important primarily to minimize information 

loss and ensure efficiency in representation. However, it can be argued that for a biological 

system, a goal more important than efficient information transmission is the utilization of 

that information in the decision-making process. In this regard, efficiency in communicating 

information about all existing inputs may be ignored in favor of communicating only 

selected information that has ethological relevance for the system. 

The transformation of sensory inputs into brain representation is essentially achieved 

by transforming the basis of representation. At the peripheral levels of sensory processing, 

the image of an object elicits responses in the neurons. Thus, the object is represented in 

terms of the pixels that constitute its image.  At higher visual processing levels, the 

representation is based on complex structural features. I have shown that solving a 

constrained optimization problem provides an analytical way to transform the representation 

basis from pixels to informative structures. The approach bears resemblance with the 

previous approaches of transforming pixel basis into independent features. However, critical 

differences exist between this approach and the classical approaches in terms of constraints 

and their interpretation. Specifically, a combination of non-negativity and sparsity constraint 

in this framework forces individual neurons to get tuned to rarely occurring features and 

extract informative structures from the environment. Similar critical differences also exist 

between this approach and the infomax approaches utilized to find independent structures in 
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any data. Thus, this framework puts sensory processing in a completely different light and 

offers a new perspective for understanding it. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Obtaining object representation through sparse non-negative 

matrix factorization 
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3.1.  Introduction 

 

As described in the previous chapter, we introduce a novel framework of 

representing objects based on their most informative features in this study. The framework 

enables stable representations of objects and efficient communication of information. It does 

not require complete knowledge of the objects' statistical properties and allows the system 

to adapt to its environment in an experience-dependent manner. Thus, it is suited to 

biological systems. Moreover, considering the representation process as a linear 

transformation of basis, solving the following optimization problem can extract informative 

features from the inputs 

argmin	
F,H

	
1
2
‖𝑆 − 𝛷𝐴‖'' + 𝜆‖𝐴‖$, subject	to			𝐴 ≥ 0; 	𝛷 ≥ 0												 (𝑃) 

The optimization of the problem, 𝑃, is not unique to our approach. It has been 

extensively investigated in the signal processing field to obtain individual signals from a 

mixture of signals. The problem of unmixing signals is popularly known as blind source 

separation or BSS problem (Ans et al. 1985, Bar-Ness et al. 1982, Herault and Ans 1984, 

Herault and Jutten 1986, Hérault et al. 1985).  

In this chapter, with a brief introduction to blind source separation approaches, I will 

discuss how to solve 𝑃 in its current formulation. I will then describe the methods utilized 

to characterize the dictionary, 𝛷,	and the representation, 𝐴, obtained through the 

optimization process. The results and their discussions follow after that. 

 

3.2.  Blind source separation and Non-negative matrix factorization 

  

The blind source separation technique originated from attempting to solve a 

biological problem (Comon and Jutten 2010).  It was observed that in the case of motion in 
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a joint, though two types of sensory neurons carried information about stretching and speed, 

both the types conveyed a mixture of stretching and speed information (Roll 1981). In other 

words, the activities in both neuron types were found to be dependent on both the joint speed 

and its stretch. The problem was to understand how each of these properties contributed to 

the activity of neurons. Formally, if	𝑓$(𝑡)  and 𝑓'(𝑡) were activities of two sensory neurons 

as functions of time, then the goal was to assess time-varying speed 𝑣(𝑡) and stretch 𝑠(𝑡) in 

the joint, along with factors 𝑎$P , 𝑎$/, 𝑎'P	and 𝑎'/ that corresponded to the contributions of 

speed (𝑣) and stretch (𝑠) in the neurons' activities. Here, 𝑎$P denotes the contribution factor 

of speed in the activity of neuron type 1 and 𝑎$/ represents the contribution factor of stretch 

in the same neuron.  The factors for neuron type 2 are similarly indicated. When speed and 

stretch are assumed to be contributing linearly to the activities, the problem is reduced to 

solving the system of equations 

𝑓$(𝑡) = 	𝑎$P𝑣(𝑡) +	𝑎$/𝑠(𝑡) 

𝑓'(𝑡) = 	𝑎'P𝑣(𝑡) +	𝑎'/𝑠(𝑡) 

where 𝑓$(𝑡) and 𝑓'(𝑡) are the only known quantities 

With this linear assumption, each sensory neuron's activity originating from the joint 

could be considered a linear mixture of time-varying speed and stretch signals. The objective 

is then translated into determining the constituent signals of the mixture and the process of 

mixing. In this formulation, the problem could be readily recognized as an unmixing 

problem encountered in the signal processing field. In these problems, A set of 𝑁 signal 

sources are assumed to be generating 𝑛-dimensional signals 𝑠!, which are linearly mixed to 

create a signal mixture 𝑚3 as 

𝑚3 =.𝛼3!𝑠!

"

!#$

 

Here, 𝛼3! denotes the coefficients of the linear combinations of the source signals. The aim 

is to use 𝑘 different mixtures of the same set of source signals and determine both the sources 

and the mixing process. The signal unmixing problem can be imagined as the cocktail party 
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problem (Cherry 1953). In this problem, one attempts to recognize what a person is saying 

in a cocktail party where everyone is chatting (Bronkhorst 2000, Yost 1997). 

In mathematical terms, if 𝑘 different mixture signals are sampled, then the overall 

mixing process can be described by a matrix 𝐴, where the (𝑝, 𝑞)%& element of 𝐴 is the 

coefficient of 𝑞%& source signal in the 𝑝%&	mixture sample, i.e., 𝛼2Q. Representing all signals 

in a 𝑛 × 𝑁 matrix 𝑆, and all mixed samples in a 𝑛 × 𝑘 matrix 𝑀, the mixing process can be 

described in the matrix forms as 

𝑀	 = 	𝑆𝐴 

The goal here is to find matrices 𝐴 and 𝑆 from matrix 𝑀. The mixing process is often 

assumed not to be clean, and some noise is introduced in the mixed signal. The overall 

mixing process can then be formulated as 

𝑀	 = 	𝑆𝐴	 + 	𝑅 

where 𝑅 is an 𝑛 × 𝑘 noise matrix. In this formulation, the goal is to determine 𝑅 together 

with 𝐴 and 𝑆. 

The technique utilized to do this unmixing or separation is called Blind source 

separation (BSS) and has been extensively studied (Bar-Ness et al. 1982, Herault and Ans 

1984, Ans et al. 1985, Hérault et al. 1985, Herault and Jutten 1986). Evidently, blind source 

separation is an ill-posed problem that does not have a unique solution. Infinitely many 

solutions to the problem exist, specifically in cases where matrix 𝐴 is underdetermined, i.e., 

the number of mixture samples, 𝑘, is less than the number of sources, 𝑁. Even when matrix 

𝐴 is complete, i.e., 𝑘 equals 𝑁, the source signals can only be estimated up to a permutation 

or a scale. Therefore, certain assumptions need to be made about the sources to determine 

them uniquely.  

One assumption that has been widely considered in BSS approaches is the 

independence of sources. It is assumed that the sources generating the signal are not 

influenced by one another, and the statistics of signals generated from all the sources are the 
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same. In other words, it is presumed that the sources are i.i.d, i.e., they are independent and 

identically distributed (Comon 1994). This set of assumptions leads to a separation approach 

that is commonly referred to as Independent Component Analysis (ICA) (Herault and Ans 

1984, Ans et al. 1985, Hérault et al. 1985, Herault and Jutten 1986, Bell and Sejnowski 1995, 

Hyvärinen and Oja 2000, Hyvarinen et al. 2001, Hyvärinen et al. 2001, Hyvärinen 1998, 

Stone 2004).  

In another set of approaches, the sources are either assumed to be only identically 

distributed (Belouchrani et al. 1993, Molgedey and Schuster 1994, Tong et al. 1990) or 

assumed to be only independent (Matsuoka et al. 1995, Pham and Cardoso 2001). As these 

approaches are more straightforward, a significant advantage of using them over the ICA 

approach is that they are faster and efficient to implement (Comon and Jutten 2010). Apart 

from independence and distribution of sources, geometrical properties of their joint 

distribution (Pham and Vrins 2006, Puntonet et al. 1995, Theis et al. 2003a, Theis et al. 

2003b), discreteness of signal values (Castella 2008, Grellier and Comon 1998, Jallon et al. 

2004), and other correlated properties like their coherence with other signals (Rivet et al. 

2005, Sodoyer et al. 2004) are also utilized for identifying them uniquely. 

For underdetermined BSS, the assumption that each mixed signal is a sparse 

combination of sources is particularly useful (Bofill and Zibulevsky 2001, Jourjine et al. 

2000, Lee et al. 1999, Lewicki and Sejnowski 2000, Lin et al. 1997, Van Hulle 1999, Yilmaz 

and Rickard 2004, Zibulevsky and Pearlmutter 2001). In these approaches, each source 

signal's coefficient is modeled with a sparse or super-Gaussian distribution, which has a peak 

at zero and heavy tails everywhere else. A standard model for such distribution is the family 

of generalized Gaussian distribution (Charkani and Deville 1999a, Charkani and Deville 

1999b, Vincent 2007, Wu and Principe 1999, Comon and Jutten 2010) that is formulated as 

𝑝(𝑥) ∝ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−η|𝑥|R) 
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Here 𝜂 and 𝜏 are the parameters of the distribution. Assuming that all coefficients follow 

this distribution, and the sources are independent of one another renders the joint distribution 

of coefficients as 

𝑝(𝐴) ∝ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 Ê−η.½α!3½
R

!,3

Ì	 

which can be expressed as 

𝑝(𝐴) ∝ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−η‖𝐴‖RR) 			where			‖𝐴‖R = Ê.½α!3½
R

!,3

Ì

$
R

 

Assuming that the noise in mixing is Gaussian, the underdetermined BSS problem 

reduces to solving the optimization problem expressed as 

argmin
H,S

‖𝑀 − 𝐴𝑆‖'' + λ‖𝐴‖R 

using the method of maximum aposteriori (MAP) estimation. Here ‖. ‖' is defined similarly 

to ‖. ‖R with τ = 	2.	 

The optimization can be carried out using several methods like M-FOCUSS (Cotter 

et al. 2005), Basis Pursuit (Chen et al. 2001), Least angle regression (LARS) (Efron et al. 

2004), Iterative thresholding (Daubechies et al. 2004, Elad and Aharon 2006, Figueiredo and 

Nowak 2003), and Matching pursuit (Mallat and Zhang 1993, Leviatan and Temlyakov 

2006, Gribonval 2002, Gribonval and Nielsen 2003)   

In many situations, signals can only be additive. Consider the intensity of pixels in 

an image or the amplitudes of sound waves as examples. The values of these signals are all 

non-negative, and the mixing process, like a superposition of images, can only add one signal 

to another. If one performs BSS on these signals, their additive nature can be utilized to 

separate the sources better. The approach used for such separation is called Non-negative 

Matrix Factorization (NMF) (Lee and Seung 1999, Lee and Seung 2000, Leggett 1977, 
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Paatero and Tapper 1994). As evident by its name, the method aims at finding only additive 

sources by factoring the mixture matrix into a non-negative matrix and a general matrix i.e.  

𝑀 = 𝑆𝐴						where				𝑆	 ≥ 0 

Note that in the above problem, no constraint is imposed on the mixing matrix 𝐴. 

However, in certain situations, like in cases where all positive mixtures are observed for all 

positive source signals, it is safe to assume that the mixing process is all additive. In these 

situations, the mixing matrix will be non-negative as well, and the above problem can be 

restated as, 

𝑀	 = 	𝑆𝐴				where				𝑆	 ≥ 0; 	𝐴	 ≥ 0		 

the separation can be achieved by solving the optimization problem stated as 

argmin
H,S

‖𝑀 − 𝑆𝐴‖T' 			subject	to			𝑆 ≥ 0		and		𝐴 ≥ 0	 

using methods like Gradient descent (Curry 1944), Gradient descent with multiplicative 

updates (Lee and Seung 2000), or Alternative Least Squares (ALS) (Berry et al. 2007, Bro 

and De Jong 1997, Cichocki et al. 2009, Cichocki and Phan 2009, Cichocki et al. 2008, 

Tauler et al. 1991).  

Recent studies have also introduced a sparsity constraint in the NMF (Hoyer 2002, 

Hoyer 2004, Hoyer and Hyvärinen 2002) so that the optimization problem becomes 

argmin
H,S

‖𝑀 − 𝑆𝐴‖T' + λ‖𝐴‖$			subject	to			𝑆 ≥ 0		and		𝐴 ≥ 0 (𝑃U)		 

where ‖𝐴‖$	is the l1 norm of the source signals and is a convex measure of the signals' 

sparsity. The sparsity assumption essentially translates into assuming a non-Gaussian prior 

distribution of source signals, which can be better estimated through iterative algorithms 

(Hoyer 2004). These studies demonstrated that NMF could better capture the source signals' 

complex structures with this extension and could be utilized in image processing (Hoyer 

2004) or text mining (Pauca et al. 2004).  

BSS approaches like ICA have found extensive application in the field of biomedical 

sciences. ICA, in particular, has been utilized in analyzing EEG/MEG data (Flexer et al. 
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2005, Hu et al. 2007, Makeig et al. 1996, Onton et al. 2005, Ossadtchi et al. 2004, Porée et 

al. 2006, Tang et al. 2002a, Tang et al. 2002b, Vigário et al. 1997). Artifact detection and 

removal (Iriarte et al. 2003, James and Gibson 2003, Joyce et al. 2004, Jung et al. 2000, Jung 

et al. 2001, Vigário 1997, Vigário et al. 2000), analysis of event-related response averages 

(Makeig et al. 1996, Makeig et al. 1997), and single-trial EEG/MEG (Debener et al. 2005, 

Jung et al. 2001, Onton et al. 2005) have all benefitted from the ICA approach. ICA has also 

been applicable in fMRI (Calhoun et al. 2003, McKeown et al. 1998, McKeown and 

Sejnowski 1998), Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) (Pulkkinen et al. 2005, Sajda 

et al. 2004), and EMG (Farina et al. 2004). BSS has also been employed in Medical 

acoustics, ultrasound, infrasound techniques (Gallippi and Trahey 2002, Ham et al. 1999, 

Pietilä et al. 2006, Xinhua et al. 2000). 

   A relatively straightforward application of BSS is in separating different sound 

mixtures. However, as sound signals extend over time, most suitable approaches for their 

separation regard mixed sounds as convolutive mixtures rather than linear mixtures (Comon 

1990, Gorokhov and Loubaton 1997, Yellin and Weinstein 1994, Yellin and Weinstein 

1996). The main difference between convolutive and linear mixtures is that the same source 

explains delayed mixture portions in the former. In other words, the same source is utilized 

to explain parts of the mixture observed at different time points. Several ICA procedures 

have been extended to include such convolutions and are used in separating recorded or 

synthesized mixtures of sounds (Albouy and Deville 2001, Charkani and Deville 1999b, 

Choi and Cichocki 1997, Douglas et al. 2004, Ehlers and Schuster 1997, Ham et al. 1999, 

Ito et al. 2002, Thomas et al. 2006, Wehr et al. 2007). Sparse BSS technique has also been 

utilized broadly for separating sound mixtures (Mitianoudis and Stathaki 2007, Abrard and 

Deville 2005, Arberet et al. 2006, Bofill 2008). 

Similarly, NMF approaches have also found wide applications in fields of Air quality 

analysis and chemometrics (Henry 1997, Henry 2002), text analysis (Novak and Mammone 
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2001, Tsuge et al. 2001, Xu et al. 2003), image processing (Buchsbaum and Bloch 2002, 

Lee and Seung 1999, Lee et al. 2001), audio analysis (Schmidt and Mørup 2006, Smaragdis 

2004, Virtanen 2004, Smaragdis 2006), and gene expression analysis (Devarajan 2008). 

The similarity between problems 𝑃 and 𝑃′ indicates that one can perform sparse NMF 

on objects to obtain their most informative structures. Accordingly, we utilized the naïve 

Generalized Morphological Component Analysis (nGMCA) algorithm (Rapin et al. 2013) to 

solve our optimization problem. The details of this algorithm are discussed in the following 

section.  

 

3.3.  Methods 

 

3.3.1.  nGMCA 

 

The form of the optimization problem, 𝑃, that we intend to solve is similar to the 

non-negative blind source separation problem 𝑃′. Therefore, it is natural to utilize an 

algorithm that solves the latter. However, the motivation for using this particular objective 

function in our approach, and the interpretation of the optimal solution is different. For 

example, we do not intend to unmix the signals originating from non-Gaussian sources. 

Instead, we seek a transformation that results in object representations being based on their 

most informative structures. We do not have a mixed signal to unmix. Similarly, the non-

negativity constraint does not indicate prior knowledge of the signal properties, but its 

implication is to derive interpretable structures of varying complexity in different 

representation scenarios.  

To solve the optimization problem stated above, I utilized a specific algorithm called 

naïve Generalized Morphological Component Analysis (nGMCA) (Rapin et al. 2013). I used 

the algorithm's MATLAB implementation publicly available at 

https://www.cosmostat.org/ngmca/. The algorithm is essentially an extension of the sparse 
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BSS algorithm known as Generalized Morphological component Analysis (GMCA) (Bobin 

et al. 2007, Bobin et al. 2008) to include non-negativity constraint. It solves the optimization 

𝑃	by iteratively solving two subproblems 𝑃H 	and 𝑃F 	as described below  

min
H
‖𝑆	 − 	𝛷𝐴‖' + 	𝜆.½𝐴!,3½

!,3

+	𝑓V(𝐴) (𝑃H) 

min
F
‖𝑆	 − 	𝛷𝐴‖' +	𝑓V(𝛷) (𝑃F) 

Here 𝑓V(𝑥) is a function that takes the value of +∞ when 𝑥	 < 	0		and equals 𝑥 otherwise. 

Solutions to 𝑃H 	and 𝑃F 	are obtained by iteratively updating 𝐴	and 	𝛷	by the rules given below  

𝐴%V$ 	⟵ 	 Ñ𝐴% −	
1
𝐿H
�𝛷%W(𝛷%𝐴% − 𝛷) −	𝜆%1Ó�Ô

V
	

𝛷%V$ 	⟵ 	 Ñ𝛷% −	
1
𝐿F
(𝛷%𝐴%V$ − 	𝑆)𝛷%WÔ

V
 

where [. ]V denotes positive thresholding, 𝐿H and 𝐿F are the maximum eigenvalues of the 

matrices 𝐴𝐴W 	and 𝛷W𝛷,	respectively, and 1Ó is a vector of all 1s. 

 

3.3.2.  Sparse recovery of input representations 

 

Any input �̃� is expected to be related to its representation 𝑎Ö  in the representation 

basis 𝛷 in the following way 

�̃� = 	𝛷𝑎Ö 

The above relation is a linear system of equations that can be solved for any input �̃� 

to obtain its representation 𝑎Ö. The system can be uniquely solved if balanced, i.e., when 𝛷 

is a square matrix and all its columns are linearly independent. However, in this study 𝛷 

represents a k-dimensional representation basis of informative structures transformed from 

an m-dimensional primary response space. So, 𝛷 can be a square only if k and m are equal. 

A common observation in sensory systems is that the number of higher-level neurons is far 
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more than the number of primary neurons, making k larger than m. Such a system of 

equations is called an underdetermined system, and a unique solution cannot be obtained for 

it. 

However, recent theories developed independently by Donoho and by Candes and 

Tao (Candes and Romberg 2005, Candès et al. 2006, Candes and Tao 2006, Donoho 2006b, 

Donoho 2006a, Donoho and Elad 2003) show that a unique solution can be obtained by 

requiring the solution to be sparse. In our approach, the transformation process explicitly 

seeks sparseness because it ensures that object representations are based on the most 

informative structures and are efficient. I obtained the sparse solutions using a sparse 

recovery approach that solves the following optimization problem 

min
MX
‖𝑎Ö‖$      subject to �̃� = 𝛷𝑎Ö,	 where, ‖𝑎Ö‖$ =	∑ |𝑎Ö!|!  

The optimization can be implemented as a standard convex optimization procedure 

(Candes and Romberg 2005). I used the MATLAB implementation of the procedure is 

publicly available at https://statweb.stanford.edu/~candes/software/l1magic/. 

 

3.3.3.  Information-theoretic analysis 

 

It is essential to understand the information-theoretic aspect of any representation 

framework. However, many information-theoretic quantities are defined over the 

distributions of random variables. In representing a finite set of inputs, the entire distribution 

of data is not known. Nevertheless, one can use basic definitions of the information-related 

quantities. Here, I describe these definitions and the intuitions behind them using a simplistic 

example. 

Consider a world where only three types of inputs A, B, and C, exist, and each of 

them is encoded by a set of 9 encoders (Figure 3.1). All inputs occur with equal frequency, 

and each encoder can only have two states –𝑜𝑛, and 𝑜𝑓𝑓. The goal here is to identify the 
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statistics of this stimulus space and characterize the information that any encoder's activity 

gives about the input. 

 

 

Figure 3. 1: Illustration of inputs and calculation of mutual information 

Three inputs are encoded with nine encoders. The black boxes denote the "on" values, and 

the white boxes indicate the "off" values. 

 

 

An important point to note here is that an encoder is only active when input is present. 

Mathematically, this means that a probability distribution can be defined for the occurrence 

of all observed inputs so that 

.ℙY
Y

= 1 

where 𝑋 represents the set of all inputs, which in this case are three. It is important to note 

that this probability distribution gives the joint probabilities of encoders' activities. 

ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴) = 	ℙY(1, 2, 3) = 	
1
3 

ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴) = 	ℙY(1, 2, 4) = 	
1
3 

ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴) = 	ℙY(3, 6, 9) = 	
1
3 

From these probabilities, we can calculate the marginal probabilities of activations of 

individual encoders as under 
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ℙY =	.ℙY(encoder	1	is	active)
Y

 

														= 	ℙY(1, 2, 3) +	ℙY(1, 2, 4) = 	
2
3 

Similarly 

ℙY(2) = 	ℙY(3) = 	
2
3 ;	ℙY

(4) = ℙY(6) = ℙY(9) =
1
3 

 

Note that, if we represent encoder numbers by 𝑛, then 

.ℙY(𝑛) 	≠ 1
1

 

Once we have marginal probabilities of encoder activities, we can calculate 

conditional probabilities using Bayes' theorem. For instance, the probability that the detected 

input is A given encoder 1 is active, i.e., ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴|1) can be calculated using the Bayes' 

theorem 

ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴|1) = 	
ℙY(1|𝑋 = 𝐴)ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴)

ℙY(1)
 

where ℙY(1|𝑋 = 𝐴) is the probability that encoder 1 is active given the code corresponding 

to input A was detected, ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴) is the probability of detecting input A, and ℙY(1) is the 

marginal probability of encoder 1 being active. Putting in the corresponding numbers, we 

get 

ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴|1) = 	
1.  13¡

 23¡
= 	
1
2 

Similarly, other conditional probabilities can be calculated 

ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴|2) = 	
ℙY(2|𝑋 = 𝐴)ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴)

ℙY(2)
= 	
1.  13¡

 23¡
= 	
1
2	

ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴|3) = 	
ℙY(3|𝑋 = 𝐴)ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴)

ℙY
=	
1.  13¡

 23¡
= 	
1
2	
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ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴|1, 2) = 	
ℙY(1, 2|𝑋 = 𝐴)ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴)

ℙY(1, 2)
= 	
1.  13¡

 23¡
= 	
1
2	

ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴|1, 3) = 	
ℙY(1, 3|𝑋 = 𝐴)ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴)

ℙY(1, 3)
= 	
1.  13¡

 13¡
= 	1 

One can see that probability that the detected input was A given encoder 1 and 3 are 

active is 1 because no other codeword contains both the encoders in an active state. 

Further, these marginal and conditional probabilities can be utilized to calculate the 

information content of various events. For example, the information content of occurrence 

of input A is given by 

− log' ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴) = 	−log'
1
3	 = 1.6	bits 

Also, the information content of the occurrence of A when encoder 1 is known to be 

active is 

− log' ℙY(𝑋 = 𝐴|1) = 	−log'
1
2	 = 1	bit 

The difference in the information contents is the information about A that is 

conveyed by the activity of encoder 1, i.e., 1.6 bits - 1 bit = 0.6 bits.  

I have used similar information content calculations to determine the information 

contents of structures about objects. In most cases, the objects were 2-dimensional binary 

images, similar to the inputs described above. The informative structures were obtained 

through performing NMF on these inputs.  

 

3.3.4.  Bit entropies and redundancy 

 

One measure of information communicating capacity of the encoders is their bit 

entropy (Barlow 1989, Barlow et al. 1989, Barlow 1991, Barlow 1994). If they are 
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considered as binary random variables, the entropy of the distribution defined over their 

states can be calculated as under 

𝐻(𝑎!) = 	−(ℙ(𝑎! = 1) logℙ(𝑎! = 1) +	ℙ(𝑎! = 0) logℙ(𝑎! = 0)) 

The bit entropy of the encoders is then defined as the sum of the entropies of the 

individual encoders i.e. 

𝐻M =	.𝐻(𝑎!)
;

!#$

 

Representing stimuli such that the bit entropy of neurons matches the inputs' entropy 

leads to efficient coding (Barlow 1989, Barlow et al. 1989, Barlow 1991, Barlow 1994). The 

efficiency of representation can be assessed using redundancy, which is defined as under 

𝑅 = 1 −	
𝐻/
𝐻M

 

where 𝐻/ is the entropy of the sensory inputs. 

I used these definitions to measure both bit entropy and the neurons' redundancy in 

various circumstances to assess representation efficiency. 

 

3.3.5.  Data sets 

 

To simulate different forms of sensory inputs, I utilized different data sets. These 

data sets are listed below 

 

1. Symbol data: A set of simplistic binary sensory inputs were modeled as a set of 1000 

symbols from different languages. Each symbol was a 16-pixels by 16-pixel image 

where each pixel corresponded to a neuron. The neurons had only two possible states – 

on (1) and off (0). As quantifying information-theoretical terms was convenient using 

this type of binary inputs, this data set was chiefly used to characterize this 

representation framework's details. 
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2. Face data: To simulate non-binary sensory input different from natural scenes, we used 

a set of 2000 grayscale faces. There were 1000 face images each of males and females 

of size 100-pixels by 100-pixels. These images were resized to 25-pixels by 25-pixel 

grayscale images. Again, each pixel corresponded to a neuron. This dataset was utilized 

to assess if the representations obtained under this framework could be used for higher-

order cognitive functions like recognition. 

3. Natural scenes data: We also tested if our adaptive strategy of coding could explain 

certain aspects of the traditional efficient coding. A set of 2995 16-pixels by 16-pixels 

patches from natural scenes, assembled in Van Hateran data set (Van Hateren and van 

der Schaaf 1998), were utilized in these simulations. The images were grayscale but 

were not whitened before simulations. 

 

4. Olfactory response data: A response of 94 glomeruli located on the dorsal surface of the 

mouse brain to 40 different odors was considered as sensory input. The data used was 

previously published calcium imaging of the olfactory bulb, in which we had imaged 

the response of dorsal olfactory bulb of GCaMP2 mice to 189 chemicals (Ma et al. 

2012). Of these chemicals, ~150 did not elicit significant responses in the glomeruli. 

Since non-responding stimuli provide no information for our analyses, we removed 

them from further analysis. To accomplish this, we calculated the Euclidean length of 

each response and plotted a histogram of response amplitude. 40 chemicals elicited 

responses that crossed the threshold length of 0.1. These odor-evoked responses were 

used as inputs to the system.   
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3.3.6.  Corruption of inputs  

 

The consistency of input representation was assessed using corrupted inputs. Inputs 

were corrupted in different ways, and the sparse representations of the corrupted inputs were 

compared to the representations of their uncorrupted forms. Following three types of 

corruption were made:  

Noise-added corruption: we introduce noise by adding a Gaussian i.i.d. matrix 𝒩 of 

varying standard deviation to the input matrix 𝑆, i.e., 𝑆𝒩 = 𝑆 +𝒩, where 𝑆𝒩 ∈ 	ℝD	×", is 

a matrix representation of noisy input.  

Pixel corruption: A fraction of the M pixels (glomeruli) was selected from the inputs. 

Their values are maintained, whereas the coefficients of the rest were set to zero. 

Occlusion: For images, a contiguous set of pixels were selected, and their values 

were set to zero.  

 

3.3.7.  Monte Carlo analysis 

 

Monte Carlo simulations were performed by choosing 100 random sets (numbers 

varied from 2 to M) of pixels (glomeruli) and using each of these randomly chosen sets to 

obtain the sparse representation in the representation basis. The consistency of the obtained 

representations was assessed. 
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3.4.  Results 

 

3.4.1.  Analysis of symbols 

 

To portray the representation framework based on the most informative features, we 

utilized the symbols data set (Figure 3.2.1). Each image in the dataset was regarded as an 

input with pixels corresponding to neurons in the early stages of visual processing. The most 

informative structures from the inputs and input representations based on these structures 

were obtained using the nGMCA algorithm (see methods). Examples of three inputs and 

their representations are shown. Representations are shown as grayscale images where each 

pixel corresponds to a representation neuron (Figure 3.2.2(i)). The pixels' grayscale values 

indicate the response levels of representation neurons, depicted as a bar plot (Figure 

3.2.2(ii)). The set of features to which the representation neurons are tuned is shown in the 

form of an image array, which we call the dictionary (Figure 3.2.3). There is a 

correspondence between neurons' position in the representation image and the location of 

tuning properties in the dictionary. It is important to realize that two free parameters exist 

while representing a fixed number of sensory inputs. These parameters are the number of 

inputs and the number of representation neurons. We analyzed how the representations 

change when either of these parameters is varied. Two sets of simulations were performed. 

In the first set, the number of inputs was varied while keeping the number of neurons fixed, 

and in the second set of simulations, the number of neurons was varied while keeping the 

number of inputs fixed. Different characteristics of the representations that emerged in the 

two sets of simulations were analyzed.   
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Figure 3. 2: Analysis of symbols 

1. The set of 1000 symbol images (16 pixels by 16 pixels) with binary pixel values that were 

used as inputs. 2. A set of 800 most informative features of the images and representations 

of inputs in a basis defined by these features were obtained through nGMCA algorithm. 

Three example inputs and their representations in image form are illustrated (i). Each pixel 

in the representation image corresponds to a representation neuron, and the grayscale pixel 

values in the image correspond to neuronal activity levels. (ii) The population responses of 

all neurons for these specific inputs are also plotted as bar graphs.  3. The set of 800 

obtained informative features or the "dictionary." Each feature corresponds to the tuning 

property of a representation neuron. Tuning properties of neurons that are active in 
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representations of example inputs in panel 2 are highlighted with red boxes. There is a 

positional correspondence between the tuning property's location in the dictionary and the 

neuron's location in the representation image.  

 

 

3.4.1.1.  Information content of extracted features 

 

To understand the tuning properties' informativeness about objects, we calculated 

mutual information between the captured features and objects (see methods for details). 

However, in nGMCA algorithm, convergence to a unique dictionary requires the 

normalization of columns. In other words, the feature vectors extracted as dictionary 

columns are required to have unit length. This requirement prevents the extracted features 

from having a binary nature like the inputs.  

To mitigate this difference, we turned to the definition of tuning properties of 

neurons. For a neuron, tuning corresponds to the structure in the input that elicits a maximal 

response in it. Responses of a neuron to several different stimuli are recorded, and from those 

stimuli, the one producing maximum response is selected as its tuning property. However, 

in our case, the representation process's linear nature eliminated the necessity of using 

different stimuli. Consider a situation in which one of the neurons, 𝑝, has a very high 

response value compared to all other neurons. In this case, for a given dictionary 𝛷 with unit 

length columns, the product 𝛷𝑎 can be approximated as 

𝛷𝑎 = 	.𝛷C× 𝑎!	 	≈	
7

!#$

𝛷2Ø𝑎2 

where 𝛷C×  denotes the 𝑖%& column of 𝛷. Interestingly, the particular input 𝑥2 that might have 

caused such response in the neurons must satisfy 𝑥2 = 𝛷𝑎 i.e. 

𝑥2 ≈	𝛷2Ø𝑎2 
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Since 𝑎2 is a scalar denoting the response of the highest active neuron, the input vector 𝑥2 

will be coincident with the column vector 𝛷2Ø. In other words, 𝑥2 will predominantly be a 

very similar structure to the column of the dictionary that corresponds to the most active 

neuron. Looking back at the definition of tuning of neurons, one can realize that 𝑥2, and 

hence 𝛷2Ø𝑎2 is the structure that elicits the maximum response in neuron 𝑝.  

With this understanding, we obtained the binary tuning properties of representation 

neurons by multiplying the maximum response that they produce for any stimulus with the 

corresponding column of the dictionary (Figure 3.3.1). The product was then transformed 

into binary values using a Heaviside step function to obtain the closest structure equivalent 

to the inputs. In mathematical terms, the binary tuning property 𝝍𝒑 of the neuron 𝑝 can be 

given as 

𝝍𝒑 =	ℋZ �𝛷2Ø	 max
!
𝐴2,!¡�	 

here ℋZ(. ) is the Heaviside step function defined as  

ℋZ(𝑥) = 0	𝑖𝑓	𝑥 < 	𝛼				𝑎𝑛𝑑				ℋZ(𝑥) = 1	𝑖𝑓	𝑥 ≥ 	𝛼 

and 𝐴2,! is the (𝑝, 𝑖)%& element of the matrix 𝐴 whose columns are representations of stimuli. 

It is important to note here that as tuning properties are essentially the inputs causing the 

maximum response in a neuron, the dimensions of any neuron's tuning property are the same 

as the input. In other words, the dimensions of a neuron's tuning property equal the number 

of neurons in the primary layer. The binary tuning properties obtained from the dictionary 

in Figure 3.2.3 are shown (Figure 3.3.2). 
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Figure 3. 3: Binarizing tuning properties 

1. Tuning properties of neurons obtained through the non-negative matrix factorization 

method were converted to binary values to characterize their informativeness. Shown are 

tuning properties of 5 neurons obtained through the nGMCA algorithm. The gray pixels 

indicate that the features extracted as tuning properties do not have binary nature like the 

inputs. To binarize the tuning properties, responses of these neurons to all inputs were 

obtained. The red peaks indicate the maximum observed responses of neurons across all 
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inputs. Maximum responses were multiplied with tuning properties to reconstruct the inputs 

that caused the maximum response. Reconstructed inputs were binarized using a Heaviside 

step function to produce binarized tuning properties. 2. Binarized form of the dictionary of 

800 features shown in Figure 3.2.3. 

 

 

Once the binary tuning properties were obtained, we calculated each neuron's 

information content about individual objects (see methods for details). We found that the 

dictionary captured structures that were most informative about individual objects. However, 

the common and less informative structures about any object were also captured (Figure 

3.4.1). We obtained a histogram of the maximum information content of the captured 

structures. It was found that most of the structures were highly informative about one of the 

inputs (Figure 3.4.2). This analysis demonstrated that the nGMCA algorithm could capture 

highly informative and unique structures from the inputs. 
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Figure 3. 4: Informativeness of obtained features 

1. After binarization, the features' information content about the inputs was calculated. Each 

extracted feature contained different information about different inputs. The maximum 

information content of few features about any input is plotted. Note that very localized 

features have minimal information about any input, whereas comprehensive features are 

most informative. 2. Distribution of maximum information content of all features is shown. 

Most features are highly informative about individual inputs.   
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3.4.1.2.  Efficiency of representations   

 

In the previous chapter, we discussed that the representation's efficiency could be 

established by ensuring their sparseness. Therefore, to assess the efficiency of 

representations obtained under our framework, we characterized their sparseness. We 

realized that sparseness of representations could be characterized in three different ways 

 

1. The number of active neurons and total activity: A direct measure of the sparseness 

of representations is the number of active neurons in representations. A smaller number 

of active neurons means more sparseness. This measure corresponds to the l0 norms of 

the representations. Sparseness is also measured in terms of the total activity of all the 

neurons in a representation. Limited total activity is an indication that fewer neurons are 

active. The total activity corresponds to the l1 norms of the representation vectors. We 

utilized both l0 and l1 norm to characterize sparseness. 

 

2. Kurtosis of response distribution: While measures like the number of active neurons 

and the total activity in neurons indicate the sparseness of individual representations, the 

overall sparseness across all representations can be characterized from the distribution 

of individual neurons' states. If all representations are sparse, individual neurons spend 

most of their time in inactive states and rarely take higher activity states. Such a response 

characteristic results in a probability distribution of states that is peaked at zero and falls 

off with heavy tails at higher activity levels. This "tailedness" of distributions is 

measured in terms of their kurtosis. Kurtosis is the fourth standardized moment of a 

distribution, which is calculated as 

𝐾 =	
∑ (𝑋 −	𝑋Û)[/𝑁"
!#$

𝜎[ − 3 

here 𝑋Û is the mean, and 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the data.    
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3. Correlation: Correlation among neurons is a combined indicative of overall sparseness 

and uniqueness of representations. If representations of individual inputs are sparse and 

non-overlapping, then the correlation among neurons becomes minimal. As the overlap 

between representations of different inputs increases, or the number of neurons in 

individual representations increases, the overall correlation between neurons also 

increases. In this regard, a diagonal correlation matrix indicates that representations are 

sparse as well as non-overlapping. 

We utilized all these three measures to assess sparseness and hence the efficiency of 

representations. The distribution of the number of active neurons in representations (Figure 

3.5.1) and total activities of neurons (Figure 3.5.2) is shown. The distributions are skewed 

towards fewer neurons and lesser activity. 
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Figure 3. 5: Sparseness of representations 

1. Sparseness of representation was measured in terms of the total number of active neurons 

in a representation (L0 norm). The plot shows the distribution of normalized L0 norms 

(fraction of active neurons in a representation). Most representations have less than 5% 

active neurons (equals 40 neurons out of 800 neurons). 2. The sparseness measured as total 

activity of all neurons in a representation (L1 norm) is also skewed towards lower values.  

 

 

 To measure the kurtosis of the distribution of states for individual neurons, we 

analyzed individual neurons' response profiles across all inputs (Figure 3.6.1(i)). From these 

response profiles, we obtained the histograms of activity states binned over intervals of 0.1 

(Figure 3.6.1(ii)). The kurtosis of the response distribution was then measured from these 
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histograms. The distribution of kurtosis values for all neurons is shown (Figure 3.6.2). We 

can see that the kurtosis of neurons is high, indicating high overall sparseness of 

representations.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 6: Kurtosis of response distributions 

The efficiency of representations was assessed from the kurtosis of response distributions of 

individual neurons. Response histograms of individual neurons were obtained from their 
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responses to all inputs, and kurtosis was calculated from each histogram. 1. Shown are 

tuning properties (t1, t2, and t3) of three different neurons. The tuning properties have 

varying information content about any input, with t1 being least informative and t3 being 

most informative. Responses of these neurons for all the inputs (i) are shown. From these 

responses, response histograms (ii) were plotted. Note that the response histogram of the 

neuron with the least informative tuning (t1) lacks heavy tails, whereas response profiles of 

more informative neurons have heavy tails. 2. For all neurons, kurtosis was calculated from 

the response profiles and was plotted as a histogram. Most of the neurons have high kurtosis 

values indicating a sparse response distribution. 

 

 

The correlation among neurons was obtained from the same response profiles, and 

the correlation matrix was plotted (Figure 3.7). The diagonal structure of the correlation 

matrix indicates that the representations obtained are both sparse and unique.   

 

  

 

Figure 3. 7: Correlation among neurons 

The responses of neurons across all inputs were utilized to obtain pairwise correlations 

between neurons. The absolute values of pairwise correlation coefficients are plotted in the 
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form of a heatmap. The diagonal nature of the plot indicates that representations are sparse 

and non-overlapping 

 

 

3.4.1.3.  Simulations with a fixed number of neurons and a varying number of inputs 

 

As pointed before, there are two free parameters in these simulations, namely the 

number of inputs and the number of neurons. While the previous results show different 

aspects of the framework while representing a fixed number of inputs with a fixed number 

of neurons, we also analyzed how the framework behaved when either the number of inputs 

or the number of neurons is varied. 

To assess the nature of representation with variation in the number of inputs, we 

fixed the number of representation neurons to be 500. There were two reasons for choosing 

these many neurons 

1. The number was greater than 256, which was the number of pixels (considered primary 

neurons) in the symbol dataset. In this way, we tried to make the simulations consistent 

with the observation that the number of neurons in higher-order brain centers is greater 

than the number of neurons present early in the sensory pathway. 

2. The number was less than the total number of distinct inputs in the dataset. Thus, it was 

made sure that the number of distinct stimuli represented in the system is larger than the 

number of cells in the system. It is important to note that maintaining this consistency 

limits the minimum number of inputs that can be considered in the simulations. 

The numbers of inputs were varied from 500 to 1000 to understand the system's 

adaptation to different input numbers (Figure 3.8.1). The inputs were chosen at random with 

replacements from the data set to avoid any sampling bias. The occurrence frequency of each 

input was considered the same.  
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First, we analyzed the change in the nature of neurons' tuning properties as the 

number of inputs increased. Plotting a few neurons' tuning properties, we found that the 

extracted features were structurally similar to the complete inputs. However, the features got 

increasingly local as the number of inputs increased (Figure 3.8.2).  
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Figure 3. 8: Effects of variation in the number of inputs 

1.  To assess changes in representations with the number of inputs, the number of inputs was 

varied from 500 to 1000 (depicted in the figure by an increasing number of inputs across 

multiple trials) while keeping the number of neurons fixed at 500 (depicted in the figure by 
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the constant size of all representation images). 2. Examples of tuning properties of neurons 

when 500, 800, and 1000 inputs were represented. Note that as more inputs were 

represented, the tuning properties of neurons got more localized. 

 

 

We compared the binarized tunings of neurons to the inputs to estimate the 

uniqueness of the tuning properties. The tuning properties of neurons were matched in a 

component-wise sense to the inputs that elicited maximum responses. The match is plotted 

as a fraction of the input dimensions (Figure 3.9.1). We find that when the number of inputs 

is low, the structure of the input eliciting a maximum response in any neuron matches 

completely with its tuning property. In other words, the complete structure of the input is 

captured (greater than 98% on average). However, when a larger number of inputs are 

represented, the average matching gets lowered (around 95% average match), indicating that 

only partial input structures are captured.  

To further test the commonality of tuning properties among the inputs, we matched 

the structure of all the inputs to the neurons' tuning properties in a component-wise manner. 

A match was considered when an input incorporated more than 90% of the tuning property's 

structure. We found that, while representing a lower number of inputs, only specific inputs 

matched any tuning property (less than 10% of inputs matched any tuning), indicating that 

the neurons were tuned to specific inputs. The tunings' uniqueness declined as the number 

of represented inputs increased (more than 12% of inputs matched any tuning) (Figure 

3.9.2). To further quantify the number of neurons whose tuning properties were not unique, 

we plotted the number of neurons whose tuning properties were detected in more than 10% 

of the inputs. This number increased with an increasing number of inputs (Figure 3.9.3).  

We wondered if the neurons tuned to many inputs are the same that captured the 

partial structures. An alternative possibility is that the neurons capture the complete input 

structures, but the inputs themselves have a considerable degree of similarity. To test these, 
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we examined the set of neurons that captured less than 90% of the input structure and the set 

of neurons whose tuning properties were detected in more than 10% of the inputs. The ratio 

of the two sets' intersection with the later set was plotted (Figure 3.9.4). We found that in 

all conditions except for 700 inputs, more than 60% of the neurons with more commonly 

detected tuning properties captured inputs' partial structures. In the case of 700 inputs, the 

lower number could be attributed to the overall lower number of partial structure-capturing 

neurons. These findings indicated that as the number of inputs increased, some of the 

neurons got tuned to partial input structures common among several inputs.  

As neurons' tuning properties have the same dimensions as the inputs, one can 

compare the two to assess the tuning properties' overall structure. We measured pairwise 

correlations between the components of input vectors and tuning property vectors. The 

Frobenius norm of the differences in the two correlations was obtained (Figure 3.9.5). As 

expected from the previous analysis, the norm increased with the number of inputs, 

indicating that the tuning properties' overall structure deviated from the overall input 

structure. This deviation could be attributed to the partial structures of the tuning properties. 
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Figure 3. 9: Analysis of uniqueness of tuning properties of neurons while varying 

number of inputs  

1. The binarized tuning properties were compared in a component-wise manner, with the 

inputs causing the maximum response. The match percent decreased on average as the 

number of inputs increased. 2. The commonality of a neuron's tuning property was 

determined based on the frequency with which it was encountered in inputs. A feature was 

considered present in input if more than 90% of its structure matched some input portion. 

As the number of represented inputs increased, more common features were captured as 
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tuning properties. 3. The number of neurons with commonly occurring tuning properties 

(greater than 10% commonality) increased when more inputs were represented. 4.  To test 

if the partial tuning properties were more common, the number of neurons with more 

common tuning properties (more than 10% commonality) was plotted as a fraction of the 

neurons tuned to partial input structures (tuning property matched less than 90% to input). 

In most cases, the fraction was more than 60%. 5. To compare the overall structure of inputs 

with the tuning properties' overall structure, the correlation between input vectors' 

components was compared with the correlation among tuning property vectors' components. 

The Frobenius norm of the difference in two correlations indicated that the tuning 

properties' overall structure deviated as the number of represented inputs increased.  

 

 

Next, we characterized the efficiency of representations using the three measures 

described previously.  As before, the sparsity of representations was measured in two 

different ways, namely, L0 norm and L1 norm. Plots of both the sparsity measures are shown 

(Figure 3.10.1; Figure 3.10.2). As expected from the decrease in uniqueness of the captured 

features, we find that both measures increase with the increasing number of inputs; hence, 

the sparsity decreases.  
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Figure 3. 10: Analysis of sparsity of representations 

1. The sparsity of representations measured as L0 norm. An increase in the L0 norm 

indicated that many neurons were active in representing any input. 2. Sparsity of 

representations measured as L1 norm. 

 

 

The distribution of kurtosis values is shown (Figure 3.11.1). It is evident that as the 

number of inputs increase, the kurtosis of neurons increases on average. This increase is 

expected because, with increasing input numbers, the chances of a neuron being in a non-

active state also increases. However, the distribution of kurtosis values becomes increasingly 

bimodal when the number of inputs becomes larger, i.e., some of the neurons have very high 

kurtosis values, while others have very low values. The cumulative fraction of neurons at 
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different kurtosis values was determined to better visualize this change. It was observed that, 

in cases where a higher number of inputs were represented, 15 to 20 percent of neurons had 

kurtosis values less than 10.  

In contrast, while representing fewer inputs, this percent was significantly low (< 

3%) (Figure 3.11.2). Again, these trends can be explained with the commonality of tuning 

properties of neurons. As more inputs are represented, an increasing number of neurons get 

tuned to common features. A neuron tuned to more common features is expected to be more 

active, and therefore, the "tailedness" of its response distribution is expected to be small.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 11: Analysis of kurtosis of neuronal response profile 

1. Kurtosis of response distributions of neurons when different numbers of inputs were 

represented. A higher kurtosis corresponded to more sparsely active neurons. Note that as 
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the number of inputs increased, the kurtosis of response profiles of some of the neurons 

dropped. 2. The plot of the cumulative number of neurons having kurtosis of response 

profiles below 50 indicated that as many as 20% of neurons had response distributions with 

kurtosis below the value of 10 when the number of represented inputs was more than 700. 

 

 

We also obtained a pairwise correlation between all neurons in all different 

representation circumstances. The deviation of a correlation matrix from an identity matrix 

was measured as the Frobenius norm of their difference. Consistent with the previous 

sparseness measures, we found that when the number of inputs was small, the correlation 

matrices were closer to the identity matrix. The difference increases with the number of 

inputs (Figure 3.12). 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 3. 12: Analysis of response correlation  

Matrices of pairwise correlation coefficients of neuronal response profiles were obtained 

for each representation scenario with varying inputs. Frobenius norm of the difference 

between the correlation matrix and identity matrix was used to quantify its difference from 

a diagonal matrix. A lower difference indicated that neurons' response profiles were 

uncorrelated; therefore, input representations were sparse and non-overlapping.  
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Previous results indicated that using the most informative structures as a basis for 

representations results in an efficient representation of inputs. As the number of represented 

inputs increases, more neurons get tuned to common localized structures.  We can further 

establish the efficiency of representation by comparing the entropy of the stimulus space 

with the entropy of representation neurons. The entropy associated with an ensemble of 𝑁 

inputs, which are equally likely or uniformly distributed, is given by 

𝐻. =	.−
1
𝑁 log

1
𝑁 = 	 log𝑁

"

!#$

 

The bit entropies of the representation neurons, 𝐻M , were calculated by converting 

their response to a binary form using a Heaviside function (see methods) (Figure 3.13.1). 

We compared both these entropies and measured the redundancy in representation (Figure 

3.13.2) 𝑅 as 

𝑅 = 1 −
𝐻.
𝐻M

 

 As expected from the analysis before, the redundancy was minimal when the number 

of inputs being represented was low and increased with the number of inputs. This reduction 

indicated a decrease in representation efficiency. 
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Figure 3. 13: Representation redundancy with a varying number of inputs  

1. The bit entropy of the neurons was calculated from their probabilities of being active. A 

lower bit entropy indicated a lower overall probability of activation. The bit entropy 

increased with the number of represented inputs 2. From bit entropies, redundancy in 

representation was also determined. The redundancy increased with the number of 

represented inputs indicating lesser representation efficiency. 

 

 

Overall, from these simulations, it was found that, while representing a varying 

number of inputs using a fixed number of neurons, the uniqueness of captured features 

decreases with the number of inputs. Neurons get tuned to common structures when more 

inputs need to be represented. The efficiency of representation also varies with the 
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uniqueness of captured features. While representing fewer inputs, the efficiency remains 

maximal, but it decreases as the number of inputs that need to be represented increases. This 

decrease in efficiency can be attributed to a shift in the tuning properties of the representation 

neurons. As neurons get tuned to more common structures, their response profiles become 

less sparse, and hence the representations become less efficient.   

 
 
3.4.1.4.  Simulations with a fixed number of symbols and a varying number of neurons 

 

In the next set of simulations, we kept the numbers of inputs fixed and varied the 

number of representation neurons (Figure 3.14.1). Following the observed relation between 

the number of inputs and the number of neurons, 1000 inputs were represented while varying 

the number of neurons from 500 to 1000.  Like before, we analyzed the changes in neurons' 

tuning properties as more neurons were employed in representing the same number of inputs 

(Figure 3.14.2).  We found that the neurons' tuning properties got more specific and less 

local as more neurons were utilized.  
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Figure 3. 14: Effects of change in the number of neurons on representation 

1.  To assess changes in representations with the number of neurons, the number of neurons 

was varied from 500 to 1000 (depicted in figure by the increasing size of representation 

images) while keeping the number of inputs fixed at 1000 (depicted in the figure by the equal 
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number of inputs across multiple trials). 2. Examples of tuning properties of neurons when 

500, 800, and 1000 neurons were utilized in representation. Note that as more neurons were 

employed, the tuning properties of neurons became more comprehensive. 

  

 

To further confirm this, binarized tuning properties of all the neurons were obtained 

using the previously described approach and compared with inputs. First, individual neurons' 

tuning properties were matched in a component-wise sense to the inputs that elicited the 

maximum response. The average percent match increased with an increasing number of 

neurons. In particular, the percent match increased from 90% at 500 neurons to 95% at 800 

neurons and reached almost 100% at 1000 neurons (Figure 3.15.1). Next, the commonality 

of the tuning properties in the input set was assessed. As expected, the commonality of a 

500-neuron system's tuning properties was 12 – 13%, and the commonality for an 800-

neuron system's tuning feature was 2 – 3%.  The decrease can be attributed to the 

comprehensive structure of the tuning properties (Figure 3.15.2). The decline in the number 

of neurons with more than 10% commonality also confirmed the fact that the tuning 

properties were getting unique with the increase in the number of neurons (Figure 3.15.3). 

Finally, the tuning properties' overall structure was compared to inputs' overall structure in 

terms of component correlations. As before, the Frobenius norm of the correlation matrices' 

difference was plotted. The norm decreased to minimal values after 800 neurons were 

utilized (Figure 3.15.4), confirming the overall structural similarity of tuning properties with 

the input set.  
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Figure 3. 15: Analysis of uniqueness of tuning properties of neurons while varying the 

number of neurons  

1. As before, the neurons' binarized tuning properties were compared with the inputs causing 

the maximum response in a component-wise manner. The match percent increased on 

average as the number of neurons increased. 2. The commonality of tuning properties was 

determined in terms of the fraction of inputs that incorporated more than 90% of the tuning 

property's structure. It was observed that with the increasing number of representation 

neurons, each neuron got gradually tuned to less common, more unique structures from the 

input set. 3. The number of neurons with more than 10% common tuning decreased with the 

total number of neurons. 4. To compare the overall structure of inputs with the tuning 

properties' overall structure, the correlation between components of the input set and tuning 

property set was measured. The Frobenius norm of the difference of two matrices indicated 
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that the tuning properties' overall structure matched more to the overall structure of the 

inputs as the number of neurons increased. 

 

 

Further, we analyzed the efficiency in representation by comparing different 

measures of the sparseness of representations. We found that both the L0 and L1 norms of 

the representations decreased with the increasing number of neurons. The average L0 norm 

of the representations took a value close to one at high neuron numbers, which meant that 

only one neuron was involved in representing a single input (Figure 3.16.1; Figure 3.16.2).  

Similarly, the changes in kurtosis of response profiles of neurons were also striking. 

Previously, representing 1000 inputs using 500 neurons had resulted in lower kurtosis values 

of the response profiles. However, increasing the number of neurons from 500 lead to an 

overall increase in the kurtosis values (Figure 3.16.3). The cumulative fraction of neurons 

with small kurtosis values was plotted. In contrast to the previous analysis, the fraction of 

neurons having response distribution with low kurtosis values dropped with increasing 

neurons. The fraction of neurons whose response had kurtosis less than 15 dropped from 

30% at 500 neurons to less than 3% at 800 neurons and 0% at 1000 neurons (Figure 3.16.4). 

Corresponding trends were also observed in the correlation among representation 

neurons. The correlation decreased as we increased the dimensions of representation. The 

trend was indicated by the Frobenius norm of the difference between the correlation matrices 

of the representation neurons and the corresponding identity matrices (Figure 3.16.5).  
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Figure 3. 16: Analysis of representation efficiency with varying number of neurons  

1.  As the number of neurons involved in representation increased, the sparsity of 

representation measured as the L0 norm decreased. 2. The trend was the same for sparsity 

measured in terms of L1 norm. 3. The kurtosis of response profiles of neurons was measured. 

The overall kurtosis increased with the number of neurons. 4. Cumulative fraction of 

neurons with response distributions having kurtosis below 50 also decreased with the 

increasing number of neurons. 5. The correlation between responses of neurons in different 
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conditions of representation was determined. The Frobenius norm of the response 

correlation matrix and identity matrix difference was calculated. The norm decreased with 

an increasing number of neurons, indicating that the neurons got decorrelated as the number 

of neurons increased. 

 
 

Combined with the previous sets of results, these results indicate that unique 

structures from inputs can be captured by employing more neurons to represent more inputs. 

They show that the number of neurons relative to the number of inputs plays a crucial role 

in determining the uniqueness and, hence, the captured structures' informativeness. If the 

number of neurons is comparable to the number of inputs, more informative structures can 

be captured. Informativeness decreases as the number of inputs grow relative to the number 

of representation neurons. The representation efficiency follows the same trend as 

uniqueness. Efficiency in representations decreases as captured structures become less 

specific and more common.  

We also calculated the redundancy among representation neurons by comparing their 

bit entropies (Figure 3.17) to the entropy of uniformly distributed stimuli. Consistent with 

the previous simulations, the redundancy decreased with the increasing number of neurons.  
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Figure 3. 17: Representation redundancy with a varying number of neurons  

As before, redundancy in representation was calculated by comparing the total entropy of 

neurons with the object ensemble's entropy. Redundancy among neurons decreased as more 

neurons were used in representing objects. 

 

 

3.4.2.  Relationship between mutual information and response values of neurons  

 

So far, in different analyses like calculating redundancies and bit entropies, we have 

transformed neurons' responses to binary values. However, neither in actual biological 

systems nor in our framework, the response values are binary. It is expected that the response 

values of the neurons are meaningful to the system in some way. Moreover, one of the 

reasons to have the non-negativity constrained in our framework was to impart a meaning to 

the neurons' response. Therefore, a proper understanding of the meaning of the response 

values was necessary. Two different interpretations of response values were possible in this 

regard 

1. The neuron's response value corresponded to its tuning property's similarity to the 

input structure. With this interpretation, the response values would only indicate the 
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presence or absence of a particular input structure. It would not be, in any way, an 

indication of any form of inference that the system could draw. 

2.  The response value indicated the mutual information between the tuning property 

and the input. Under this interpretation, the response value would suggest the degree of 

inference of the input's identity. It would mean a form of confidence that the system has 

in identifying an input. This form of information would be beneficial in higher-order 

cognitive functions like recognition. 

To find which of the two interpretations were valid, we first calculated the similarity 

between individual neurons' tuning properties and the inputs (Figure 3.18.1). We then 

measured the correlation of the similarity with the response values of neurons (Figure 

3.18.2). We find that the responses neurons to various inputs and similarity of their tuning 

property to these inputs are not correlated. Next, we calculated the mutual information 

between the tuning properties and the inputs (see methods) (Figure 3.18.1) and again 

performed the correlation analysis (Figure 3.18.2). Interestingly, the response values 

showed a much higher degree of correlation with the mutual information, supporting the 

second interpretation. 

Interestingly, though the similarities between the inputs and the neurons' tuning 

properties do not directly resolve the input identities, the system can utilize these similarity 

values to draw inference about the input. However, drawing such inference will require the 

system to know the distribution of similarities between all represented inputs and all neurons' 

tuning properties. This knowledge is hard to get and difficult to store. Thus, with a direct 

correspondence between the mutual information values and the neuronal activity, the 

presented framework not only removes the need for drawing inferences but also allows the 

system to determine the identity of objects without storing all information about all objects.   
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Figure 3. 18: Information-theoretic characterization of tuning properties  

1. To understand the meaning of neurons' response levels, two quantities were considered – 

the similarity of the tuning with the inputs and the mutual information between the tuning 

and the inputs. A few of the tuning properties are shown in the left column. Their similarity 

to inputs, the mutual information between them and the inputs, and their response to different 

inputs are plotted. 2. The similarity of the tuning with the inputs did not correlate with the 

response value, but the mutual information between the input and the tunings correlated 
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strongly, suggesting that the response values of neurons were indicative of the mutual 

information between the input and the tunings. 

 

 

3.4.3.  Consistency in representing sensory inputs 

 

So far, we have seen how the informativeness of captured features is affected by the 

number of neurons relative to the inputs. We have also analyzed the efficiency of 

representations in these circumstances and established the meaning of individual neurons' 

response levels. However, a crucial aspect of representations that still needs to be analyzed 

is their consistency. In a process like recognition, the inference that the system makes about 

an input should not change much with certain input corruption or transformation. Hence, the 

representation should remain consistent. We estimated the consistency in representations 

when inputs were corrupted in different ways (see methods). The representations of the 

corrupted input were obtained using the sparse recovery approach (see methods).  

As noted, the efficiency of representations depended on the number of inputs relative 

to the neurons. We tested the consistency while representing 1000 symbols using a varying 

number of neurons (500, 800, and 1000). We found that remarkable consistency in 

representing inputs could be achieved when the representations were most efficient, i.e., 

when comprehensive structures unique to the inputs were captured. Without adapting the 

system to different forms of corruption, we found that inputs corrupted by Gaussian noise 

(Figure 3.19.1.i), missing an extended (Figure 3.19.1.ii), or randomly silenced components 

(Figure 3.19.1.iii) produced representations that were nearly identical to those of 

uncorrupted inputs (Figure 3.19.1.iv). Reconstruction of the inputs using the dictionary and 

neuronal responses resembled the entire inputs rather than its parts (Figure 3.19.1).  To 

quantify the degree of consistency of responses, we calculated pairwise cosine similarity 
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between representations of corrupted inputs and all other inputs. The similarity values were 

z-scored to estimate how different a given similarity value is from the average observed 

similarity. If a z-scored similarity value was closer to zero, it meant that the pair of 

representations were as similar to each other as similar was any pair on average. A higher z-

score value, on the other hand, meant that the representation pair had a similarity value that 

was not commonly observed. In other words, the recovered representation of the corrupted 

input was particularly similar to a specific input, thus making z-scored similarity a measure 

of the specificity of representations. We found high specificity for the correct input-

representation pairs in all corruption cases (Figure 3.19.3; Figure 3.19.4; Figure 3.19.5), 

indicating that the framework generated highly specific representations. In Monte Carlo 

simulations with randomly silenced early neurons, representations with high specificity were 

obtained with as few as 60 (23.4% of the 256) neurons (Figure 3.19.6).  

However, as we decreased the number of representation neurons, the neurons' 

informativeness decreased, and the extracted features became more localized. The responses 

of locally tuned neurons could not differentiate between the inputs (Figure 3.19.2), whereas 

highly similar inputs could be readily distinguished based on responses of neurons having 

complex tuning properties. These locally tuned neurons' overall effect was reflected in lower 

specificity values achieved in Monte Carlo simulations (Figure 3.19.6). The presence of 

these locally tuned neurons diminished the specificity of representations in other cases of 

corruption as well (Figure 3.19.3; Figure 3.19.4; Figure 3.19.5). 
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Figure 3. 19: Consistency in representing symbols  

1. Examples of representations obtained when inputs corrupted in different ways like (i) 

addition of noise, (ii) removal or occlusion of a portion of early neurons, and (iii) random 

removal of early neurons, were represented. Note the similarity of representations to the 

uncorrupted input (iv). The representations were utilized to reconstruct the inputs using the 

dictionary. The reconstructed inputs were similar to uncorrupted inputs. 2. Response levels 

of neurons tuned to different features are shown. As indicated by similar response levels, 

localized features could not be utilized to differentiate similar inputs well. In contrast, 

structurally similar inputs could be well distinguished using neurons tuned to features that 

were very similar in structure to the inputs. Localized tunings were observed when the 

number of represented inputs was high relative to the number of representation neurons. 

They reduced the overall specificity of representations in those conditions. 3 – 5. The 

obtained representations were very specific to the original uncorrupted representations 
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across all forms of corruption. However, specificity increased with an increasing number of 

neurons. 6. Results of Monte Carlo analysis performed by randomly selecting a varying 

number of early neurons. Note that representation specificity saturates after 80 early 

neurons indicating that only 80 out of 256 early neurons are sufficient to produce highly 

specific representations. The specificity increases with the number of representation neurons 

in the system. 

 

 

3.4.4.  Analysis of faces 

 

We next tested our framework in representing complex, non-binary inputs such as 

human faces (Figure 3.20.1). A set of 2000 human faces were represented using a varying 

number of neurons. Analyzing the tuning properties of neurons in different situations 

revealed that when fewer neurons were employed, the tuning properties were a complex 

assemblage of local facial features. The tuning became unique and face-like when the 

number of neurons was increased (Figure 3.20.2). Analyzing the kurtosis of response 

distributions neurons (Figure 3.20.3.i) and the correlation among neurons (Figure 3.20.3.ii) 

showed that maximum efficiency was achieved when the number of neurons matched the 

number of inputs.  
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Figure 3. 20: Analysis of faces  

1. A few examples of faces that were considered in the analysis. A total of 2000 faces with 

1000 male and 1000 female faces were included in the dataset of faces. 2. The tuning 

properties of the neurons. Variation in tuning properties with number of neurons was 
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analyzed, and it was found that at the low number of neurons, the tunings were similar to 

local features of the faces. However, as the number of neurons grew, the tuning became 

more face-like. 2. Faces were represented with a varying number of neurons. The kurtosis 

of the response profiles of the face neurons increased with their number (i), and the 

Frobenius norm of the difference between correlation matrix of neurons and identity matrix 

decreased (ii), indicating that the face representations were efficient. 

 

 

As face recognition comprises one of the most significant cognitive tasks, face 

representations' consistency was also analyzed. The faces' representations were stable, 

unique, and robust against common alterations such as the addition of headwear, facial hair, 

or eyewear (Figure 3.21.1). The same face was represented nearly identically when a 

mustache, a pair of sunglasses, or both were added. Even when half of a face was blocked 

in different positions, the framework produced the same representation (Figure 3.21.1). 

Inversely reconstructed inputs from the representations were similar to those of 

unadulterated faces even when the faces were half blocked (Figure 3.21.1).  

We compared our "face code" against a recently proposed code based on principal 

components (Chang and Tsao 2017). In the basis set resulting from the faces' principal 

component analysis (PCA), the same face with different parts occluded generated different 

representations. Input recovery resulted in occluded but not uncorrupted inputs (Figure 

3.21.2). Quantification of specificity using similarity z-scores of 50 different faces occluded 

in different locations shows that our framework generates representations that are highly 

specific in matching the original input (Figure 3.21.3). Recovered inputs from 

representations of corrupted inputs were highly similar to the original faces (Figure 3.21.4). 

PCA-based representations did not exhibit such selectivity or similarity (Figure 3.21.3; 

Figure 3.21.4). Thus, our study presented a robust combinatorial face-code distinct from the 
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one proposed before (Chang and Tsao 2017, Stevens 2018). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 21: Consistency in face representations 

 1. Consistency of representations was analyzed using corrupted faces. Glasses (ii), beard 

and mustache (iii), or both (iv) were added to a face, and the representations of the altered 

faces were obtained. The representations were consistent with the original face (i). 

Moreover, the faces reconstructed from the tunings and response values of neurons 

resembled the original faces. In another example of corruption, half of a face was occluded 
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from different locations (top (vi), bottom (vii), left (viii), right (ix)). In all cases, consistent 

representations of occluded faces were obtained, and the reconstructed faces matched the 

original one (v). 2. The specificity of representations in our framework was compared with 

the representations obtained through the faces' principal component analysis. The 

representations in the PCA basis were not consistent for the occluded faces ((ii) – (iv)). The 

reconstructed faces matched the corrupted ones and not the original faces (i). 3. Using a set 

of 50 different faces occluded in different locations, it was shown that the overall specificity 

of representations of occluded faces in the PCA basis was very low. 4. The faces 

reconstructed from PCA representations were not similar to the original face.  

 

 

We also tested if the basis set resulting from capturing unique structures from a 

specific set of faces can be utilized for consistently representing new face inputs. A different 

set of face inputs from the Yale face database containing faces of 15 individuals in 11 

different lighting conditions and facial expressions (Figure 3.22.1) was acquired and 

represented (https://www.cs.yale.edu/cvc/projects/yalefaces/yalefaces.html). Using 

specificity scores, as described previously, we found that the new faces' representations 

could be accurately categorized according to the individuals (Figure 3.22.2).  
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Figure 3. 22: Analysis of faces with different expressions and lighting conditions 

1. A separate set of faces, consisting of 15 different individuals with 11 different expressions 

or lighting conditions. The neurons were not tuned to these examples of faces, yet they were 

used to test the robustness of face representation in our framework. 2. The obtained 

representations of the new data set of faces were specific to individuals. 
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3.4.5.  Analysis of odor response in the mouse olfactory system 

 

Using the mouse olfactory system, we also tested if the framework proposed in this 

study can be extended to sensory modalities that do not detect external stimuli with pixel-

like spatial segregation of the input patterns. In the mouse olfactory system, an odor activates 

a disparate set of glomeruli in the olfactory bulb (Fantana et al. 2008, Ma et al. 2012, 

Mombaerts 2006, Ressler et al. 1993, Vassar et al. 1993, Mombaerts et al. 1996, Treloar et 

al. 2002). The pattern is transformed into sparse activities in the piriform cortex, where odor 

identities presumably are decoded (Figure 3.23.1) (Poo and Isaacson 2009, Stettler and Axel 

2009, Willhite et al. 2006). Without explicitly solving for the elemental features of 

chemicals, this two-stage system has a remarkable ability in identifying individual odorants 

(Ma et al. 2012). The olfactory system is also resilient against neuronal loss. Even when 

large portions of the olfactory bulb have been removed, rodents can still recognize trained 

odors (Lu and Slotnick 1998).   

In a previous study (Ma et al. 2012), we collected responses of 94 glomeruli to 40 

odorants from the mouse olfactory bulb's dorsal surface. Using this odor response data as 

our finite set of inputs, we obtained a 150-dimensional basis set for representing odors. Note 

that this case is peculiar because we are constrained by the olfactory system's anatomical 

organization to choose the number of representation neurons greater than the number of 

glomeruli. This choice makes the number of inputs far less than the number of neurons. Such 

situations are less likely to arise in a natural system; nonetheless, we decided to analyze 

them. We found that if the number of representation neurons was larger than the number of 

inputs, the representation neurons' correlation increased with their number (Figure 3.23.2). 

However, their response profiles' kurtosis remained high in all conditions of representation 

(Figure 3.23.3). This scenario could only arise when multiple neurons' tuning properties 

were similar but rarely detected in the input sets. Indeed, the number of neurons whose 
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tuning properties were more than 80% similar increased as the number of neurons was 

increased (Figure 3.23.4). Next, we decided to test the consistency of representations of 

odors in this peculiar situation. We found that nearly identical representations could be 

generated from the responses of small subsets of glomeruli (Figure 3.23.5). For example, 

odor representations generated from a random set of 16 glomeruli were nearly identical to 

those from the full set. This consistency suggested that odor recognition could be achieved 

with far fewer glomeruli (Figure 3.23.5). Moreover, a nearly identical representation of the 

same odor was achieved using different, arbitrary glomeruli sets (Figure 3.23.6). 

We also performed Monte Carlo analyses using the responses of different numbers 

of randomly selected glomeruli. We found that the odor identification error rate decreased 

rapidly when the glomeruli number increased (Figure 3.23.7). 100% of odorants could be 

correctly identified with an average of 15 or more glomeruli randomly selected from the set 

(Figure 3.23.7). Note that an odor was correctly identified when the response evoked by it 

in a partial set of glomeruli could be mapped to a representation that was maximally similar 

to its representation obtained from the complete glomerular response. Representations of 

glomerular patterns were also consistent against noise. Gaussian noise was added to the 

glomerular responses, and odor identification rates were measured from Monte Carlo 

analyses. Increasing noise level reduced performance, and accurate identification required 

more glomeruli (Figure 3.23.8). 

Nevertheless, odor identification was resilient against noise. At 10% noise level, 

nearly perfect identification was achieved with 20 glomeruli. Even when the noise level 

reached 40% of the signal, 60% of odorants could be identified using the responses from 30 

glomeruli. 
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Figure 3. 23: Analysis of odor response in the mouse olfactory system  

1. Schematic of the olfactory system in the mouse. Olfactory sensory neurons, which detect 

odorant molecules, project to stereotypic positions called glomeruli in the olfactory bulb 

from the olfactory epithelium. The projection is such that the neurons expressing the same 

odorant receptors converge to the same glomerulus. Activity from glomeruli is relayed to 

higher-order centers in the brain. 2. Odor response of glomeruli in the mouse olfactory 

system was represented using a varying number of neurons. As the number of odors being 

represented in this case was lower than the number of neurons, an increase in the correlation 

between neurons was observed (indicated by increased Frobenius norm of the difference 

between correlation matrix of neurons and identity matrix). 3. The kurtosis, on the other 

hand, increased with the number of neurons. These results meant that though the neurons 

were correlated, they still had relatively sparse response profiles. This situation could arise 

when multiple neurons were tuned to similar structures rarely found in the input set. 4. 

Similarity of the tuning properties of neurons was analyzed. With the increasing number of 

neurons, the number of neurons that had more than 80% structural similarity between their 

tuning properties increased. 5. Nonetheless, the consistency in representation was 

remarkable. Consistent representations of different odors could be obtained using responses 

from the same set of glomeruli. 6. Different sets of glomeruli also produced consistent 

representations for a given odor. 7. In Monte Carlo analyses performed with varying 

numbers of glomeruli, nearly all odors could be correctly identified with as few as 16 

glomeruli. 8. The correct identification of odors was affected by the addition of noise in the 

glomerular responses. Around 80% of odors could be identified with 15 glomeruli at 17.5db 

SNR. The percent of identified odors decreased with noise. However, using more glomeruli 

in the identification process improved performance. (Colored lines indicate the fraction of 

odors correctly identified with a constant number of glomeruli. The number of glomeruli is 

listed near the line)  
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3.4.6.  Analysis of natural images 

 

A major portion of the past studies has shown that the receptive field properties of 

neurons in visual processing pathways can be explained by the efficient coding (Srinivasan 

et al. 1982, Atick and Redlich 1990, Olshausen and Field 1996, Bell and Sejnowski 1997). 

Independent components obtained from the statistical analysis of natural scenes conform to 

the oriented edge like receptive fields of V1 neurons (Hubel and Wiesel 1962, Hubel and 

Wiesel 1968). On the other hand, our framework is based on the most informative structures 

of the objects that need not be independent. As a detailed account of statistical properties of 

inputs is not required to obtain these structures, a question arises that how can the receptive 

field properties of neurons that have been determined using experimental studies can be 

produced in this framework. To test if our framework could explain receptive field properties 

of neurons in visual cortices, we decided to generate representations of a finite set of natural 

scene patches. Two channels were created in the input stream to be consistent with the 

physiology of the visual system. The "on" channel responded to the bright portions of the 

image, and its activity corresponded to the input intensity. The "off" channel detected the 

darker portions in the image, and its activity corresponded to the intensity of inverted input. 

Representing a finite set of image patches with a fixed number of representation neurons 

resulted in neurons with localized and orientation-selective tunings when the number of 

neurons was relatively low compared to the number of inputs. These tuning properties were 

similar to the receptive fields of V1 simple cells (Hubel and Wiesel 1962, Hubel and Wiesel 

1968) (Figure 3.24.1). Despite high correlations among the images, the neurons were highly 

decorrelated (Figure 3.24.3). We quantified the fraction of tuning properties of neurons that 

resembled V1 receptive field using the Fourier transforms of the tuning properties. An 

increased number of input images increased the fraction of simple cell-like tuning properties 

among neurons (Figure 3.24.2). Thus, in this framework, localized tuning features naturally 
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emerge when large numbers of objects are represented.  It can be argued that the requirement 

to represent an extraordinarily large number of stimuli from the natural environment forces 

areas such as V1 to produce localized tuning features.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 24: Analysis of natural images  

1. 2993 image patches were obtained from natural scenes and were represented by 500 

neurons. The neurons displayed tuning properties that were like simple cells found in the V1 

area of the visual cortex. Some of the neurons had more complex tunings (i). Fourier 
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transforms of the tunings were utilized to distinguish the two types (ii). 2. The fraction of 

neurons with simple cell-like tunings increased with the number of images being 

represented. 3. The correlation matrix of the representation neurons was nearly an identity 

matrix, indicating uncorrelated neurons. 

 

 

3.5.  Discussion  

 

Utilizing non-negative matrix factorization techniques, we have approximated the 

process of capturing the most informative features from a finite set of inputs in a linear 

transformation paradigm. Though limited by the difficulty of its implementation in the 

sensory circuit, the approach highlights some exciting characteristics of representations 

based on elements that uniquely characterize objects.  

While representing inputs based on informative features, an intriguing relationship 

was observed between the number of inputs and the number of representation neurons. An 

increase in the number of inputs decreased the uniqueness of neurons' tuning properties when 

the number of neurons was held fixed. Conversely, an increase in the number of neurons 

increased the uniqueness of captured features when the number of inputs was kept constant. 

Such trends indicated that neurons became most informative about individual objects when 

the number of neurons matched the number of represented inputs. The efficiency of 

representation was also maximal in this situation. A common observation across different 

sensory modalities is that the number of neurons increases multiple folds in the brain's higher 

cortical regions. In light of the relationship between the number of neurons and the number 

of inputs, this increase might efficiently accommodate a larger number of inputs. Efficient 

representation of a greater number of inputs will allow identifying more accurate dependence 

among those inputs and help the organism understand its environment better. Thus, this can 
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explain the correlation between the cortex sizes observed among organisms and the 

complexity of tasks they can perform (Reader and Laland 2002). 

The change in representation efficiency while representing a larger number of inputs 

was attributed to neurons getting tuned to more localized features of the input. Getting tuned 

to localized features decreased the sparseness of representations and hence informativeness 

of individual neurons. However, in certain situations, such representations might be useful. 

For example, it was shown that simple cell-like receptive field properties arise in neurons 

when encoding many natural image patches. The emergence of simple cell-like properties 

has been demonstrated by several studies (Olshausen and Field 1996, Bell and Sejnowski 

1997, Olshausen and Field 1997) which have considered efficient encoding of statistics of 

natural images. These findings can be reconciled if one considers the saturating nature of the 

framework proposed in this study. The analysis with an increasing number of inputs has 

shown that more neurons get tuned to localized features with increasing input numbers. In 

this regard, the system is shown to adapt to inputs that it has encountered, and as more inputs 

are encountered, it gradually adapts the total statistics inputs. Note that this consideration is 

different from assuming that the system in all situations will adapt to the entire statistics 

because the portion of the statistics that the system will adapt to will depend upon its 

experience. In the matrix factorization approach, however, the component corresponding to 

the system's experience is missing. All inputs are presented at once as one input matrix to 

the system, which is then utilized to extract informative structures. This method is 

inadequate for studying the system's saturation states, which it presumably attains after 

experiencing a significant portion of its environment. A network simulation of the process 

which adapts to inputs in sequence with experience will be more appropriate for such studies. 

The gradual emergence of localized tunings of neurons can also be explained in terms 

of the spread of representation vectors in high-dimensional space. Seeking representations 

based on unique structures renders the representations maximally distinct. This approach is 

equivalent to seeking representations that are maximally separated in high-dimensional 
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space. However, as more inputs are represented, the separation between representations must 

be decreased to accommodate new representations. Less separated representations will result 

from neurons that are tuned to commonly observed features. In other words, in less separated 

representations, the neurons will be tuned to local features, which is what we observe in our 

system.  

Finally, we observe remarkable consistency in representing corrupted inputs. As 

noted in the simulations, the neurons' response values to individual inputs correspond to the 

mutual information between their tuning property and the input. Therefore, consistency in 

the representations implies that corruption has not vastly diminished the mutual information 

between the input and the neuron's tuning property. Such situations arise when a neuron is 

tuned specifically to a particular input, i.e., its tuning property comprehensively accounts for 

the input's entire structure. Indeed, the specificity of representations of corrupted inputs 

increases in representation scenarios where non-localized tunings are observed. An 

important point to note here is that correspondence between the mutual information and the 

response values of neurons is also a departure from the classical efficient coding paradigm 

where neurons' response values were supposed to indicate the unexpectedness of the input 

(Barlow 1987, Barlow 1989). Here, it indicates the confidence of the system in identifying 

the input. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A network implementation of the adaptive strategy for sensory 

coding 
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4.1. Introduction 

 

In the previous chapter, I demonstrated the informativeness of features extracted 

from a finite set of objects using a sparse NMF approach, depended on the number of inputs 

relative to the neurons. When the number of inputs was comparable to the number of 

representation neurons, captured features were most informative and unique to individual 

objects. As the number of represented inputs grew, the features became localized and less 

informative about any input. Consequently, the efficiency of representations, measured in 

terms of their sparsity, was also affected. The representations were sparse for a relatively 

low number of inputs, and redundancy among neurons was small. When the number of 

inputs relative to the number of neurons increased, sparsity decreased, and redundancy 

increased. With this nature, the framework could successfully account for the localized 

receptive fields of the V1 neurons and the tunings of higher-order neurons to comprehensive 

structure, indicating that it can explain both early and high order visual processing. However, 

the biological plausibility of the framework still needs to be established.  

Any theoretical framework trying to describe a biological process must consider the 

constraint faced by a biological system. For example, a framework that aims to explain 

sensory processing must address how neurons and their connections might serve as a 

substrate to carry out the proposed computations. Furthermore, as a biological system learns 

from gradually experiencing variegated inputs, aspects of experience, and learning from 

different input forms should be included in the framework. In this chapter, I describe how 

capturing the most informative structures can be implemented in neuronal circuits.  Starting 

with a discussion on the limitations of the matrix factorization approach, I explain how 

biologically inspired neuronal networks have been utilized to generate inputs' sparse 

representations. Building on the understanding of these networks, I design a network to 

capture the unique, informative structures from inputs in an experience-dependent manner. 
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Using symbols dataset, I show the network's working and its efficiency and consistency in 

representing inputs. Finally, I show that the network can learn from the corrupted form of 

inputs as well.  

 

4.2.  Limitation of the matrix factorization approach 

 

Though the framework based on informative features has successfully generated 

invariant and efficient representations of inputs, the sparse non-negative matrix 

factorization-based approach used in obtaining the informative features is not biologically 

plausible in its current form. The limitations arise because the mathematical algorithm 

utilized here does not incorporate the physiological constraints faced by a biological system. 

Here, we discuss a few aspects of a biological system that are desirable in any sensory coding 

process but are absent in this novel approach of sensory processing. 

 

4.2.1 Learning as a continuous process: An essential aspect of a biological system is its 

development. Organisms grow and develop with time, reach maturation, and 

eventually die. During the span of their lives, they experience their surroundings and 

learn to adapt to them. From the perspective of sensory processing, this constitutes a 

continuous period of sensory experiences, and it allows the organisms to learn and 

re-learn sensory events. As a corollary, the system does not at once encounter all the 

events and stimuli to which it adapts. It gradually discovers these events, determines 

their relevance with experience, and then conforms accordingly to represent them. 

The blind source separation approach taken so far in this work cannot account for 

this facet of biological systems. In all the simulations, the input set is modeled as one 

input matrix that does not change anywhere in simulations. Moreover, the algorithm 

does not allow any change in the input, limiting its applicability in explaining sensory 

processing. 
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4.2.2 Ignoring the frequencies: As mentioned before, the informativeness of features is 

determined by their relative abundance. Though a framework set to capture 

informative features does not need to know the exact occurrence frequency of 

objects, it must take the relative abundance of features into account. The current 

approach based on blind source separation techniques is not capable of doing so. 

Changing the input matrix to include multiple occurrences of the same input cannot 

change the dictionary's nature. The multiple occurrences lead to repeated 

representations with the same level of sparsity and reconstruction error. Therefore, 

the dictionary and the representations remain similar to those obtained while 

considering each input only once. In other words, there is no constraint on the 

dictionary that forces it to change according to the inputs' relative occurrence. Thus, 

the current approach fails to utilize the environment's statistical properties for its 

benefits and ignores information relevant to biological systems. 

 

4.2.3 A unified approach: So far, in our approach, we have considered capturing the most 

informative structures from inputs as a different process than obtaining input 

representations. While the former is achieved through the non-negative blind source 

separation technique (Rapin et al. 2013), the latter is done through a sparse recovery 

approach (Candes and Romberg 2005). The two methods are different in their 

formulation and implementation. On the other hand, a biological system does not 

have separate circuits to capture features and generate representations. The same 

circuit adapts to a set of inputs and represents them. Moreover, the input 

representations are expected to guide the process of adaptation. The current approach 

fails to recapitulate these critical sensory processing aspects and does not integrate 

the two processes.  
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4.3.  A neuronal network for capturing informative structures 

 

Realizing these limitations of the matrix factorization approach, we decided to utilize 

a neuronal network to capture the informative structures from inputs. This part of the study 

aimed to design a network of model neurons that could extract unique input structures and 

efficiently represent inputs. In other words, we sought a single network model that 

incorporated the functionality of both blind source separation and sparse recovery.  

However, we realized that both these functionalities correspond to different 

properties of the network. The capturing of the informative structures is reflected in the 

tuning properties of the representation neurons. The representation neurons' tuning 

properties are determined by how they are connected to the early-stage neurons in the 

sensory pathway. Therefore, the adaptation to inputs pertains to changes in the connections 

of the network. 

On the other hand, an input's representation is the population response pattern of the 

representation neurons. Hence, achieving efficiency in representation corresponds to 

appropriately shaping this response pattern.  

With these considerations, the optimization problems that were being solved by the 

combination of blind sources separation and sparse recovery could be broadly divided into 

two subproblems stated below 

 

1. Given connectivity among neurons, find a sparse response pattern for any input 

encountered: Essentially, this problem is about finding sparse representations of inputs 

in any given network. The possible solutions to the problem have been proposed in 

previous studies (Földiak 1990, Rozell et al. 2008). We utilize the same approach as 

these studies but with an additional constraint that the representations must be non-

negative. 
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2. Given the neurons' response pattern, change the connectivity appropriately to 

adapt to the encountered inputs: This subproblem corresponds to updating the 

network's connectivity. As the connectivity of neurons changes, their tuning property 

also changes. Appropriate changes in the connectivity can guide the neurons to be tuned 

to the most informative structures. As a connection between two neurons can be both 

excitatory and inhibitory, the changes in these connections can similarly be of either 

nature. Therefore, the updates in different connections can have different signs. Such 

updates may appear contradictory to the non-negativity constraint that has been essential 

for capturing informative structures. However, it is critical to realize that though the 

connectivity changes can be bidirectional, the inhibitory connections only reduce 

neurons' activity and do not push it below zero. In this setting, the network cannot 

subtract the neurons' tuning properties from one another. Thus, the non-negativity 

constraint can be satisfied even though the neurons receive both excitatory and 

inhibitory inputs. 

A specific architecture of neuronal networks chosen to solve these two subproblems 

is described in the next few sections. 

 

4.3.1.  Hopfield network and locally competitive algorithm for sparse recovery 

 

The intuition to develop a network that solves the first subproblem comes from one 

of the most popular forms of the artificial neural network developed by John Hopfield 

(Hopfield 1982). Hopfield network is essentially a recurrent network of binary threshold 

units which, at any point in time, can take only one of the two possible values (-1 and 1, or 

0 and 1). The network comprises layers of these units, with each unit receiving input from 

all other units except itself (Figure 4.1).  
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Figure 4. 1: A schematic diagram of a Hopfield network  

An example of a Hopfield network in which four units (numbered and presented in red, blue, 

green, and orange) form recurrent connections with each other such that each unit receives 

input from all units except itself. Connections from a particular unit have the same color as 

the unit itself. Mutual connections between units 1 and 2, which are listed as weights w21 

and w12, are equal. Apart from recurrent connections, units may also receive inputs from an 

input layer (b1-b4) in the network (denoted by grey arrows). 

 
 
 

The connection strength of these units is described by a set of parameters called 

weights 𝑤!3. These parameters are chosen such that the strength of connection from unit 𝑖 to 

unit 𝑗	is the same as the strength of connection form unit 𝑗 to unit 𝑖 i.e. 

𝑤!3 =	𝑤3! 

Thus, if one arranges these weights in a square matrix 𝑾, the resulting matrix will be 

symmetric, with all diagonal entries being zeros indicating that the units do not receive 

inputs from themselves. At any instant 𝑡, the input to a unit is the weighted sum of other 

units' states, where the weights correspond to the connection strengths. In mathematical 
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form, if there are 𝑁 units in the network, and the state of unit 𝑖 at time 𝑡 is denoted by 𝑥!(𝑡), 

then input to a particular unit 𝑘 at time 𝑡, can be expressed as 

𝑏7(𝑡) = 	.𝑤!7𝑥!(𝑡)
"

!#$

 

Following this rule, inputs to all 𝑁 units can be expressed in terms of connection 

matrix	𝑾 as 

𝑏Ó(𝑡) = 𝑾𝑥Þ(𝑡) 

where 𝑏Ó(𝑡) is an 𝑁-dimensional vector of inputs at time 𝑡 to all 𝑁 units, and 𝑥Þ(𝑡) is another 

𝑁-dimensional vector of states of the units. The units' states at the next instant (𝑡	 + 	1) are 

determined from these inputs by the following rule 

𝑥7(𝑡 + 1) = 	1		𝑖𝑓	𝑏7(𝑡) 	≥ 0;						𝑥7(𝑡 + 1) = 	−1		𝑖𝑓	𝑏7(𝑡) < 0 

An attractive property of these networks is that their units tend to pull in or push 

away. For example, consider a connection between two units 𝑖 and 𝑗. If 𝑤!3 = 𝑤3! > 0, then 

irrespective of the value of 𝑥!, the state update will bring the value of 𝑥3 closer to 𝑥!. (If 𝑥! 

is 1 then 𝑤!3𝑥! > 0, this means that in the next update, the value 𝑥3 will tend to be positive 

too, and hence, the value of 𝑥	3 is pulled in towards the value 𝑥! and vice versa.) Similarly, 

if 𝑤!3 = 𝑤3! < 0, the units tend to push away each other.  

This property led to the realization that if the connection weights between the 

encoders are chosen in certain ways, then the network can be made to "remember" specific 

patterns in its unit. In the previous example, assume that one wishes to store a pattern 𝑥! =

1	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑥3 = −1 in the network, and retrieve it in situations when only a partial form of the 

pattern is available. Since the values of units in the pattern are already pushed away from 

each other, setting 𝑤!3 < 0 will ensure that even when only the state of one of the units is 

known, the network pushes the other unit's state towards the correct state and recalls the 

complete pattern. In general, to store 𝑝 patterns in a network with 𝑁 units, setting weights 

by the following rule can ensure recollection of patterns 
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𝑤!3 =	
1
𝑁.𝑥!8𝑥38

2

8#$

 

where 𝑥!8 denotes the state of the 𝑖%& unit in the 𝑟%& pattern. Such a way of settings the 

weights is often referred to as the Hebbian rule of learning (Hebb 1949). It imparts the 

network a form of associative memory known as content-addressable memory CAM 

(Kohonen 2012). Due to these properties, the network has found wide applications in pattern 

recognition and explaining associative memory (Paik and Katsaggelos 1992, Young et al. 

1997, Zhu and Yan 1997).  

In his later work (Hopfield 1984), Hopfield extended these networks to include units 

with graded response profiles rather than binary values. Each such unit was viewed as an 

individual neuron, and parameters like membrane potential 𝑢, membrane capacitance 𝐶, 

transmembrane resistance 𝑅, and firing rate 𝑉 were defined. The dynamics of the states of 

each model neuron was described with the following equations 

𝐶7
𝑑𝑢7
𝑑𝑡 = 	.𝑊!7𝑉!

"

!#$

−	
𝑢7
𝑅7

+	𝑏7 	

𝑢7 =	𝑔74$(𝑉7) 

where 𝑏7 was input and 𝑔7 denoted an invertible function relating membrane potential 𝑢7 

to average firing rate 𝑉7 of the unit 𝑘. Hopfield could show that if the weight matrix 𝑾 was 

designed using the Hebbian rule, this network functioned as CAM (Hopfield 1984).  

Later, Rozell (Rozell et al. 2008) demonstrated that if a set of linear model neurons 

having tuning properties 𝜙C×  were connected in Hopfield network architecture, with weight 

matrix defined as  

𝑾 =	−(𝝓W𝝓− 𝑰) 

where 𝝓  was a matrix whose columns were tuning properties of neurons, and 𝑰 was an 

identity matrix, then appropriately choosing the function 𝑔 resulted in the network solving 

the sparse recovery problem (Rozell et al. 2008). In particular, if an input 𝑦Þ was presented 

to the network, then input to the individual linear neurons was defined as 
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𝑏Ó = 	𝝓W𝑦Þ 

and the dynamics of the network could be described as 

𝜏
𝑑𝑢Þ
𝑑𝑡 = 	−𝑢Þ + 𝝓

W𝑦Þ − (𝝓W𝝓− 𝑰)𝑉Ó 	

𝑢Þ = 	𝑔4$�𝑉Ó� 

He further showed that if 𝑔 was of the form 

𝑔(Z,],N)(𝑢7) = 	
𝑢7 − 	𝛼𝜆

1 −	𝑒4](_#4	N)
 

then, with 𝛼 = 1, and in limits lim
]→>

𝑔(Z,],N),	the evolving dynamics of the system minimized 

the energy function given as 

𝐸 = 	
1
2 â𝑦Þ − 	𝝓𝑉

Óâ' + 	𝜆â𝑉Óâ
$
 

which is the same as the optimization function for sparse recovery problems. 

 

4.3.2.  Network design 

 

As described above, Hopfield networks (Hopfield 1982, Hopfield 1984), with certain 

alterations, can solve the sparse recovery problem. The first subproblem that we intend to 

solve in our network is also to find sparse representations for inputs. Therefore, we designed 

a two-layered network of neurons based on the Hopfield network architecture. The first layer 

(activity denoted by 𝑦Þ), which we call the primary layer, corresponded to the layers present 

early in the sensory pathway and presented input patterns to the system. The second layer 

(membrane potential denoted by 𝑢Þ	and firing rate or the representation pattern denoted by 

𝑉Ó ) comprised representation neurons that received input from the first layer and had 

recurrent connections among themselves based on the Hopfield architecture (Figure 4.2). 

The primary layer was connected to the representation layer through a connection matrix 𝑾. 

The shape of the connection matrix depended on the number of neurons in the primary and 
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representation layers and was not symmetric. The recurrent connections, on the other hand, 

were described by a symmetric matrix 𝑺. The symmetry of the matrix implied that, like the 

Hopfield network (Hopfield 1982, Hopfield 1984), the connection strength from neuron 𝑖 to 

𝑗 was the same as the connection strength from neuron 𝑗 to neuron 𝑖.  

In the Rozell model (Rozell et al. 2008), the connection strengths of recurrent 

connections were formulated as the similarity between the tuning properties of the neurons. 

However, our network was expected to be adapting to the inputs. The neurons' tuning 

properties were supposed to change with experience. In this sense, prior knowledge about 

tuning properties was not available. We realized that the tuning properties of neurons arise 

due to their connections to the primary layers. Therefore, a suitable measure for the strength 

of recurrent connections could be the similarity of representation neurons' connections to the 

primary neurons.  

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4. 2: A diagram of the network designed to extract the most informative 

features form inputs 
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A set of primary neurons (presented as dark circles with red outlines) are connected to a set 

of representation neurons (presented as dark circles with blue outlines). Each representation 

neuron is connected to all primary neurons (connections are shown in red). Besides, the 

representation neurons receive recurrent inputs (connections shown in blue) in ways similar 

to a Hopfield network. 

 

 

If two neurons were similarly connected to the primary layers, any given input would 

similarly activate them. Hence, based on their activities, their recurrent interactions would 

be similar as well. In formal terms, 

𝑺 = 	−(𝑾𝑻𝑾− 𝑰) 

With these considerations, the dynamics of our network was given as 

𝜏
𝑑𝑢Þ
𝑑𝑡 = 	−𝑢Þ +𝑾

W𝑦Þ − (𝑾W𝑾− 𝑰)𝑉Ó	

𝑢Þ = 	𝑔4$�𝑉Ó� 

Here, the function 𝑔 relating the membrane potential to the firing rate was the same 

as the Rozell model (Rozell et al. 2008). 

An important point that needs to be noted is that as our network adapts to inputs, the 

connections between the first layer of neurons and the representation neurons are expected 

to change. This change will be reflected in the recurrent connections' strengths because they 

are defined based on the similarity of representation neurons' connections to the primary 

layers.  The dependence of this form makes our network completely dynamic. It is adapting 

to the inputs not only through the changes in connections between the primary and the 

representation layers but also through updating recurrent connections' strengths. Hopfield 

and Rozell's networks lacked such dynamic nature and hence were significantly different 

from our network model. 
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Considering the second subproblem, we realized that an appropriate way of 

quantifying the goodness of adaptations was to measure the difference between an input and 

its reconstruction obtained from the neurons' tuning properties and response values. If 𝑉Ó  was 

the representation of an input 𝑦Þ, and 𝝓 was the matrix of tuning properties of the neurons, 

then this measure could be defined as 

𝐸 = 	â𝑦Þ − 	𝝓𝑉Óâ' 

The strategy for updating the connectivity should be such that the above term is 

reduced with each update. For linear neurons, as the activity is a function of the weighted 

sum of its inputs, a change in tuning properties directly corresponds to a change in its 

connectivity i.e. 

∆𝑾 ∝	∆𝝓 

Therefore, a change in connectivity that reduces the above error should correspond 

to a change in 𝝓. Following this rationale, we devised a three-step method for updating the 

connectivity. First, for each state of connectivity, the tuning properties were determined. 

Second, a change in tuning property that would reduce the error was then calculated from 

the representations, and lastly, a change proportional to that was made in the connectivity. 

This method will be further discussed in detail in a later section of this chapter. 

 

4.4.  Methods  

 

4.4.1.  Creating a bias in the connectivity 

 

In the adaptive strategy of representing inputs based on the most informative 

structures, to adapt to different forms of inputs, the system must be competent in 

differentiating the inputs in the first place. If the system cannot distinguish two different 

inputs, then the whole adaptation process will be flawed, and the system can only achieve 
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selective adaptation. As the neuronal response caused by the inputs are their only possible 

identifiers for the system, the system must be set in ways that make it capable of 

differentiating inputs based on the response they elicit. In this regard, setting up the initial 

connectivity for the network is one of the crucial steps. Without proper initial connectivity, 

different inputs may cause similar network responses and can be regarded as the same.  

Even from an evolutionary perspective, it can be argued that a bias in connectivity is 

selected over complete randomness. A system set to identify expected threats early in life 

will have a better chance of survival.  

Considering that evolution has selected specific connectivity adapted to 

environmental stimuli, we proceeded with an assumption that the system is set to minimize 

the chances of getting two representation neurons activated by the same input. Such a 

constraint will ensure that different inputs activate different neurons and do not get mapped 

to the same representation. Stated formally, with this constraint, we demanded the expected 

value of the variance-covariance matrix of the response profiles of neurons to be an identity 

matrix i.e. 

𝔼[𝑽𝑽W] = 𝑰 

where 𝑽 is the matrix of representations of different inputs and 𝑰 is an identity matrix. 

Ignoring the non-linearity conferred to the system by the function 𝑔, we can approximate 𝑽 

in terms of input matrix 𝒀 and weight matrix 𝑾 as 

𝑽 = 𝑾𝑻𝒀 

This relation gives 

𝔼[𝑽𝑽W] = 𝔼[(𝑾W𝒀)(𝑾W𝒀)W] = 𝔼[𝑾W𝒀𝒀W𝑾] = 	𝑾W𝔼[𝒀𝒀W]𝑾 

Clearly, 𝔼[𝒀𝒀W] is the variance-covariance matrix of response profiles of early 

neurons (denoted by 𝜮𝒀𝒀) based on the set of inputs. With this relation, the above 

requirement of matching variance-covariance matrix of representation neurons to the 

identity matrix reduces to solving the following equation 
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𝑾W𝜮𝒀𝒀𝑾 = 𝑰 

Since variance-covariance matrix of any set of random variables is symmetric, it can 

be diagonalized using the orthogonal matrix 𝑸 of its eigenvectors i.e. 

𝜮𝒀𝒀 = 𝑸𝜦𝑸W 

where 𝑸 is the matrix of orthogonal eigenvectors of 𝜮𝒀𝒀 and 𝜦 is a diagonal matrix of 

eigenvalues of	𝜮𝒀𝒀. Using this transformation to solve the problem at hand, we have 

𝑾W𝑸𝜦𝑸W𝑾 = 𝑰	

𝑜𝑟, 			𝑾W𝑸 = 	𝛬4$ 'b 	

𝑜𝑟,				𝑾W = 𝜦4$ 'b 𝑸W 

In general, any matrix 𝜼 ∈ ℝ"×D with orthogonal columns can be multiplied with 

the above solution, i.e. 

𝑾W = 	𝜼𝜦4$ 'b 𝑸W 

Thus, a connectivity matrix 𝑾 as derived above will make the variance-covariance 

matrix of representation neurons' response profiles match the identity matrix. Two important 

points need to be noted here 

1. Finding appropriate 𝑾 requires eigenvectors of the variance-covariance matrix 

of the input matrix. However, complete knowledge of inputs is not required. A 

subsample of the inputs that are more likely to be encountered will also set up 

the network such that the expected inputs are not mapped to the same 

representation.  

2. The generalizing matrix 𝜼 ∈ ℝ"×D is supposed to have all orthogonal columns, 

which is possible only in cases where 𝑁 ≥ 𝑀. As 𝑀 and 𝑁 are the numbers of 

primary and representation neurons, respectively, such a generalizing matrix 

implies that our network's connectivity can be generalized only when the number 

of representation neurons is larger than the number of primary neurons. 

Architectures, where higher-order neurons exceed early neurons by several folds, 
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are common in biological networks. Thus, this form of connectivity can be 

achieved in biological systems. 

 

4.4.2.  Updating the connectivity between the primary layer and the representation 

layer 

 

As discussed in the previous section, the update in the connectivity matrix is derived 

from the updates in the neurons' tuning properties. The update in the tuning properties, in 

turn, should be designed to reduce the measure of adaptation of the system to inputs given 

by 

𝐸 = 	â𝑦Þ − 	𝝓𝑉Óâ' 

 In this regard, for a particular input 𝑦Þ and its corresponding representation 𝑉Ó , the 

optimization problem in 𝝓 can be stated as  

minimize
𝝓

				𝑓(𝝓) =
1
2
â𝑦Þ − 	𝝓𝑉Óâ' (𝑃) 

The problem can be solved by taking a gradient descent approach. In this approach, 

a function's value is iteratively reduced by updating its variables along its gradient. In other 

words, for every variable, the value which further reduces the function is found by moving 

along functions' negative gradient with respect to the variable. Eventually, a minimum of the 

function is reached. In our case, the gradient descent steps can be formulated as 

 𝝓𝒌V𝟏 = 𝝓𝒌 − 𝛼∇𝑓 

 = 𝝓𝒌 − 𝛼�𝝓𝒌𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ�𝑉Ó W 	𝑴 = �𝑰 − 𝛼𝑉Ó𝑉Ó W� 

 = 𝝓𝒌 − 𝛼𝝓𝒌𝑉Ó𝑉ÓW + 𝛼𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW 

 = 𝝓𝒌�𝐼 − 𝛼𝑉Ó𝑉ÓW� + 𝛼𝑦Þ𝑉Ó W 

 = 𝝓𝒌𝑴+ 𝑪	  
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where 𝝓𝒌 is the value for 𝝓	after the 𝑘%&	iteration, 𝑴 = �𝑰 − 𝛼𝑉Ó𝑉Ó W� 𝑪 = 𝛼𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW, and 𝛼 is 

the step size. After 𝑛 such descent steps 𝝓𝒏 can be calculated in terms of initial 𝝓𝟎 as  

𝝓𝒏 = 𝝓𝟎𝑴1 + 𝑪H.
14$

7#f

𝑴7J	 (1) 

We observe that 𝑴 is a rank one perturbation in the identity matrix and hence has 

the following property  

 𝑴𝑉Ó = �𝑰 − 𝛼𝑉Ó𝑉ÓW�𝑉Ó = 𝑉Ó − 𝛼𝑉Ó𝑉Ó W𝑉Ó = 𝑉Ó − 𝛼â𝑉Óâ'𝑉Ó =  1 − 𝛼â𝑉Óâ'¡𝑉Ó  

putting 𝛼â𝑉Óâ' = 𝛼Ö, we get  

 𝑴𝑉Ó = (1 − 𝛼Ö)𝑉Ó 	 (2) 

similarly,  

 𝑉ÓW𝑴 = 𝑉Ó W�𝑰 − 𝛼𝑉Ó𝑉Ó W� = 𝑉ÓW − 𝛼â𝑉Óâ'𝑉Ó W =  1 − 𝛼â𝑉Óâ
'
¡𝑉ÓW = (1 − 𝛼Ö)𝑉ÓW 	 (3) 

and for any other vector 𝑥Þ ≠ 𝑉Ó   

 𝑴𝑥Þ = �𝑰 − 𝛼𝑉Ó𝑉Ó W�𝑥Þ = 𝑥Þ − 𝛼𝑉Ó𝑉ÓW𝑥Þ = 𝑥Þ − 𝛼�𝑉ÓW𝑥Þ�𝑉Ó = 𝑥Þ − 𝛽.g𝑉Ó		where	𝛽.g = 𝛼𝑉ÓW𝑦 (4) 

Also, as 𝑴 is symmetric, it can be diagonalized as under  

 𝑴 = 𝑸𝚲𝑸W 				where				𝚲 = 𝓓ñ

1 − 𝛼Ö
1
⋮
1

ó 

here, 𝓓 represents a diagonal matrix, with diagonal elements given by the column vector as 

the argument. Following diagonalization, we can calculate 𝑴2 as  

𝑴2 = 𝑸𝚲2𝑸W 				where				𝚲2 = 𝓓ñ

(1 − 𝛼Ö)2
1
⋮
1

ó (5)

and as 𝑪 = 𝛼𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW, using (3) we can say that  

 𝑪𝑴7 = 𝛼𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW𝑴7 = 𝛼𝑦Þ(1 − 𝛼Ö)7𝑉ÓW = (1 − 𝛼Ö)7𝛼𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW = (1 − 𝛼Ö)7𝑪 (6) 

Using (6) in (1), we get  

𝝓𝒏 = 𝝓𝟎𝑴1 +.
14$

7#f

𝑪𝑴7 	 
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= 𝝓𝟎𝑴1 +.
14$

7#f

(1 − 𝛼Ö)7𝑪 

= 𝝓𝟎𝑴1 + H.
14$

7#f

(1 − 𝛼Ö)7J𝑪 

= 𝝓𝟎𝑴1 + �
1 − (1 − 𝛼Ö)1

𝛼Ö �𝑪 

= 𝝓𝟎𝑴1 + H
1 − (1 − 𝛼Ö)1

𝛼â𝑉Óâ'
J𝛼𝑦Þ𝑉Ó W 

					= 𝝓𝟎𝑴1 + (1 − (1 − 𝛼Ö)1)
𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW

â𝑉Óâ'
(7) 

We can also calculate 𝚫𝝓𝒏 = 𝝓𝒏 −𝝓𝒏4𝟏 for 𝑛 ≥ 2 using (7) as follows  

𝚫𝝓𝒏 = H𝝓𝟎𝑴1 + (1 − (1 − 𝛼Ö)1)
𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW

â𝑉Óâ'
J − H𝝓𝟎𝑴14$ + (1 − (1 − 𝛼Ö)14$)

𝑦Þ𝑉Ó W

â𝑉Óâ'
J 

= 𝝓𝟎(𝑴1 −𝑴14$) + �(1 − (1 − 𝛼Ö)1) − (1 − (1 − 𝛼Ö)14$)�
𝑦Þ𝑉Ó W

â𝑉Óâ'
 

= 𝝓𝟎(𝑴1 −𝑴14$) + ((1 − 𝛼Ö)14$ − (1 − 𝛼Ö)1)
𝑦Þ𝑉Ó W

â𝑉Óâ'
 

= 𝝓𝟎𝑴14$(𝑴 − 𝑰) + (1 − 𝛼Ö)14$�1 − (1 − 𝛼Ö)�
𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW

â𝑉Óâ'
 

= 𝛼Ö(1 − 𝛼Ö)14$
𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW

â𝑉Óâ'
−

𝛼Ö

â𝑉Óâ'
		𝝓𝟎𝑴14$𝑉Ó𝑉Ó W 

=
𝛼Ö

â𝑉Óâ'
�(1 − 𝛼Ö)14$𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW −𝝓𝟎(1 − 𝛼Ö)14$𝑉Ó𝑉ÓW�				using(2) 

This means that 

𝚫𝝓𝒏 =
𝛼Ö(1 − 𝛼Ö)14$

â𝑉Óâ
' �𝑦Þ − 𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó�𝑉ÓW (8) 

The following observations can be made from (7) and (8)   

1. As 𝛼Ö → 0, 𝝓𝒏 → 𝝓𝟎 and 𝚫𝝓𝒏 → 0 for any value of 𝑛, confirming no descent  
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2. If we choose 𝛼Ö > 1 then 𝚫𝝓𝒏 starts oscillating with 𝑛  

3. At 𝛼Ö = 1, 𝚫𝝓𝒏 = 0 and 𝝓𝒏 = 𝝓𝟎𝑴 (𝚲2 = 𝚲		∀		𝑝) which is stationary (no 

descent)  

thus, from the above observations, we can conclude that the feasible 𝛼Ö ∈ (0,1) 

An interesting situation arises if	𝛼÷ ∈ (0,1). In this region, as (1 − 𝛼Ö)2 falls faster 

than (1 − 𝛼Ö) for any 𝑝 > 1, assuming (1 − 𝛼Ö) = 𝜖 will imply (1 − 𝛼Ö)2 = 𝜖 − 𝜔2' where 

𝜔2' is a finite positive number whose value depends on 𝑝. Putting these values in (5) gives  

𝑴2 = 𝑸𝓓ñ

𝜖 − 𝜔2'

1
⋮
1

ó𝑸W 

= 𝑸

⎝

⎜
⎛
𝓓Ê

𝜖
1
⋮
1

Ì − 𝓓ñ

𝜔2'

0
⋮
0

ó

⎠

⎟
⎞
𝑸W 

= 𝑸𝓓Ê

𝜖
1
⋮
1

Ì𝑸W − 𝑸𝓓ñ

𝜔2'

0
⋮
0

ó𝑸W 

= 𝑴−𝜔2'𝑞𝑞W 

here 𝑞 is the eigenvector of 𝑴 corresponding to the eigenvalue (1 − 𝛼Ö) which we know 

from (2) is 𝑉Ó , thus  

𝑴2 = 𝑴−𝜔2'𝑉Ó𝑉Ó W (9) 

putting (9) in (7), we get  

𝝓𝒏 = 𝝓𝟎�𝑴 − 𝜔1'𝑉Ó𝑉Ó W� + �1 − (𝜖 − 𝜔1')�
𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW

â𝑉Óâ'
 

= 𝝓𝟎𝑴−𝜔1'𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó𝑉Ó W + (𝛼Ö + 𝜔1')
𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW

â𝑉Óâ'
 

or,  

𝝓𝒏 = 𝝓𝟎𝑴+ 𝛼Ö
𝑦Þ𝑉Ó W

â𝑉Óâ
' − 𝜔1

' H𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó −
𝑦Þ

â𝑉Óâ
'J𝑉Ó

W (10) 
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To find which value of 𝛼Ö which best solves (P), we can calculate 𝝓𝒏𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ using (10)  

𝝓𝒏𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ = H𝝓𝟎𝑴+ 𝛼Ö
𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW

â𝑉Óâ'
− 𝜔1' H𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó −

𝑦Þ

â𝑉Óâ'
J𝑉ÓWJ𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ 

= 𝝓𝟎𝑴𝑉Ó + 𝛼Ö𝑦Þ
𝑉ÓW𝑉Ó

â𝑉Óâ'
− 𝜔1' H𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó −

𝑦Þ

â𝑉Óâ'
J𝑉ÓW𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ 

= (1 − 𝛼Ö)𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó + 𝛼Ö𝑦Þ − 𝜔1'  â𝑉Óâ
'𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ¡ − 𝑦Þ 

or,

	 	𝝓𝒏𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ =  1 − 𝛼Ö − 𝜔1'â𝑉Óâ
'
¡𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó + (𝛼Ö + 𝜔1' − 1)𝑦Þ (11) 

Writing 𝜔1' as (1 − 𝛼Ö) − (1 − 𝛼Ö)1 in (11), we get  

𝝓𝒏𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ = R(1 − 𝛼Ö) − â𝑉Óâ'�(1 − 𝛼Ö) − (1 − 𝛼Ö)1�S𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó

+ (𝛼Ö + (1 − 𝛼Ö) − (1 − 𝛼Ö)1 − 1)𝑦Þ 

= R(1 − 𝛼Ö)  1 − â𝑉Óâ'¡ + (1 − 𝛼Ö)1â𝑉Óâ'S𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó − (1 − 𝛼Ö)1𝑦Þ 

and constraining â𝑉Óâ' = 1, will give  

𝝓𝒏𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ = (1 − 𝛼)1�𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ� (12) 

which can become infinitesimally small with 𝛼 ∈ (0,1). This shows that, with an appropriate 

value of 𝛼, the network can become highly adapted to any particular input. Also, under this 

constraint, from (8), we have  

𝚫𝝓𝒏 = (𝛼(1 − 𝛼)14$)�𝑦Þ − 𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó�𝑉Ó W (13) 

and from (10)  

𝝓𝒏 = 𝝓𝟎𝑴! + 𝛼𝑦Þ𝑉Ó W − 𝜔1'�𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ�𝑉Ó W (14) 

where 𝜔1' = (1 − 𝛼) − (1 − 𝛼)1 and 𝑴! = 𝑸𝓓ñ

1 − 𝛼
1
⋮
1

ó𝑸W.  

 It is interesting to look into matrix 𝑸 under this constraint. As it is a matrix of 

orthonormal eigenvectors of 𝑴, it is evident that one of the columns of 𝑸 is 𝑉Ó  (â𝑉Óâ' = 1). 
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The other vectors are 𝑞! such that ‖𝑞!‖' = 1, 𝑉ÓW𝑞! = 0		∀		𝑖 and 𝑞!W𝑞3 = 0		∀		𝑖 ≠ 𝑗. This 

allows us to express 𝑴!  as a sum of rank-one matrices as under  

𝑴! = (1 − 𝛼)𝑉Ó𝑉Ó W + ∑! 𝑞!𝑞!W (15) 

using (15) in (14) and writing 𝜔1' = (1 − 𝛼) − (1 − 𝛼)1, we get  

𝝓𝒏 = 𝝓𝟎 Ê(1 − 𝛼)𝑉Ó𝑉ÓW +.
!

𝑞!𝑞!WÌ + 𝛼𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW − �(1 − 𝛼) − (1 − 𝛼)1��𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ�𝑉ÓW 

= 𝝓𝟎 H𝑉Ó𝑉ÓW +.
!

𝑞!𝑞!WJ − 𝛼�𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ�𝑉Ó W − �(1 − 𝛼) − (1 − 𝛼)1��𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ�𝑉Ó W 

= 𝝓𝟎 H𝑉Ó𝑉ÓW +.
!

𝑞!𝑞!WJ − (1 − (1 − 𝛼)1)�𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ�𝑉ÓW 

the matrix �𝑉Ó𝑉ÓW + ∑! 𝑞!𝑞!W� is nothing but 𝑸𝑸W and (𝑸𝑸W)2 = 𝑸𝑸W for any 𝑝 ≥ 1 implies 

that 𝑸𝑸W = 𝑰, this makes the above expression of 𝝓𝒏 as under  

𝝓𝒏 = 𝝓𝟎 − (1 − (1 − 𝛼)1)�𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó − 𝑦Þ�𝑉Ó W 	

																																					= 𝝓𝟎 + (1 − (1 − 𝛼)1)𝑦Þ𝑉Ó W − (1 − (1 − 𝛼)1)𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó𝑉ÓW 

or, 

𝝓𝒏 = 𝝓𝟎 + 𝒞�𝑦Þ𝑉Ó W −𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó𝑉ÓW� (16)

where 𝒞 is a constant which equals	(1 − (1 − 𝛼)1). 

Thus, after 𝑛 steps of gradient descent, the change in 𝝓 has two components, an 

additive component given by the rank one matrix 𝑦Þ𝑉Ó W, and a subtractive component given 

by the rank one matrix 𝝓𝟎𝑉Ó𝑉Ó W. If we analyze the matrix 𝑦Þ𝑉ÓW, we notice that the matrix will 

have positive entries at the location (𝑖, 𝑗) if and only if 𝑦! and 𝑉3 are both positive. Thus, this 

matrix corresponds to the Hebbian update rule that strengthens the connection when a 

primary neuron and a representation neuron fire together. Similarly, matrix 𝑉Ó𝑉ÓW can be 

positive only when 𝑉! and 𝑉3 are both positive. However, the negative sign before this update 

component makes it anti-Hebbian in nature, i.e., the update reduces all the connections 

between primary neurons and two similarly active representation neurons. In other words, if 
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two representation neurons are firing together, their input is reduced so that they can be 

decoupled. Overall, an update in connectivity strengthens the connections between 

simultaneously firing primary neurons and representation neurons but reduces the chances 

of two representation neurons firing together. 

 

4.4.3.  Stochastic gradient descent: Adapting to multiple stimuli in sequence 

 

Using the update procedure described above, we could update the connectivity to 

adapt to a particular input. One can assume that if such an update is carried out in sequence 

for different inputs, the network will gradually get tuned to features from multiple inputs 

presented to it. This kind of adaptation is what we intend to achieve through the network. 

However, the task is more complicated than it appears. Updating the connections to adapt to 

a novel input, in the way described above, often disrupts the system's adaptation to the 

previously encountered inputs.  

Simultaneous re-learning of features from all the previous inputs is one way to 

minimize the effects of such disruptions. However, this approach cannot be utilized because 

it increases the number of learning iterations for the system. Furthermore, it is also an 

overcomplicated version of the matrix factorization approach as it necessitates the system to 

re-learn from the entire input set simultaneously while extracting features from the last input.  

The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) (Robbins and Monro 1951) is another method 

that can be utilized to solve this problem. As evident from the name, it is a stochastic 

approximation of gradient descent optimization. In this method, instead of optimizing the 

objective function for all the training data, one optimizes the function for only a randomly 

selected subset of the data. To understand this approach, imagine any optimization problem 

as a finite-sum problem, where the value of the objective function can be expressed as a sum 

of losses for each data point, i.e.,  
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𝑓(𝑥) =.𝑓!(𝑥)
"

!#$

 

Here 𝑓 is the objective function,  𝑓! is the loss at the 𝑖%& data point and 𝑥 is the 

optimization variable. The gradient of the objective function, then, is the gradient of this 

finite-sum, which is calculated with respect to every training data point.  

∂𝑓(𝑥)
∂𝑥 =.

∂𝑓!(𝑥)
∂𝑥

"

!#$

 

In contrast, in SGD, each step of descent is decided using only a subset of training 

data points, and hence, the gradient is decided based only on a portion of this finite-sum 

∂𝑓(𝑥)
∂𝑥 ≈.

∂𝑓3(𝑥)
∂𝑥

3∈S

			where			𝑆 ⊂ [1, 𝑁] 

Though this strategy does not reach optimum, it has been shown to reach very close 

to the objective function's optimum value (Bottou 1998, Kiwiel 2001). 

In our network model, the objective is to update the network's connectivity so that it 

learns to efficiently represent a finite set of inputs based on their most informative structures. 

In this regard, the objective function is the measure of adaptiveness, the optimization 

variable is the matrix of tuning properties, and the training data points are the pairs of inputs 

and their corresponding representations. As a single input can be a subset of data points, we 

realized that the SGD method could train the network for all the inputs presented in a 

sequence. However, there were two points of concern while utilizing this method 

1. As SGD does not reach the optimum (Kiwiel 2001, Bottou 1998), using it in our 

network will mean that the network is never completely adapted to any input. 

Although this seems troublesome, it is unlikely that brain and sensory systems 

adapt entirely either. In this light, this limitation might make our model closer to 

the biological networks of sensory processing. 

2. SGD method is sensitive to step size taken during gradient descent (Goodfellow 

et al. 2016). As only a subset of data points are considered while estimating the 
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gradient, taking larger gradient steps in SGD may throw the updated point very 

far from the optimum. Therefore, it is advised to use only small step sizes 

(Goodfellow et al. 2016). In contrast, the adaptation process requires the 

connectivities to be updated to a particular strength to make the adaptation 

effective (a smaller update in connectivity may not be differentiated from 

unadapted connectivity), which means that a minimum step size or a minimal 

update is necessary. To solve this problem, we decided to update the connectivity 

using smaller step sizes and utilize multiple presentations of the same input to 

reach the desired adaptation level. These kinds of updates were more realistic and 

provided us with a way to understand how the frequency of inputs affected the 

adaptation process. 

 

4.4.4.  Simulating the network 

 

One of the limitations of the matrix factorization approach was its inability to 

represent inputs not included in the input matrix. Separate algorithms were utilized for the 

sparse recovery of inputs. In contrast, our network could perform both these tasks. Hopfield 

network-like architecture allowed it to solve sparse recovery problems for a given input, and 

the connectivity between primary and representation neurons could be updated using the 

SGD method. These two tasks were performed in two modes of the network described below 

1. Mode 0: In this mode, the network only performed a sparse recovery. The 

connectivity between the primary and representation neurons and the input were 

given as arguments to the network. It produced the desired representation. No 

update in connectivity was performed in this mode. 

2. Mode 1: This was the mode in which the network performed both sparse recovery 

and basis adaptation. Initial connectivity and input were given as arguments to 
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the network. The network produced a sparse representation of the input. The 

connections between various neurons in the network were updated using the 

obtained representation and the corresponding input to ensure learning. 

The network was written as a MATLAB function, and both these modes were used 

as per the simulation requirements.  

 

4.4.5.  Data set 

 

For studying the network implementation of our framework, we utilized the same set 

of binary symbols that were previously used with the matrix factorization approach. 

 

4.4.6.  Image corruption 

 

The set of symbols was corrupted to different extents by flipping different fractions 

of pixels. One hundred different forms of corruption of the same level were produced by 

flipping random subsets of pixels. 

 

4.5.  Results 

 

To test the working of the network and its adaptiveness to the inputs compared to the 

matrix factorization approach, we decided to use a simplistic network of 256 primary 

neurons and 500 representation neurons. Like before, as the binary symbols data set provided 

an easy method to perform quantifications, the first set of analyses were performed using 

them only.  The results of these analyses are described in the next few sections. 
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4.5.1.  Effects of biasing the network 

 

As discussed in the previous section, to have an adaptive nature, it is imperative for 

the system (Figure 4.3.1) to differentiate between the inputs. Moreover, how well the system 

adapts to two different inputs depends on how well it can differentiate the inputs before 

adaptation. We first decided to test how biasing the connectivity, discussed in the previous 

section, shapes the representation neurons' correlation. To test that and compare it against 

the connectivity generally used in prevailing neuronal networks, we utilized three different 

models of connectivity as listed below 

 

1. Non-negative uniform connectivity: In this model of connectivity, the connection 

strengths between the primary and representation neurons were chosen to be values 

between 0 and 1. The probability of a connection strength attaining any value was the 

same, i.e., the connection weights were derived from a uniform distribution over (0, 1) 

(Figure 4.3.2.i). The weights were normalized such that the length of the weight vector 

corresponding to any representation neuron was 1.  

 

2. Normally distributed connectivity: In this model of connectivity, the weights were 

derived from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Like the 

uniformly distributed weights, these weights were then normalized to have length 1 

(Figure 4.3.2.ii). 

 

3. Decorrelating connectivity: We refer to our biased connectivity as decorrelating 

connectivity. The weights were normalized in this case too to have length 1. The 

decorrelation was based on the eigenvectors of the variance-covariance matrix of the 

inputs. It was observed that the variance of the input space along these vectors saturated 
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after 150 dimensions; therefore, only 150 eigenvectors were utilized as affective 

dimensions of the input space (Figure 4.3.2.iii). 

We obtained symbols' representations in all these networks with different 

connections without any adaptations. We then used the response profiles of representation 

neurons to calculate pair-wise correlations between them. The Frobenius norm of the 

correlation and identity matrices' difference was calculated to measure the difference 

between the two matrices (Figure 4.3.3). A lower norm indicated that the biased 

connectivity produced better decorrelation than the other models of connectivity. A sample 

of the decorrelating connectivity showed that the connections did not have any apparent 

structure (Figure 4.3.4). 
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Figure 4. 3: Effects of biasing the connectivity of the network  

1. A diagram of the model neuronal circuit. The primary neuron units are shown as black 

circles with red outlines, and the representation neurons are shown as black circles with 

blue outlines. All primary neurons connect to all representation neurons (red connections), 

which also have recurrent inhibitory connections (blue connection). The primary neurons 

do not have recurrent connections. 2. Three different ways of connecting primary neurons 

to representation neurons were considered. Shown are distributions of connectivity weights 

under various connectivity schemes (i) uniformly distributed weights, (ii) normally 
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distributed weights, (iii) decorrelating weights. 3. With initial weights set according to the 

three models, representations of different inputs were obtained, and the correlation among 

representation neurons was measured. The Frobenius norm of the difference between the 

correlation matrix and the identity matrix was lowest for the decorrelating model of 

connectivity, indicating that it could decorrelate the neurons most. 4. The connection 

weights to all 500 representation neurons in the decorrelation model are shown in the form 

of a grayscale image array. 500 images in the panel correspond to 500 representation 

neurons, and pixels in each image correspond to the primary neurons. The pixel's grayscale 

value is proportional to the connection strength between the primary and the representation 

neuron. Note that even though connections are designed to decorrelate the neurons, no 

apparent structure emerges in the connectivity.  

 

 

4.5.2.  The adapting nature of the network 

 

To test the network's adaptive nature, we allowed the network to learn features from 

a varying number of inputs while keeping the number of neurons fixed. In particular, three 

overlapping sets containing 500, 800, and 1000 inputs were presented to the network, and 

the network adapted to these inputs. As discussed in the previous section, each input was 

presented repeatedly (100 times at maximum) to allow for SGD type adaptation. Note that 

the inputs were presented one at a time in a sequence. The order of their presentation was 

randomly chosen every time. The state of the network was recorded after the presentation of 

the entire set of inputs. The different states of adaptations of the network to 500 inputs are 

shown as the changes in the networks' connectivity (Figure 4.4.1). These changes were 

calculated with respect to the initial decorrelating connectivity and represented how strongly 

a particular neuron is connected to primary layer neurons. As an input neuron strongly 
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connected to a representational unit will elicit a maximum response in that representation 

neuron, these connections essentially reflected the representation neurons' tuning properties. 

The first thing to notice is that different neurons get tuned to different structures from the 

inputs. We plotted the distribution of cosine similarity of the connectivity changes for 

different neurons across different states and found that connectivity similarity was 

maintained while repeatedly encountering symbols (Figure 4.4.2). A sustained similarity 

level indicated that the distinctiveness of neuronal tunings remained unaltered. However, 

these similarity measures gave an idea only of the overall connectivity changes in a particular 

state. They did not provide information about how connectivity changed for individual 

neurons across different states. To assess that, we analyzed the changes in connectivity to 

individual neurons across different states of adaptation. We found that while connectivity 

structure did not change for individual neurons, the similarity of connectivity to neurons 

increased slightly over states and then saturated (Figure 4.4.3). This change illustrated that 

the connections to individual representation neurons were slightly changing as inputs were 

encountered repeatedly and then reached a stable state after a certain number of encounters. 

Attainment of such a stable state in neurons' connectivity demonstrated how the adaptation 

of the network saturated. As only the first few encounters of any input changed the structure 

of connectivity, it could be inferred that the representations of the inputs changed based on 

the immediate experience of the network and saturated afterward. This saturation highlights 

the critical difference between our framework and the classical efficient coding paradigm, 

where the representations of inputs depend upon their overall statistical and not just 

immediate encounters. 
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Figure 4. 4: The adaptation properties of the network  

1. A set of 500 inputs was repeatedly presented to the network, and the network's state was 

recorded after the presentation of the complete set. The change in connectivity of network 

at different states ((i) 5th state, (ii) 50th state, and (iii) 100th state) is shown. 2. The similarity 

between changes in connectivity across all representation neurons was analyzed. (i) The 

distribution of similarity is shown. A low average similarity (< 0.5) indicated that the 

connections of different neurons changed differently. (ii) The similarity in the changes in 

connectivity was monitored at different states of the network. The average similarity 

remained consistently small and slightly decreased with the state. 3. How connectivity 

changed for a single neuron across different states was also observed. The plot shows the 

similarity between connectivity changes to all representation neurons as the simulation 

progressed. The similarity increased a bit and reached a saturation state, indicating that the 

network was saturated after encountering a certain number of the inputs' repeats. 

 

 

Next, we analyzed the structural changes in the connectivity. We compared the 

structure of changes in connectivity to the input patterns. We found that with an increasing 

number of input encounters, the structures became more input-like (Figure 4.4.1). We 

further analyzed the changes in connectivity to representation neurons with a varying 

number of symbols. Sample connectivity changes when the network adapted to 500, 800 and 

1000 symbols are shown (Figure 4.5.1). We measured the cosine similarity between the 

inputs and the changes in connectivity structure with varying numbers of inputs. We found 

that the similarity increased with increasing the number of inputs across all network states 

(Figure 4.5.2). Such similarities indicated that connectivity change structures became less 

like unique inputs and more local when the number of inputs was increased. In terms of 

informativeness of captured features, these results showed that as the network encountered 

the same inputs repeatedly, it successfully identified comprehensive, unique structures from 
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the inputs. Increasing the number of inputs, however, resulted in neurons getting tuned to 

more localized structures. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. 5: Analysis of the structure of connectivity changes  

1. To analyze the changes in the network structure with network states and the input 

numbers, three different sets of inputs containing 500, 800, and 1000 symbols were 
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presented repeatedly to the network. The changes in the connections of the network at the 

50th state are shown ((i) 500 inputs, (ii) 800 inputs, and (iii) 1000 inputs). 2. It was observed 

that the changes in connectivity were similar to the structure of the inputs. The cosine 

similarity between changes in connectivity and input was measured at different stages. The 

similarity increased with the network state but decreased with the increasing number of 

inputs. The line represents the average similarity, and the band is the standard deviation in 

the observed similarity. 

 

 

4.5.3.  Efficiency of representations 

 

We analyzed the network's efficiency at different adaptation states while 

representing a varying number of inputs. Responses of all representation neurons to a set of 

selected inputs are shown at different adaptation states (Figure 4.6.1) and when the network 

adapted to a different number of inputs (Figure 4.6.2). We noticed that with more encounters 

of the inputs, the representations became sparser. Similarly, with the increasing number of 

inputs, the responses got confined to a smaller number of neurons. We quantified the 

representation efficiency to further highlight the changes that occurred while adapting to a 

varying number of inputs. Three quantities, namely, response profiles' correlation, kurtosis, 

and sparsity, were measured across different states of the network, as well as across the 

different numbers of inputs. We found that as the network experienced more inputs, the 

neurons' response became increasingly non-Gaussian (Figure 4.6.3). Increasing the number 

of input presentations also increased the kurtosis of neuronal response profiles. These trends 

indicated that both experience and sampling of inputs increased representation efficiency. 

The correlation among the neurons further confirmed the increase in representation 

efficiency. Following the same trend as kurtosis, it decreased (indicated by the smaller 

Frobenius norm of the difference of correlation and identity matrices) with more encounters 
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of the same set of inputs, as well as encounters of new inputs (Figure 4.6.4). Similar trends 

were observed in the L0 and L1 sparsity measures (Figure 4.6.5; Figure 4.6.6).  

For a biological system, repeatedly facing the same inputs is equivalent to the 

increased practicing of identification. Encountering additional inputs corresponds to newer 

experiences. One expects that the proficiency of an organism in performing any task 

increases with practice and experience. Results described above indicate that the network 

produces increasingly sparse and unique input representations as it gets more practiced and 

experienced. As distinct representations demonstrate enhanced recognition abilities, such a 

network's behavior is more similar to a biological system. Interestingly, the results do not 

match the ones obtained through the matrix factorization approach, where the efficiency in 

representation dropped with increasing inputs. 
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Figure 4. 6: Efficiency of representation 

1 – 2. Changes in representation efficiency with network states and a varying number of 

inputs were analyzed. 1. Responses of 500 neurons to a few sample inputs at different 

adaptation states are shown. 2. The neurons' responses to the same inputs when the number 

of inputs was varied. Note that the responses get sparser with the adaptation states as well 

as with the number of inputs. 3. To further assess the efficiency in terms of representation 

sparseness, neuronal response profiles' kurtosis was calculated. Kurtosis increased with the 

network states as well as the number of inputs. 4. The correlation among neurons was 

measured, and the Frobenius norm of the difference between correlation and identity 

matrices was calculated. The norm too decreased with the states and the number of inputs, 

indicating a decorrelation trend. 5 – 6. The sparsity of representations also showed similar 
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trends. Both the L0 and L1 sparsity measures decreased with the network state while 

maintaining the levels across the number of inputs. 

 

 

 4.5.4.  Consistency in representations 

 

With networks performing in more biologically realistic ways, we wanted to know 

how consistently the input's corrupted forms can be represented. Different forms of 

corrupted inputs that were used during the analysis of the matrix factorization approach were 

chosen, and their corresponding representations were obtained using a network adapted to 

800 inputs. We observe that across all types of corruption, consistent representations could 

be obtained at different network states. The examples show representations of 5 different 

inputs and their corrupted forms (Figure 4.7.1 and Figure 4.7.2). Note that the 

representations are consistent across different forms of corruption and across different states 

of the network. Using the z-scored cosine similarity between the representations of 

uncorrupted and corrupted inputs, we calculated the specificity of representations for 

different forms of corruption (Figure 4.7.3; Figure 4.7.4; Figure 4.7.5). We found that the 

specificity increased slightly with practice, i.e., after encountering the inputs a greater 

number of times. This trend was observed consistently for all forms of corruption. The 

specificity decreased with increasing levels of corruption, occlusion, or addition of noise. 

These results indicated that the representations' consistency increased with the 

representation neurons getting more specific by getting tuned to unique features from the 

inputs. 
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Figure 4. 7: Consistency in representations  

1 – 2. To test the consistency of representations, we presented corrupted forms of inputs to 

a network adapted to 800 inputs. The corrupted forms of inputs and their corresponding 

representations are shown at two different states of the network. For all forms of corruption, 

namely, (i) addition of noise, (ii) removal of a portion of primary neurons, and (iii) randomly 

silencing primary neurons, representations consistent with the uncorrupted input (iv) could 

be obtained in both states of the network. Note that the representations in the 100th state are 

sparser than the representations in the 50th state. 3 – 5. The specificity of representations 

was measured by using z-scored similarity as described previously. Across all forms of 

corruption, the high specificity of representations was observed with a slight increase in the 

network's 100th state. The specificity scores dropped with an increase in corruption. 
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4.5.5.  Learning from corrupted examples 

 

In the previous results, we have shown that an adaptive network that sequentially 

encounters inputs can adapt to them and produce efficient representations. It does not need 

to know the entire input space's statistics to be efficient and can produce consistent 

representations of inputs under varying circumstances. However, for a real biological 

system, experience does not only mean sequentially encountering inputs; it also includes 

encountering inputs in different forms. For example, consider a cup. One encounters cups 

almost every day in different shapes and sizes. All of them could be considered variations 

of an "ideal cup" that is probably never seen, yet we can all draw an "ideal cup" when asked 

to do so. This ability means that our sensory system generalizes the concept of a cup by 

looking at different variants of it. We decided to test whether the network can similarly 

generalize concepts. To try this, we produced different variations of the input symbols by 

randomly flipping the values of a fraction of its pixels. These corrupted symbols were now 

used as input sets to allow the network to adapt. We used two different flipping extents (10% 

and 20%) to produce the corrupted inputs (Figure 4.8.1). Different corrupted forms at the 

same level of flipping were presented to the network for each adaptation session. Again, we 

examined the network's adaptation as the change in the connectivity of the representation 

neurons. To our surprise, we found that the change in connectivity resembled uncorrupted 

inputs just as observed in the case of adaptation to non-corrupted symbols (Figure 4.8.2).   

We further quantified the similarity between connectivity changes and uncorrupted inputs. 

While the similarity varied from input to input, the maximum similarity observed with any 

input was considerably high (Figure 4.8.3). Thus, the network was able to find the 

consistency that existed across the input variants and adapt to it. Such adaptation is rare, and 

only complex deep or convoluted neural networks have been shown to perform in this 

manner (Vogelsang et al. 2018). However, these networks are very complex, contain 
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multiple layers, and require numerous examples. On the other hand, our adaptive network 

consisting of only two layers, and learning from 800 examples can perform similarly. 
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Figure 4. 8: Adapting to corrupted forms of inputs  

1. Original inputs were corrupted to different extents by flipping fractions of their pixels. 

Examples of original symbols and their corrupted forms obtained after flipping 10% and 

20% of the pixels are shown. 2. These corrupted forms were used as inputs to the network. 

Each symbol was presented 100 times to the network; however, each presentation had a 

different corruption pattern. The changes in connectivity observed resembled the structure 

of uncorrupted inputs. (i). Changes in connectivity after adapting to inputs having 10% of 

their pixels flipped. (ii). Changes in connectivity after adapting to inputs having 20% of their 

pixels flipped. 3. The structure of changes in connectivity was compared with the 

uncorrupted inputs. The maximum observed similarity of connectivity of each neuron to any 

symbol is plotted.  

 

 

4.6.  Discussion  

 

In this chapter, I introduced a network that could extract unique features from inputs 

in an experience-dependent manner and generate sparse, efficient representations of the 

inputs based on such structures. The network was based on the previously developed class 
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of Hopfield networks that could perform sparse recovery of signals. However, in contrast to 

those networks, ours was designed to be adaptive. In other words, unlike other networks, the 

connectivity between the input layer and the representation layer was allowed to change 

based on the input to optimize its representation. A crucial aspect of the network was using 

the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) (Robbins and Monro 1951) type approach. 

Theoretically, while adapting to a finite set of inputs, the aim is to reduce some measure of 

non-adaptiveness of the network for the entire set of inputs. Achieving such a goal is 

challenging, particularly in an experience-dependent manner. The adaptation to previously 

encountered inputs is influenced while adapting to the current input. Using the SGD-like 

approach, we allowed the network to slowly adapt to new inputs so that its adaptation to 

other inputs was not affected. With repeated encounters, the network could adapt to all 

different inputs. A limitation of such an approach is that an optimal adaptation may not be 

achieved. However, as argued previously, the goal for sensory systems might not be to 

achieve the optimal but to adapt to an extent and extract enough information that ensures 

survival.    

The variation in the efficiency of the network with repeated encounters and the 

number of inputs were analyzed. We found that both these parameters increase efficiency. 

This aspect of the network was particularly intriguing. We had seen with the matrix 

factorization approach that the efficiency decreased with the number of inputs. Such results 

were expected in that approach because the method did not consider the inputs' occurrence 

frequencies. However, the behavior of the network is more similar to a real biological system 

for which both repetition and new encounters are expected to enhance the recognition 

abilities.  

The increase in the network's representation efficiency with the increasing number 

of inputs can be explained if one considers its efficiency to be suboptimal in all coding 

scenarios. In this situation, adapting to a larger number of inputs can cause the network to 

contain more information about the inputs. Accommodating more information will lead to 
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proper utilization of the network's capacity and increase its efficiency. Interestingly, such a 

scenario implies the system does not achieve the efficiency sought in the Efficient Coding 

Hypothesis. Indeed, for a biological system achieving such efficiency may not be critical. It 

may be geared more towards extracting the relevant information than relaying all 

information. 

Lastly, we demonstrated that corrupted inputs could be utilized to guide the learning 

process of the network. However, the changes observed in the network connectivity were 

similar to the changes observed while adapting to uncorrupted forms of inputs. As corrupted 

forms of the inputs were created by introducing noise in the form of random silencing and 

activation of early neurons, this result indicated the network's ability to extract consistency 

from the inputs while identifying individual differences among them. Such a capability is 

desired in any system trying to achieve competence in recognizing inputs.  

Our network is based on the Hopfield networks (Hopfield 1982, Hopfield 1984) and 

their variants performing sparse recovery (Rozell et al. 2008). However, it is significantly 

distinct in its form and function. The following table highlights critical differences among 

these networks 

 

 

 Hopfield Networks Sparse recovery 
network 

Our network 

Recurrent 
connections 

only Hebbian Only anti-Hebbian but 
non – adaptive 

Only anti-
Hebbian, 
Adaptive 

Connection from 
primary neurons 

Non – adaptive Non – adaptive Adaptive 

 

Table 4. 1: Differences between our network, Hopfield networks, and sparse recovery 

network  
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusions 
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5.1.  Conclusions  

 

In this study, I have studied how information about the surroundings can be conveyed 

through the sensory systems. Organisms can utilize this information to their advantage and 

generate appropriate responses to different stimuli. As highlighted in the study, two 

fundamental tasks that a biological system must perform to survive are invariably 

recognizing objects and identifying relationships among objects. Accomplishing these tasks 

is by no means straightforward, especially for a biological system that faces several 

physiological and anatomical constraints. Yet, organisms have evolved into information 

processing systems that remain to be matched by any human-made machine. The previous 

studies on sensory processing have primarily focused on the theoretical aspects of relaying 

information. They have thought of the sensory system as an optimal information transmitting 

device. This picture of a biological system might not be very accurate. A biological system's 

primary goal is not conveying information but is utilizing the information to increase the 

chances of its survival. In my thesis work, I have presented a novel sensory processing 

strategy, suggesting that the system should adapt specifically to a finite set of inputs that it 

experiences and represent them using their most informative components. Using 

mathematical simulations, I have analyzed various aspects of this representation framework. 

Some of the key conclusions are listed in this chapter. 

 

5.1.1 An adaptive strategy of representing inputs should be based on informativeness: 

Based on the Efficient Coding Hypothesis, a significant section of the previous 

studies have argued that the optimal strategy for representing sensory inputs should 

be redundancy reducing (Barlow 1961). The system needs to know its environment's 

statistical properties to realize this strategy.  It should identify the independent 

components of natural stimuli and use them as the basis for representing objects 
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(Barlow 1987, Barlow 1989, Barlow et al. 1989). It has been assumed that knowledge 

about the surroundings' statistics is incorporated into the system through the 

development process guided by the organism's genetics. The organism learns only 

the components that have not been incorporated into its developmental process 

(Barlow 1987). In contrast, I have shown that a representation framework based on 

the most informative components of objects allows an organism to continuously 

learns about its surroundings in an experience-dependent manner. The organism does 

not need to know its environment completely for adaptation, allowing it to 

accommodate unexpected changes. Moreover, the framework efficiently represents 

information about objects, and minimal redundancy is observed in input 

representations. Thus, the representation framework based on informative features 

allows the system to be genuinely adaptive while being efficient. 

 

5.1.2 The number of inputs relative to neurons determines representation efficiency: 

I have argued that the objects' most informative components can be extracted using 

non-negative matrix factorization. Representations based on these components are 

maximally efficient when the number of representation neurons matches the inputs. 

Any deviation from this balance results in a decrease in representations' sparseness, 

resulting in inefficient information transmission. By analyzing the neurons' tuning 

properties, I found that a critical difference between most sparse and less sparse 

representations is that in less sparse representations, neurons are tuned to local 

features of the input. In contrast, most sparse representations arise when neurons are 

tuned to complete structures of the input. In this context, I have demonstrated that 

the localized receptive field properties observed in the visual cortices (Hubel and 

Wiesel 1962, Hubel and Wiesel 1968) can be accounted for by the necessity of 

representing a large number of natural scene images with a relatively smaller number 

of neurons. 
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5.1.3 Inputs' absolute occurrence frequencies can be ignored: The frequency of 

occurrence of inputs constitutes the statistics of the inputs, and in all previous studies, 

it has played a crucial role in determining the representation strategy. 

Informativeness of features, on the other hand, does not necessarily rely on their 

absolute occurrence. Unique features are most informative irrespective of the 

occurrence frequency, and informativeness of other features can be estimated from 

their relative abundance. In this regard, the system does not need to know the actual 

occurrence frequencies in any situation. The absolute frequencies can be ignored, 

and efficient representations can be obtained based on the relative abundances. 

 

5.1.4 Representations based on informative features are consistent: Utilizing sparse 

recovery approaches to derive representations of the inputs, I showed that consistent 

representations of corrupted forms of the inputs could be obtained when 

representations are sufficiently sparse. Inputs corrupted by the addition of noise, 

removal, or occlusion of primary neurons or random silencing of primary neurons all 

produced representations that were highly similar to the non-corrupted inputs' 

representations. Even for complex inputs like faces, occlusion of different portions, 

or common alterations like the addition of glasses or beards did not change the 

representations. Furthermore, the odor representations obtained from the glomeruli 

recordings of the mouse olfactory system remained unaltered when a portion of 

glomeruli was removed or when a noise was added into the system. Interestingly, in 

all situations, the responses of representation neurons corresponded to the mutual 

information between their tuning properties and the input. This relation indicated that 

the representations could be utilized in higher-order cognitive functions like 

recognition and identifying associations between inputs. 
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5.1.5 A neuronal network can implement the adaptive strategy of encoding: Finally, I 

designed a neuronal network to show that this adaptive strategy of representation 

based on the most informative features could be achieved in a biologically relevant 

network. The analysis of representations obtained in the network showed that the 

network could efficiently represent inputs. Consistent representations were also 

obtained from different forms of corrupted inputs. Moreover, the network could also 

utilize the corrupted input forms for adaptation, and even while using the corrupted 

inputs, the network neurons got tuned to structures from uncorrupted inputs. 
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